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ABSTRACT 

 

Secure key distribution is extremely crucial in commercial and military applications of WSN and 

wireless sensor and Actor networks (WSAN) for providing confidentiality to messages shared 

among sensors. It becomes more challenging when two cluster heads cannot communicate directly 

due to communication range. In this case, an ordinary node located at cluster boundaries to play a 

role of gateway node that has established keys in both clusters. Entire communication between 

clusters is transmitted through these gateway nodes. The main problem is that compromised 

gateway node exposes all keys transmitted through that node and relevant links are compromised 

before establishment. We have proposed Key Distribution using Key Fragmentation (KDKF) 

scheme that solves the problem. Sender divides the actual key into fragments using key 

fragmentation algorithm and sends these using gateway nodes as intermediaries. Receiver Node 

assimilates these key fragments using XOR operation to interpret actual key. KDKF scheme 

provides deployment scenarios and detailed protocol description to elaborate the message structure 

to exchange security credentials between distant nodes. Moreover, formal modeling is performed 

using Rubin Logic to verify and analyze the proposed protocol. Performance and resilience of 

protocol is validated through simulations using ns-2.35. It proves that a compromised gateway node 

cannot retrieve the actual key and only gets the key fragment. To assimilate the single actual key, 

adversary needs to subvert exactly those gateway nodes that participated in key fragments 

transmission. In contemporary schemes, all future keys transmitted through compromised gateway 

nodes were exposed. Results proof that KDKF is much more resilient against compromising attack 

and keys in network are not exposed to adversary. 

 

To further improve the communication overheads and better connectivity, we have proposed a 

Matrix based Key Establishment Scheme (MKES) where actual key is never transmitted on 

network. In MKES, each node is pre-loaded with one row and one column from a matrix. After 

deployment, indices for row and column are exchanged between the two nodes and values at 

intersection of row and column index is used to calculate the key on each node. It can establish 

keys with neighboring nodes, cluster heads, SINK and even across different WSN using same 

matrix values. Results are produced for analyzing resilience, storage and communication 

costs to prove dominance of MKES. It is also tested by deploying on android for securing 

messaging. Moreover, MKES is used in Critical Data Reclamation (CDR) that provides 

aggregated data extraction in isolated clusters where cluster head (GH) is destroyed. GH receives 

the query from sink node to send towards the cluster members and then transmits the aggregated 
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response to sink node. In the absence of GH, gateway nodes located at common boundary of 

neighboring clusters communicate with the neighboring GHs to transmit critical data to sink in a 

timely manner until a new GH is not added in the cluster. A secure protocol scenario is discussed 

in a stepwise manner to add new GH to the network. Proposed schemes is simulated and evaluated 

for Density of cluster, Connectivity, Resilience, Storage and Communication overhead. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter provides an overview of wireless sensor network for flat and cluster based 

deployment scenarios. It discusses about role of wireless sensor and actor networks to meet 

the challenging application scenarios in emerging applications. Moreover, it describes the 

objectives and motivation to do this work by considering practical aspects. Finally it 

provides problem statement and our contribution in this area of research.  

 

1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks 

 

A sensor network contains many smaller devices having the sensors for measuring the 

temperature, pressure, heat etc. in the surrounding area. The retrieved information is 

transmitted on a wireless link via the intermediary nodes to reach up to the destination 

server. Most of the energy is utilized in transmitting data, therefore, some intelligent 

decisions are taken to save energy and extend the sensor nodes’ battery life. Receiver 

evaluates the data to take the decision and can also send a query towards the network to 

retrieve further information. For example, in a sensor network deployed in the forest to 

retrieve the temperature, a sensor node is configured to send the information when 

temperature exceeds the threshold value in case of fire. The destination server continuously 

receives the messages on regular intervals with varying temperature levels. It helps to take 

the decision for sending the fire extinguisher team timely and saving the huge damages. 

Sensor nodes are mostly application dependent therefore WSN are used in variety of 

resource usage patterns and accordingly the communication scenarios (Maraiya, Kant, & 

Gupta, 2011). WSN can be used in a variety of applications for monitoring and tracking; 

like battle field management, disaster relief, human tracking, car tracking, (Srivastava, 

2010), (R. Cavallari, 2014), buildings or house monitoring (Binodkumar, Malathi, Dbalaji, 
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& Ramkumar, 2014), water sprinkling on fire detection (Xia, Tian, Li, & Y.Sun, 2007), 

surveillance, traffic monitoring, health monitoring and habitat monitoring etc. (Akyildiz & 

Kasimoglu, 2004), (Chen, Diaz, Llopis, Rubio, & Troya., 2011). 

 

There are two basic configurations for deployment pattern. Figure 1.1 elucidates that WSN 

can be deployed in a sparse environment called flat network where nodes are randomly 

scattered around a single base station or sink. New nodes can join the network to cause a 

change in topology but it remains a single network. Distant node communication can be 

infeasible or much more resources are consumed. To overcome these problems, WSN 

should be deployed in hierarchical scenario with a cluster head and member ordinary sensor 

nodes as member with local cluster level communication. Cluster head (GH) can handle 

centralized communication for longer duration. It also provides the capability of extensive 

calculations at GH.  

 

Sensor Node

Flat WSN

Group Head

Hierarchical WSN

Sensor-Sensor Link
 

Figure 1. 1: Flat and Hierarchical Wireless Sensor Networks             

 

WSN applications are further improved by including a more powerful and mobile node 

called actor that can perform physical movement, patrolling, chasing and data collection 

from different regions (Kalyana, Priya, & Gnanasekaran, 2014). Actor nodes play a vital 

role to detect and save the events (Cuevas, Uruen, Veciana, Cuevas, & Crespi, 2013) and 

communicate with ordinary nodes to collect data as shown in figure 1.2. Wireless 
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transceiver is used to exchange information via actors (Ngoc-Thanh & Younghan, 2013), 

(Waseem, Hassan, & Magnus, 2013) to decision support centre called a sink. 
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Sensor-Actor communicationActor node
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Figure 1. 2: Wireless Sensor and Actor Networks 

 

Currently the evolution of third generation is ubiquitous computing (Schmidt, 2010) where 

human beings are interacting frequently with the smart devices in an un-noticed way. These 

smart devices are playing a vital role to ease our life by resolving environmental issues and 

proving better and innovative services. WSN is also playing a convincing role in this effort. 

Han evaluated that it must be given importance for next generation area of research using 

3G WSN (K. Han, 2011). Karim proposed a gateway based IP networks interconnection 

with WSN using a gateway that can translate the packet format (Karim A. Emara, 2009). 

Secure data collection and transmission is the key requirement in these networks. 

 

Key management is mandatory for secure sharing of information among different nodes in 

the network by using encryption and decryption. Generally, key management schemes can 

broadly be categorized into asymmetric and symmetric. While the former provides higher 

degree of confidence to communicate securely over any open channel since it does not 

require transmitting private key for message decryption. However, it may not be suitable 

for resource-constrained sensor nodes as it requires high processing time (i.e., 

computationally slow) which reduces transmission speed. On the other hand, later is more 
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appropriate for WSN as it uses same shared key for message encryption and decryption. 

However, secure key distribution over insecure channels is a challenging task especially in 

mission-critical application as some of the intermediate nodes might be compromised by 

the adversary. Challenges of key management in WSN are identified in (Xiao, et al., 2007) 

and (Marcos A. Simplício Jr, 2010). However, most of the existing key establishment 

schemes are proposed in the context of WSN which may not be directly applicable to 

WSAN because of various unique characteristics such as actor mobility. Unlike most 

existing schemes, we have also focused on devising a matrix-based key establishment 

scheme that does not require direct exchange of key between the communicating nodes. 

 

1.2 Security Challenges in WSN 

 

In many applications of WSN, data confidentiality is key requirement of all military and 

many other commercial level applications. These requirements arise strongly after the 

severe attacks by adversaries that either corrupt the communication or cause the denial of 

service attacks by compromising the sensor nodes. It can introduce a new much resource 

rich device to perform calculations and obtain the secret data and established keys of the 

WSN. With the passage of time, new attack scenarios are faced like (Yu, Li, Zhou, & Li., 

2012), (Hoffman K, 2009), (Xiao B Y. B., 2006), (Xiao B Y. B., 2007), (Wazir Zada Khan, 

2013). Reliable and efficient schemes are required to secure these networks. Therefore 

security against attacks is necessary so that the more secure and efficient key establishment 

schemes could be introduced for secure communication among sensor nodes in WSN. Such 

networks should also be secure and dependable even if a few number of nodes are 

compromised. Node compromising attack should be kept in view for designing the new 

solutions and guard against it. Intruder can also falsify the messages shared throughout the 

network for taking critical decisions especially in military and secure commercial 

applications. It is quite difficult to detect passive attackers as compared to the attacker that 

causes harmful activities. 

 

A number of security protocols including Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm 

(Hellman., 1976), RSA (R.L. Rivest, 1978), TLS (Allen., 1999) and Kerberos (Neuman., 
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1993) are also available for implementation in WSN but these protocols are not efficient 

in terms of “resource utilization”. It arises the need of security schemes that provide 

confidentiality of data within a node as well as secure message transmission. For encrypted 

message transmission, secure key distribution is mandatory because most of the WSN and 

WSAN applications need confidentiality (Kalyana, Priya, & Gnanasekaran, 2014), 

(Jingzhe Du, 2011) of data shared between nodes of different regions. With the passage of 

time, a lot of attacks are being faced by WSAN and a number of secure key establishment 

schemes are also proposed to enhance security. In existing symmetric key management 

schemes if a node is compromised then the new key distribution messages passing through 

that node are compromised. There is no end to end key between sender and receiver 

therefore encrypted key messages are also not possible, therefore, message is decrypted 

and then re-encrypted at intermediate node. Malicious node can interpret such keys to 

launch attack on sender and receiver.  

 

A large number of new schemes have been proposed but still new schemes require to meet 

the emerging requirements of WSN and WSAN along with its adaptability in Internet of 

Things (IoT). In monitoring, surveillance medical and other commercial applications, data 

is securely transferred to a sink node that further transmits towards the web based database 

servers. Data should be compressed before transmission to reduce communication cost and 

it should also be encrypted to provide secure message passing towards server. A 

dependable scheme is required where uncompromised nodes can share data securely even 

if a large number of nodes are compromised in severe scenarios.  

 

1.3 Problem Statement 

 

The formulated problems are briefly stated in the following paragraphs; 

 

(i) Problem 1: During path key distribution between sender and receiver, the secret 

key is exposed in a plaintext format to intermediate nodes and Bridge/Agent Nodes 

as well. It subverts the link before its establishment between sender and recipient 
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across the cluster.  There is no prior end-to-end key between sender and receiver 

for encrypted key distribution in case of symmetric encryption. 

 

(ii) Problem 2: During the path key establishment, if Bridge/Agent Nodes are 

deployed far from each other than Key distribution between sender and receiver 

will not be successful. Only two pre assigned bridge nodes can establish a link to 

serve other nodes. 

 

(iii) Problem 3: In heterogeneous WSN, if Cluster Head is destroyed then sink node 

cannot establish a key with member nodes to retrieve data. Only GH was 

responsible for inter cluster communication and key establishment scenarios. 

 

1.4 Research Objectives 

 

Providing security to sensor node with all its “limited resources” is important to provide 

secure transmission of data from WSN to sink. Confidentiality of data could not be ignored 

due to the fact that sensor node could be compromised to eavesdrop data. In cases where 

data is transferred efficiently by using best routing techniques but effort is wasted when 

data is compromised. In this case, network has become slave to transmit all valuable 

information to intruders. It is equally important and difficult as well to protect data during 

intra-cluster and inter-cluster communication. This work provides a strong, flexible and 

dependable key establishment approaches that can establish a secure key in worst 

environments where a large number of undetected compromised nodes are present. Primary 

research objectives of this work include: 

     

i. Design an intra-cluster and inter-cluster key distribution scheme using Key 

Fragmentation and Assimilation to guard against key exposure.  

ii. Design a new Matrix based key establishment scheme to achieve better security 

and communication costs. 

iii. Evaluate the Secure data collection mechanism using proposed security scheme. 
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1.5 Contributions of the Thesis 

 

The thesis provides novel schemes for secure key distribution in a number of application 

scenarios for homogeneous and heterogeneous WSN based deployments. MKES is a 

healthy contribution in this domain, it can be adopted in commercial scenarios to fulfill the 

security needs of next generation WSN. It is equally adoptable in cellular networks and can 

be used to securely exchange information between WSN and smart devices in IoT scenario. 

Proposed schemes are described according to the sequence of implementation as follows.  

 

i. Key Distribution using Key Fragmentation (KDKF) scheme mitigates the 

effects of problem1 in homogeneous, heterogeneous cluster based WSN and 

WSAN scenarios. It provides secure key distribution mechanism between distant 

nodes across the clusters by utilizing key fragmentation mechanism. KDKF scheme 

includes a Key Fragmentation Algorithm and Key Distribution Protocol. This 

protocol is evaluated for homogeneous WSN, heterogeneous WSN and WSAN 

scenarios. Formal modeling and analysis is performed using Rubin Logic. 

 

ii. Matrix based Key Establishment Scheme (MKES) resolves the problem3 by 

enabling connections between sink node and member nodes of a cluster in case of 

destroyed GH. We have provided a second solution to problem1 by using MKES 

to reduce the communication overhead. Problem 2 is resolved by dynamically 

selecting gateway nodes located at boundary of neighboring clusters after 

deployment. MKES is also tested for security in mobile applications.  

 

iii. Critical Data Reclamation (CDR) protocol adopts MKES for securing query 

transmission and data aggregation using hybrid model to elaborate the solution to 

data retrieval failure due to some physical damage or mechanical fault. A new 

hybrid architecture is proposed where ordinary nodes can also securely transmit the 

data when GH is destroyed. Moreover, a novel Dynamically New GH Inclusion 

(DNGI) protocol is proposed to add new cluster heads to the network after 

deployment phase.  
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1.6 Research Overview 

 

An overview of main research contributions are illustrated by mapping three proposed 

schemes to solve identified three problems as shown in figure 1.4.  

 

 

Figure 1. 3: Problem and Solution Mapping in Research Work 

 

1.7 Thesis Outline 

 

The rest of thesis is organized as follows; Chapter 2 describes background knowledge and 

literature review to cover the preliminary schemes closely related to this work for 

establishing inter cluster path key establishment. It provides a categorical discussion on 

existing schemes in a comparative way. At the end of chapter, a number of open research 

challenges are included and a brief overview of identified problems is also discussed. 

Chapter 3 covers the details of proposed KDKF scheme along with deployment scenarios 

for homogeneous, hierarchical and WSAN scenarios. KDKF-AN is explored in a stepwise 
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manner elaborating the intra-actor communication scenario.  Key fragmentation algorithm 

is provided to divide a key into its fragments. It also includes a formal specification and 

analysis using Rubin Logic. Finally, simulation and results are provided for resilience, 

fragmentation, storage and communication costs. Chapter 4 provides a detailed discussion 

of Matrix based Key Establishment Scheme (MKES) and its scenarios for intra, inter and 

SINK node’s key establishment. Simulation and results scenarios are provided for 

resilience, storage and communication costs. It further discusses about the applicability of 

MKES in mobile applications. Chapter 5 elaborates the details on Critical Data 

Reclamation (CDR) for providing a data collection scenario in case of damaged Cluster 

Head. A proposed hybrid architecture is used to achieve secure querying using GH-to-GH 

and GH-to-node level communication in WSN. A novel Dynamically New GH Inclusion 

(DNGI) protocol is also proposed to securely add a new GH in the cluster. At the end of 

chapter, simulation and result scenarios are discussed for storage, energy and 

communication overheads. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the work and elaborates the future 

work to open a horizon for new research challenges. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Background Knowledge and Literature Review 

 

 

Key establishment schemes are vulnerable to a number of passive and active attacks. 

Security schemes are divided into symmetric and asymmetric schemes. Symmetric key 

schemes are further categorized in master key based schemes, probabilistic, cluster based 

homogeneous and heterogeneous schemes. More schemes under the category of hash, 

polynomial, multi-path and tree based key management schemes are included. In each 

scheme, main focus is on elaborating the inter cluster key establishment across the clusters 

using different type of intermediaries titled as gateway, proxy, agent etc. These schemes 

are considered for homogeneous WSN, heterogeneous WSN, WSAN based deployments. 

Moreover, key establishment schemes are analytically discussed in a categorical way in 

terms of memory storage, scalability, connectivity, mobility, reliability and availability of 

network. Finally, research limitations are identified from the literature. 

 

2.1. Asymmetric Key Cryptography in WSN 

 

A pair of public and private keys is required in asymmetric schemes. Message is encrypted 

using the public key of receiver and transmitted on the network. On receiving this message, 

receiver can decrypt it using its private key (which is a secret).  Due to the availability of 

limited resources in sensor nodes, public-key cryptography is much expensive because it 

requires extensive calculations. In earlier stages asymmetric key cryptography was 

considered infeasible for resource constraint sensor nodes but the possibility of asymmetric 

key cryptography in WSN is analyzed in (Benamar Kadri, 2010), (Iftekhar Salam, 2010), 

ECC-ASIC and HBSG. Energy Analysis of Public-Key Cryptography scheme for WSN 

has made a comparison of RSA and ECC (which are public key algorithms) is presented to 

conclude that use of ECC over RSA is a better choice which leads to significant energy 

savings (Arvinderpal S. Wander, 2005). The ECC based technique  has been implemented 
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in Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ECC-ASIC) based hardware and compared for 

the running time of this Identity Based Cryptography in software. (McCusker., 2007). It 

concludes that a hardware solution is better than the software approach but it only 

compared the running time of a sub unit of hardware with the running time of entire scheme 

in software which is not justified. Hash based scheme with Signature Generation (HBSG) 

(Attila Altay Yavuz, 2012) creates session key by using scalar multiplication in ECC. 

Benamar proposed a light weight public key infrastructure (Benamar Kadri, 2010) where 

sensor node sends a request to base station in order to establish a secure tunnel with other 

sensor node. Iftekhar Salam proposed to distribute the secret key by using already 

established asymmetric keys (Iftekhar Salam, 2010). It is also considered a standard way 

in cryptography theories. It is an attempt to reduce the resources in terms of memory and 

increasing resilience. Asymmetric cryptography is still much expensive as compare to the 

symmetric key cryptography because public key operation can be applied in WSN but 

realization of private key is still very expensive (Sen, 2009). It is main reason that most of 

the solutions for key establishment in WSN are based on symmetric key cryptography. 

 

2.2. Symmetric Key Cryptography in WSN 

 

In symmetric schemes, a single key is required on sender and receiver side for encryption 

and decryption. Message is encrypted using the key on sender and transmitted on the 

network. On receiving this message, receiver can decrypt it using the same key as sender’s 

key. In these schemes the distribution of secret key is a challenging task because the 

intruder can intercept the key by capturing traffic or other man-in-the-middle attacks. In 

following section, such schemes are discussed categorically according to implementation 

mechanisms and methodology followed.  

 

2.2.1. Master Key Based Approaches 
 

Initially a network wide master key was used i.e. single key shared by all nodes for 

encryption and decryption but the entire links are compromised just by compromising one 

sensor node and obtaining the single master key. According to the survey on key 

management mechanisms for distributed WSN, the network wide Master key lacks in 
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individual node authentication capabilities between specified nodes (Marcos A. Simplício 

Jr, 2010). This master key concept has been used in conjunction with the pairwise key 

establishment scheme where two new schemes were proposed; Opaque Transitory Master 

Key (OTMK) Scheme-I which preserves the opaqueness and scheme-II which enables the 

new node to join the network (Jing Deng, 2005). A sensor node calculates a new key 

Kv=MAC(M, IDv) and then destroys the existing master key. It also generates verifiers by 

calculating yi = f(M,ri) where ri is a random value, M is message and f is a one way function. 

In both the schemes, Master key or Global key is pre-distributed and used at key setup time 

to establish a pairwise key among neighbors. After key setup the Master key is erased from 

the sensor node. In Jing’s scheme, author has proposed to remove the master key after key 

setup phase but Marcos pointed that master key is required to refresh the established keys 

(Marcos A. Simplício Jr, 2010). On the other hand if master key is compromised during 

the key setup time then the intruder can obtain the keys of a small part of network within 

the key erasure period and can inject new malicious nodes.  

 

Compromise-resistant pairwise keying (CRPK) scheme (Cho, 2006) for mobile Ad-hoc 

networks has similarity with the Jing’s scheme but Gicheol uses the concept of multi-hop 

or up to 3-hop key establishment by observing list of nodes receive from neighbor. In this 

scheme each sensor node is also pre-loaded with an initial network-wide key like Master 

Key in OTMK schemes. So there is a chance of compromising the initial network-wide 

key during network boot-up time or key setup time like in Jing’s scheme and then adversary 

can introduce new malicious nodes to the network. 

2.2.2. Probabilistic Key Establishment Schemes 

 

In probabilistic key establishment schemes, each node is randomly preloaded with a 

keyring / keyset from a large pool of keys. After deployment, pairwise keys are established 

by getting the common keys between the sensor nodes (in sensing range) i.e. direct key 

establishment. Path keys are established using intermediaries for nodes having no common 

keys with other nodes in sensing range. This basic idea has been further enhanced by setting 

a condition of at least q common keys between any two nodes to establish a more resilient 

key among them here q>>1. But this scheme introduces an increased memory overhead 
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(H. Chan, 2003). Firdous Kausar proposed a hash based probabilistic scheme (HBPS) with 

enhanced features to establish inter cluster keys between two L-sensors i.e. ordinary node 

across the cluster (Firdous Kausar, 2007). Sender node transmits its own id, receiver id and 

a nonce to the H-sensor i.e. cluster head. H-sensor identifies the common key in key rings 

of sender and receiver and then transmits the key ring indices to sender node and the cluster 

head of neighboring cluster that further transmits it to receiver node. Key is not transmitted 

but compromising a single node reveals a lot of valid keys. Kun Zhang has proposed a 

simple hash based authentication scheme (HBAS) (Kun Zhang, 2010) using the node IDs 

and group key number. If nodes are not in the same group then it adopted the random 

pairwise key to distribute key with m nodes in neighboring group.   

 

Fanian proposed to generate a common key between two nodes using sender’s key 

and identity value of the receiver node (CKBD). This key is only saved in receiver node 

memory whereas sender calculates it on each transmission (Ali Fanian, 2011). STSK 

recommends to divide a cluster into small cell where all the cells of a cluster follow the 

sub set values form a single pool that is different for each cluster. Two nodes suppose N5 

and N20 of different cluster C1 and C4 need an agent node N13 like gateway node in  to 

establish a path key. Agent node must have the common keys with both N5 and N20. 

Number of nodes can be more than two to setup the key and it also increases the 

communication overhead.  The probability of common keys between the neighboring cells 

is given in equation 2.1 taken from scheme (W. Du, 2004). In this equation, m is number 

of keys in a sensor node, S is the sub key pool size for a cell, is number of neighboring cells 

horizontally or vertically and i is number of common keys.  It lacks in scalability due to its 

excessive storage requirements for saving keys and security credentials for larger networks. 

 

𝑃𝑐 = ∑
(𝜔𝑆

𝑖 )
2
(𝑆−𝜔𝑆

𝑚−𝑖 )
2

( 𝑆
𝑚)

2
min (𝜔,𝑆,𝑚)
𝑖=1         (2.1) 

 

Jonguk Kim has proposed to use the Diffie Hellman based key exchange (DHKE) 

mechanism to distribute the symmetric key between two nodes (Jonguk Kim, 2010). It 

provides a dynamic key distribution technique which allows simultaneous calculation of 
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key just by sharing few parameters and secret key never transmitted. It is well suitable for 

extensive node mobility scenarios. It also handles the splitting of one group and joining of 

two groups into single one. Arno Wacker has proposed the decentralized concept of key 

distribution and requires the un-partitioned network having availability of node-disjoint 

paths. If key graph contains s node-disjoint paths between the two source and target sensor 

nodes then the initiator node randomly generates s key fragments k1 . . . ks of identical 

length and then sends these s fragments over the s device-disjoint paths towards the target 

device, as shown in figure 2.1, taken and redrawn from scheme for a scenario where s = 2. 
 

n6n7

n5

n8

n1n3

n10

n4

n11

Ks1 Ks1
Ks1

Ks2
Ks2

Ks2

n12

 

Figure 2. 1: Key Establishment for s =2 Shares 

 

In this case key is divided in 2 fragments and 2 node-disjoint paths are selected between 

nodes A and E. The value of s depends on the level of security required by the WSN. These 

key fragments traverse across multiple nodes of the path and on each node of a path the 

key share is encrypted and integrity-protected using the existing shared key for this link 

and then sent to the next nodes by following the path. The recipient node receives s key 

fragments from s neighbors and calculates the newly exchanged key as K = K1 × K2 ×…× 

Ks, where × is the bitwise XOR operation. So without access to all key fragments, an 

attacker cannot recover the correct key. Hence the confidentiality of the key is preserved 

where few of the sensor nodes are already compromised and require s compromised nodes 

of s disjoint paths but if the source and target devices are compromised then this secure 

established key is exposed (Arno Wacker, 2005).  

 

In probabilistic key pre-distribution schemes, network density should be known and 

connectivity of the network is also reduced with the decrease in density of the network. 
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Secondly, neighbors are decided after deployment therefore a group based scheme should 

be used where the neighbors are almost predefined. 
 

2.2.3. Group based Key Establishment Schemes 

 

In group key establishment schemes, the entire network is divided into small sized 

collection of nodes that are within the sensing range. It provides local group level 

communication during the intra group pair-wise key establishment which reduces the 

communication overhead. Therefore a lot of research is done on this area to explore the 

feasibility of such schemes instead of managing a single large network. In addition to 

deployment, routing, querying etc. the main issue is to provide secure communication 

among different groups to ensure successful utilization of WSN. In group based schemes, 

two sensors has been associated if they share a preloaded pairwise key. Each sensor has 

been pre-configured to establish key with every other sensor in its own group or across the 

group. A number of schemes are reviewed below to establish secure keys across the groups. 

2.2.3.1. Efficient Key Establishment Scheme (EKES) 

 

In Li Zhou scheme, each sensor node is pre-loaded with unique shared pair-wise keys so 

that each sensor can establish keys within the same group.  Sensor nodes establish a direct 

key within the group or path key if nodes Si and Sj are from different groups then key is 

established using multiple associations (Agents) of these groups as intermediaries. Two 

groups were said to be t-associated if both the groups have t agent nodes for each other as 

shown in figure 2.2 where t=3 agents are present in both groups. 

Group 1 Group 2

 

Figure 2. 2: Agent based Path Key Establishment 
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This task is achieved using the Inter-group key pre-distribution algorithm which calculates 

the t agent pairs between the two groups using the formula ƒi(Gu, Gv) = (t (v – 1) + i) mod 

γ + (u – 1) γ in iterations. In GKE for path key establishment, Highest Random Weight 

technique is adopted to choose agents using a hash function H to realize distributed 

agreement. Sensors (Gu, Si) and (Gv, Sj) want to establish a path key therefore one Sensor 

node e.g. (Gu, Si) first computes H(Si, Sj, p) for  1 ≤   p  ≤  t and selects the p that yields 

the biggest H value. It now uses the function ƒp to pick an associated pair (Gu, Sx) and 

(Gv, Sy) for path key generation as depicted in figure 2.3 taken and redrawn from scheme.  

 

  
1

2
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n6

n11 n20

n16

 

Figure 2. 3: Inter-group Key Establishment  

 

Now, Si then randomly generates a key Kij and sends it to agent Sx encrypted with the 

association key it shares with Sx as  Si  Sx : (Kij,Gv)Kix. After receiving, Sx decrypts this 

message and re-encrypts it with the key Kxy it shares with Sy, and sends it to node Sy like 

Sx  Sy : (Kij)Kxy. Now Sy decrypts packet, re-encrypts it with key Kjy it shares with Sj, and 

sends it to Sj as Sy  Sj : (Kij)Kjy. Finally Sj first applies h to select same associated pair 

(Gu, Sx) and (Gv, Sy) that Si selects for path key establishment. It then recovers kij using 

Kjy, its preloaded association key with Sy. (Li Zhou, 2005). This scheme is computationally 

less expensive and causes less overhead for resource constraint sensor nodes.  

2.2.3.2. Inter-Group Bridge based Key Establishment (BBKE) 
 

D. Liu has proposed a key pre distribution scheme where WSN is deployed in the form of 

groups and then keys are pre-loaded where cross groups are also maintained to manage the 
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inter group communication. Each cross group contains exactly one node from each group. 

After the deployment, intra group keys could be established directly using the pre-loaded 

key materials. Direct key could also be established for two nodes that do not exist in the 

same deployment group but these are in same cross group e.g. nodes with IDs u and v are 

in the same cross group if u mod m equals v mod m.  

 
 

 G1 G2 G3 G4 

G’1 1 4 7 10 

G’2 2 5 8 11 

G’3 3 6 9 12 

 

Figure 2. 4: Group based Deployment Scenario 

 

Direct key is not possible sometimes and a path key is established by using the intermediary 

nodes that have already established the keys. Path key can also be established within the 

group like indirect keys within-group or across the group as cross-group indirect keys are 

shown in figure 2.4 taken and redrawn from the BBKE scheme. A bridge is required 

between two groups to establish a cross group key. A bridge can be identified between 

groups Gi and Gj as a pair of sensor nodes a, b where (a Є Gi and b Є Gj ) that belongs to the 

same cross group. According to the pre distribution phase, m potential bridges exist 

between two groups e.g. the bridges between the groups Gi and Gj are calculated using 

equation 2.3 taken from the scheme and node ids are also elaborated.  By putting values of 

i=1, m=3 and j=4, the resulting bridge is {1, 10} means using link between nodes 1 and 10. 

 

            Bridge(Gi, Gj) = {(𝑖 –  1)𝑚 + 𝑘, (𝑗 − 1)𝑚 + 𝑘} 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑘 = 1, . . , 𝑚.             (2.3) 

 

It is also apparent from the figure 2.4 that three bridges exist between group G1 and G4 i.e. 

{1, 10}, {2, 11}, and {3, 12}. Sender node randomly selects the one of the bridges and 

sends the key K by encrypting it with the key already established with one of the sensor 

node from bridge where that node is within the group. In bridge {2,11}, sender node from 

group G1 sends the key K to node2 and this key has been encrypted using pre-established 
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key between sender and node2. After that the node2 decrypts the key K and sends it by 

encrypting again with the key established with node11 of group G2. Now node11 decrypts 

the key K and re encrypts it with the key established with receiving node of group G2 and 

forwards it towards the destination node. Hence the key is established between both the 

nodes of two groups G1 and G2 (D. Liu, 2008). Manoj enhanced this scheme by applying 

self-configured keying approach (SCKA) to calculate the shared key after the deployment 

and proposed to remove the pre distribution step to reduce key storage (Manoj.R., 2011). 
  

2.2.3.3. Inter-Group Gateway Node based Key Establishment 

 

In Sourav Kanti’s scheme, Steiner Triple System based Keying (STSK) is proposed to 

setup a key using inter-group gate way node.  In S(t, k, v), v is number of elements in the 

set X, k is the size of subset/block and there are t points of X in one of the blocks. For S(2, 

3, 7) with key pool size v=7, each block has 3 number of keys and any 2 keys occur in 

exactly one of the blocks. For example a key pool = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7} is used for generating 

keys of all clusters as shown in table 2.1. Here each node contains 3 keys and each node 

was assigned one block. Node Na broadcasts the message {Na, kr1, kr4, kc2, kc5, rna} to 

its one-hop neighbors where kr represents the key row and kc represents the key column. 

Similarly Nb also broadcasts the message {Nb, kr2, kr6, kc3, kc4, rnb}.  

 

After receiving messages, both the nodes have the rna and rnb to calculate the pair wise key 

pK between nodes Na and Nb using equation 2.4 taken from the scheme where × is XOR 

and the sk(Na,Nb) represents the shared common keys between these two nodes i.e. { K1,1, 

K1,4, K3,2, K3,6, K4,1, K4,4, K6,2, K6,6 }. 

 

pK Na-Nb = rn × sk (Na-Nb) × rnb       (2.4) 

 

The scheme establishes keys without the involvement of path keys and fast communication 

is achieved.  It has been supposed that nodes remain stationary and all nodes are in wireless 

range of each other which is not favorable for a large group of WSN. The scheme is not 

scalable because a large number of keys are required to provide connectivity.  
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Table 2- 1: Same Key Pool in Different Clusters 

 

Cluster A Cluster B Cluster C 

Nodes Assigned Key 

Chain 

Nodes Assigned Key 

Chain 

Nodes Assigned Key 

Chain 

N1 {1,4,5} N5 {3,4,7} N6 {1,6,7} 

N2 {1,2,3} N8 {1,2,7} N11 {2,3,6} 

N3 {3,5,6} N9 {1,3,5} N14 {1,2,5} 

N4 {2,4,6} N10 {1,4,6} N15 {1,3,4} 

N5 {3,4,7} N11 {2,3,6} N16 {2,4,6} 

N6 {1,6,7} N12 {2,4,5} N17 {3,5,7} 

N7 {2,5,7} N13 {5,6,7} N18 {4,4,5} 

 

To overcome these deficiencies, a cluster based technique has been included that uses a 

common gateway node which had a common key for both the clusters. The intra group 

keys are established directly and the inter cluster keys were established via path key 

establishment using gateway nodes. Although the two nodes have a common key between 

them but they are located in different clusters therefore a path key could be established 

using these nodes. For example the node N7 received the key chains {C,E,F,3,4,7} from 

cluster A and cluster B, therefore, it can be used as a gateway node as illustrated in table 

2.2. Similarly N13 and N18 are also gateway nodes having key chains {3,5,6,b,f,g} and 

{a,d,e,B,D,F} respectively. It enhances the resilience as compared to the same key pool for 

all clusters approach because the compromised node revealed only the links of the same 

cluster not the common keys of other cluster. 

 

Table 2- 2: Different key pools in three clusters 

 

Cluster A 

Key pool= {1,2,3,4,5,6,7} 

Cluster B 

Key pool= {A,B,C,F,E,F,G} 

Cluster C 

Key pool= {a,b,c,d,e,f,g} 

Nodes in 

Range 

Assigned 

Key Chain 

Nodes in 

Range 

Assigned Key 

Chain 

Nodes in 

Range 

Assigned Key 

Chain 

N1 {1,2,3} N7 {C,E,F,3,4,7} N13 {b,f,g,3,5,6} 

N2 {1,4,5} N8 {A,B,C} N14 {c,d,f} 

N3 {1,6,7} N9 {A,D,E} N15 {b,c,e} 

N4 {2,4,6} N10 {A,F,G} N16 {a,b,d} 

N5 {2,5,7} N11  N17 {a,c,g} 
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N6 {5,3,4} N12 {B,F,G} N18 {a,d,e,B,D,F} 

N13 {3,5,6,b,f,g} N18 {B,D,F,a,d,e}   

N7 {3,4,7,C,E,F}     

 

Two gateway nodes are located at intersection region of cluster 1 and 3 where each node 

is actual member of separate cluster but now accessible to both cluster due to keys 

establishment with both clusters as shown in figure 2.5. Sender node in cluster C1 transmits 

a temporary key K to a node in cluster C2 via the gateway node for path key establishment. 

Sender node encrypts the key with its already established key with gateway node.  

 

C1
C2

C4

G
G

G

G

C3

G

G

 

Figure 2. 5: Inter Cluster Path Key Establishment using Gateway Nodes 

 

Gateway node decrypts key K and re-encrypts it with the key established with the receiving 

node of cluster C2. Afterwards, two nodes of C1 and C2 can communicate using newly 

established inter cluster key in STSK. In this scheme, the main overhead is that the gateway 

node contains two sets of keys from each cluster and larger key pools are maintained. 

2.2.3.4. Inter-Group Proxy Node based Key (PNBK) Establishment 

 

Dijiang Huang proposed an inter zone indirect key establishment scheme using the proxy 

nodes (Huang D. , 2007). The requester node in one zone already shared a direct key with 

the proxy node in its neighbor list. It has been supposed that the proxy node pre-established 

a key with the destination node. Proxy node selects an indirect key and encrypts it with key 
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between requester and itself. Secondly, it also encrypts the indirect key separately with the 

key between destination and itself. Two messages are sent to requester that can decrypt one 

message to get the key and forwarded the other encrypted message to the destination node. 

The supposed scenario is not always possible due to random distribution of group nodes. 

Noureddine also presents a nuggets base efficient key management (NEKM) and selects 

the proxy node like bridge node selection of BBKE scheme and then sends number of 

nuggets (key pieces) on proxy nodes between two groups (Noureddine Mehallegue, 2008). 

Keith has proposed a two-hop key pre-distribution scheme (TKPS) where two neighboring 

nodes across the group, establish a new key via intermediate nodes like proxy node (Keith 

M. Martin, 2010). It also kept the key with both the nodes and uses two-hop path. Weichao 

uses the polynomials to produce sub polynomials called key shares and utilizes the proxy 

node for distributing the messages to group members and other proxies in neighboring 

groups. Each group member requires inter group hash function to calculate personal key 

share. For path key establishment, sender node transmits request message to proxy node in 

its zone as shown in figure 2.5 above. Proxy node finds available proxies in neighboring 

zone to forward the message and finally forwards it to receiver (Weicho & Yu, 2008). 

2.2.4. Hash based Key Establishment (HBKE) 

 

HBPS has proposed a self-healing mechanism that provides the capability to calculate the 

current session keys even if one node was not part of key update for some duration of time. 

The one-way hash chain function including XOR was applied repeatedly to calculate the 

required session key. It only receives the broadcast parameters from Group Controller to 

calculate the current key. Ratna Dutta has proposed a self-healing key distribution 

technique with key revocation. It applies the vector space access structure to reduce storage 

and did not require history of revoked keys to get better performance (Ratna Dutta, 2010). 

Cai-Xia has proposed to share node IDs along with nonce values like i || noncei and j || 

noncej for sender i and receiver j respectively. Both the nodes receive values and apply one 

way hash using equation 2.5 taken from scheme. 

 

L = Hash (g( i || noncei || j || noncej))    (2.5) 
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The hash value L is expressed in the form of n × 1 matrix and then multiplied with K0 that 

is a preloaded 1 × n key matrix to obtain the link key Kij = K0 × Li where Li is the hash 

value calculated at node i. Similarly Node j also calculates Lj and Kji. Keys generated at 

nodes i, j are same means Kij = Kji due to the fact that function g holds g(i,j) = g(j,i) (Cai-

Xia Zhang, 2011). This scheme is mainly focused on intra cluster keying and inter cluster 

path key can be setup between two nodes from neighboring clusters by using a gateway node. 

Beming Tain proposed a key management scheme (B.Tian, 2009) using keyed hash chain. 

It supports the establishment and renewal of five keys and it also overcomes the drawback 

of single key. A critical decision is to determine the length of key chain. If size of key chain 

increases then memory overhead increases but decreasing the chain size compromises the 

security strength. Al-sakib presents a One-way Accumulator based Key Management 

(OAKM) to secure group based authentication. Each node pair can check validity of link 

using this function and discard the message if authentication failed (Al-Sakib, Monowar, 

Jiang, Shu, & Han., 2011). This scheme also protects against node capture attack. Gateway 

nodes are used during inter group communication that is also used in our scheme.   

2.2.5. Cluster Head based Key Establishment Schemes 

 

In cluster-based schemes, an ordinary node can be elected as a head node or there should 

be a power node as head. Anvesh has proposed a Bithday Problem Based Scheme (BPBS) 

to utilize the concept of birthday problem i.e. find two people with common birthday. The 

numbers of nodes in a cluster are like people in gathering and perform calculation with 

total number of days. Finally assign pair-wise key between them in intra cluster scenario 

(Aileni, 2011). Same procedure could be followed for inter-cluster key establishment. 

 

Hybrid Cluster based Key Establishment (HCKE) scheme has adopted the symmetric as 

well as asymmetric schemes by using multiple cluster heads on rotation basis to reduce the 

computation and communication overheads at individual head (Jie & Bei, 2013). Inter 

cluster key was established using intermediate nodes. Hierarchical Approach for Key 

Management (HAKM) utilizes the concept of dividing a group in small sub clusters called 

clusters where each cluster contains a cluster head as illustrated in figure 2.6. A gateway 

node is required for communication between members of neighboring clusters. Cluster 
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heads of a group establish a common cluster key for inter-cluster communication. A node 

joining, leaving and re-keying scenarios has been proposed using XOR based key scenario 

(Renuka & K.C.Shet, 2009). Results show that it is better in terms of message passing and 

hence reduce energy consumption as compared to non-hierarchical schemes. 

 

Groups

Clusters

Group Leaader Cluster Head Member Node
 

Figure 2. 6: Clusters of Clusters with XOR based Key Scheme 

 

Abdoulye discusses an inter cluster key establishment scheme between two cluster heads 

where source CH sends a request to BS. In response, BS generates a key KCHi – CHj and 

transmits towards both CHi and CHj by encrypting with pre-established key between 

cluster heads and BS (Abdoulaye, Yue, & Qin, 2014). Gateway nodes that hold keys with 

both clusters can play a bridging role during inter cluster communication. 

2.2.6. Actor based Key Establishment Schemes 

 

Jingzhe has explored a distributed key establishment scheme for WSAN where actors are 

preloaded with symmetric keys and public key certificates as well.  After deployment, node 

A can request its neighbors to sign its certificate where an actor can also be one of the 

signers. Neighboring nodes sign the received certificate by using their self-generated 

private key 𝐾𝑁𝑖
−1 and return the signatures {𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎}𝐾𝑁𝑖

−1 back to node A.  Afterwards, 

communicating nodes can exchange a key by sharing symmetric session key encrypted 

using public keys (Du Jingzhe, 2011). In this scheme, if a node is captured then its 

certificates are also removed from the lists of neighboring node. Author claims to achieve 

guaranteed security if a small number of nodes are malicious. In this scheme, nodes are 
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relying on ordinary intermediate nodes for signing the certificates where a malicious node 

can also take part to establish keys. We have proposed a reliable scheme that ensures 

resilience and secure key distribution even when a large number of nodes are compromised. 

 

Felix proposed WSANRep to maintained node reputation to detect the malicious nodes and 

exclude from the network communication. Global reputation of a WSANj can be calculated 

by a cluster Gi at tth transaction using equation 2.6 taken from scheme where α, β and γ are 

weights assigned for previous experience, member nodes and across the cluster nodes 

respectively (Félix Gómez Mármol, 2013). The security strength can be improved by 

maintaining a reputation or trust level with an increase in computation and storage. 

 

𝐺𝑅𝑒𝑝(𝐺𝑖,𝑊𝑆𝐴𝑁𝑗)
(𝑡)

= (∝(𝐺𝑖,𝑊𝑆𝐴𝑁𝑗)
× 𝐺𝑅𝑒𝑝

(𝐺𝑖,𝑊𝑆𝐴𝑁𝑗)

(𝑡−1)
) + (𝛽(𝐺𝑖,𝑊𝑆𝐴𝑁𝑗)

× 𝑅𝑒𝑝(𝐺𝑖,𝑊𝑆𝐴𝑁𝑗)
) 

          +(𝛾(𝐺𝑖,𝑊𝑆𝐴𝑁𝑗)
× 𝑅𝑒𝑝(𝑂,𝑊𝑆𝐴𝑁𝑗)

)        (2.6) 

 

Yunho and Soojin have worked on pair-wise and region keying (PRNK) between 

neighboring sensors. Node keys are distributed between sensor and actor for secure 

communication in WSAN. A region key is also distributed by actor nodes to its neighboring 

sensor nodes during a specific task and keys expire after a fix time quanta. Public key 

cryptography was proposed for communication between actors and sink nodes (Yunho Lee, 

2009). A region key is like a session key for a particular task. It increases security strength 

with increase in communication overhead due to exchange of security credentials for 

refreshing the keys.  

2.2.7. Tree based Key Establishment Schemes 

 

Wong has proposed a Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) scheme to establish secure keys 

among the member nodes of a cluster where entire cluster is logically divided into a tree 

(Wong, Gouda, & Lam, 2000). Member nodes are considered leaf nodes and share 

symmetric keys. Cluster key is allocated to root node which is cluster head. Jen-Chiun has 

presented One-way Key Derivation (OKD) scheme that improves LKH by using hash 

function to reduce communication overhead (Lin, Lai, & Lee., 2005). Computation and 
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storage efficient tree (CSET) scheme is further improved by considering the resources of 

each sensor node during tree construction (Je, Lee, Park, & Seo., 2010). In tree based 

schemes, indirect path keys between leaf nodes can be established across the cluster using 

root nodes of neighboring clusters.   

 

Serrano has proposed a Cluster Key Management (GKM) protocol in which cluster-wise 

symmetric key is preloaded in each member node. It adopts the bottom up approach where 

a leaf node can calculate the keys in the tree up to root node. Leaf node also maintains 

blinded keys for the sibling nodes to manage hop to hop communication (Serrano, Campo, 

& J. P., 2013). A topological key hierarchy scheme considers the physical topology of the 

network to construct logical tree for key establishment (Son, Lee, & W.Seo., 2010). It 

improves communication cost during intra and inter cluster key establishment.  

 

Cheikhrouhou has proposed logical Neighbor Tree (LNT) scheme that maintains a tree for 

all member nodes in a cluster and claims to exclude the use of multicast routing during key 

establishment. It maintains cluster key for sink node, tree key for neighbors of sink node 

where neighbor carries two sibling keys. Each sibling can have a number of member nodes 

with individual keys as illustrated in figure 2.7 taken and redrawn from the scheme 

(O.Cheikhrouhou, 2012).  

 

GK

TK2TK1 TK3

SK2SK1

IK1 IK2 IK3 IK4 IK5 IK6 IK7 IK8

GK: Group Key

TK: Tree Key

SK: Sibling Key

IK: Individual Key

 

Figure 2. 7: Logical Neighbor Tree for key management 
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Member nodes of different siblings under tree nodes can communicate with member nodes 

of neighboring tree by establishing indirect keys via nodes with tree keys.  This scheme is 

the improvement of author’s schemes for secure cluster communication RiSeG 

(Cheikhrouhou K. G., 2010), (Cheikhrouhou K. D., 2011) that were not scalable to larger 

networks due to latency overhead during key distribution. 

 

Veltri has proposed a batch-based protocol (L. Veltri, 2013) where a tree is constructed to 

manage the number of secure keys established among member nodes through a key 

distribution centre. A cluster key is distributed and data is encrypted with secret cluster 

key. A cluster key is distributed to all members for secure communication but this key is 

updated by KDC after each node join or leave operation. 

2.2.8. Multi-path Key Establishment Schemes (MPKE) 

 

Ross Anderson introduces the concept of multipath key establishment to secure the key 

distribution between the distant sender and receiver. A key is divided into pieces that were 

transmitted on multiple paths and rejoined at receiving side (Anderson, Chan, & Perrig, 

2004). Chan has presented a Random Keying for Multi Path (RKMP) scenario and 

analyzed multipath reinforcement in both basic and q-composite schemes to prove the 

security improvements and reduction in fraction of communication compromised with an 

increase in communication overhead (H. Chan, 2003). Hui Ling discusses an Ent-to-End 

Pairwise key Establishment (EEKE) scheme that sends the key shares on disjoint paths and 

then produce the key at receiving side by taking union of these key parts (Hui & Taieb, 

2005). Our proposed KDKF scheme for homogenous scenario differs from these scheme 

by involving the concept of gateway nodes that efficiently reduces the effort of finding 

disjoint paths. Moreover a detailed insight view of fragments is presented in an algorithm 

to discuss about possible variation in sizes of last key fragments. Our scheme also reduces 

the fraction of communication compromised when a number of nodes are subverted. 

 

Huang has introduced Byzantine Resilient Multi-Path (BRM) scheme wth a multi-path key 

establishment scenario. Sender selects a message m and calculate the code word c using 

RS encoding. Sender creates tuples to send them over p disjoint paths between sender and 
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receiver. Multiple symbols are sent on one of p paths. If t paths are controlled by an attacker 

then more than t+1 symbols can be altered whereas the proposed error correcting scheme 

can only correct the t-errors. Hence the scheme is t-resilient (D. Huang, 2005).  J. Deng 

has proposed multipath key Just Enough Redundancy Transmission (JERT) scheme that 

sends the symbols in an incremental manner. Sender keep on transmitting the symbols 

unless the receiver is able to calculate the key and rest of the symbols were not transmitted 

(J. Deng, 2008). It has been a two way scheme that receives the response from the receiver 

for acknowledgement. It differs from the Huang’s scheme that all symbols or tuples are 

sent at the same time and response is not received. Sender chooses 𝑚 =

(𝑚0, 𝑚1, … ,𝑚𝑘−1) from a finite field and encodes to generate a CodeWord 𝑐 =

(𝑐0, 𝑐1, … , 𝑐𝑛−1) that contains symbols c0, c1 etc. 

 

Jiang proposes three protocols for multi-path keying for secure messaging (MKSM) 

schemes where MKSM-I includes a one round message transmission of n symbols over p 

pre specified paths between sender and receiver. If pa out of p paths is compromised by an 

attacker then error rate is 
𝑝𝑎

𝑝⁄  and  𝑛 𝑝⁄ × 𝑝𝑎 symbols are received by the attacker. Protocol 

1 is l-secure means that receiver can recover the key until l symbols are not altered and 

fraction of subverted paths is less than1
3⁄ . MKSM-II uses mutual authentication that 

involves multiple rounds of sharing and decoding symbols until a secret key is not 

calculated by the receiver. After r rounds, pr symbols are received and n-pr symbols are 

not transmitted. Receiver node only decodes the vector when a round r fulfills the form 

specified in equation 2.7 taken from scheme where i is a positive integer and k is the 

dimension of sub space.      

𝑟 = ⌈
𝑘

𝑝(1−
2𝑖

𝑝
)
⌉ =  ⌈

𝑘

𝑝−2𝑖
⌉         (2.7) 

 

MKSM-I and II are complex and inefficient in terms of reliability or excess of rounds. 

MKSM-III is claimed to be simple, efficient and well suited for multi path key scenarios. 

Sender selects a key component Li where 1 ≤  i  ≤  p and computes hi,j = hi = h(Li). Sender 

transmits Li on ith path and hi,j on jth path. Receiver calculates the key K by using f(m) 

where f is a resilient function. Similarly sender also calculates the key using same function 
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(Jiang Wu, 2011). MKSM-III tolerates a better fraction of subverted paths which is less 

than 1 2⁄  means scheme achieves security until half of the paths are compromised. 

 

2.2.9. Matrix based Key Distribution Schemes (MKDS) 

 

Blom’s symmetric key establishment scheme contains a public matrix G with a size of 𝑁 ×

(𝜆 + 1) where N is network size and 𝜆 is level of security because Blom’s scheme was 𝜆-

secure (Blom, 1985). A secret matrix D of size (𝜆 + 1) × (𝜆 + 1) is also generated and 

then matrix 𝐴 = (𝐷. 𝐺)𝑇 of size 𝑁 × (𝜆 + 1) where T is transpose. SINK node preloads a 

row from matrix A in each sensor along with a column from G matrix. During the key 𝐾𝑖𝑘 

establishment between sender Si and receiver Sk, columns are exchanged without 

encryption. Key is calculated by multiplying A’s row with G’s column as illustrated in 

equation 2.8 taken from Blom’s scheme where r and m are row and column indices. Due 

to symmetric nature of matrix D, keys calculated at both nodes are same i.e. 𝐾𝑖𝑘 = 𝐾𝑘𝑖. 

 

𝐾𝑖𝑘 = [𝐴𝑟,1 , 𝐴𝑟,2 , … , 𝐴𝑟,𝜆+1] [

𝐺1,𝑚

⋮
𝐺𝜆+1,𝑚

]    (2.8) 

 

The scheme is 𝜆-secure and an adversary needs to compromise 𝜆 nodes to compromise 

rows of matrix A for calculating a number of keys between any two nodes. Blom’s scheme 

increases storage, communication and computation overheads by exchanging and 

computing large rows and columns. Our scheme resolves these issues in a better way by 

reducing communication cost by just sharing row and column indices and less 

computations in terms of key establishment parameters. 

 

Suraj Sukumar proposed a modified Blom’s scheme (MBS) where Vandermonde matrix 

(W. H. Press, 1992) was removed by adjacency matrix. It was filled with 1’s and remaining 

0’s were replaced by q-1 where q was a prime number. Suraj supposed a network size of 6 

nodes with 𝜆 = 3 and q=29. An adjacency matrix of size NxN means 6x6 was generated 

and then matrix G was created by taking 𝑁 × (𝜆 + 1) means 6 x 4 sub matrix from the 

adjacency matrix. A secret matrix D of size (𝜆 + 1) × (𝜆 + 1) means 4 x 4 is generated to 
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calculate 𝐴 = (𝐷. 𝐺)𝑇 of size 𝑁 × (𝜆 + 1) means 6 x 4 where T is transpose as elucidated 

in figure 2.8 where matrices are taken and redrawn from scheme (Sukumar, 2013).  
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Figure 2. 8: Modified Blom’s Scheme using Adjacency Matrix 

 

SINK node loads only a single row from matrix A where row id equals sensor id like row 

2 is loaded in sensor 2. In this scheme, column from adjacency matrix is not loaded in 

sensor because it can be calculated at sensor node during key establishment. Sender Si can 

setup a key by multiplying row Ri and column Ck whereas receiver Sk multiplies row Rk 

and column Ci where i and k are node ids and indices for rows and columns as well 

(Sukumar, 2013). It reduces storage overhead but the scheme is still 𝜆-secure. Moreover, 

if an adversary captures a row of Matrix A form some compromised node then key could 

be calculated by multiplying with column from identity matrix. Column id can be extracted 

form sender or receiver ID.  

 

E. Khan proposed a symmetric key establishment scheme (Khan, Gabidulin, Honary, & 

Ahmed, 2012) where a symmetric matrix is used along with a generator matrix having 

maximum rank distance (MRD) codes. A symmetric matrix D of size k × k, where k 

represents number of symbols over a finite field. Sensors of count n are deployed in t 

groups where each group contains (𝑘 − 𝜆) nodes with 𝜆 ≥ 1. It also prepares t number of 

generating matrix G with a size of k × N where N represents degree of finite field. First 

group will get a vector g1 of N elements from this matrix and same is the case for other 

(𝑡 − 1) groups. After that key spaces matrix 𝐴𝑖 = (𝐷𝐺𝑖)
𝑇 is generated for i=1, 2, 3, … , t. 

Sensors of particular group are preloaded with a row from respective matrix 𝐴𝑖 and a seed 

value from secret matrix G. After deployment, each sensor broadcasts its ID and a seed for 

the column from the matrix G. Each receiving sensor calculates column from the provided 

seed value and then multiplies it with its own row preloaded from matrix A to calculate the 
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key. Group formation improves the connectivity and reduces storage cost for matrix values 

and setup a link key between sender and receiver. It achieves node joining mechanism 

without changing existing values stored at nodes. Instead of seed, our scheme only transmit 

row and column indices to save communication cost. This scheme is limited for key 

establishment between the groups only and cross group or across the network 

communication will require to calculate new matrices. Our scheme achieves cross WSN 

key establishment with very little storage cost. Chances of duplication are eliminated 

because in case of same timestamp, there are different nonce and intersection values used 

to generate a different key. Matrix of same values and size like α × α should be loaded in 

sensors at different deployments of WSNs where value of α is fixed. 

 

Walid Beckit has devised a highly scalable keying scheme (HCKS) for key distribution 

using unital design theory where a unital in geometry is represented as set consisting of 

𝑛3 + 1 points that are divided into subsets having a size of 𝑛 + 1. It also imposes a 

condition that all pairs of distinct points of main set should be present in one subset. A 

unital is represented as 2 − (𝑛3 + 1, 𝑛 + 1,1) design where author used a 2 − (9, 3, 1) 

matrix with 9 points and 3 subsets with each pair of unique points exists in exactly one 

subset (Walid Bechkit, 2013). The basic unital design and mapping to keying provides less 

probabilities in terms of key sharing, therefore, authors improved the unital design for 

achieving better network scalability and high key sharing probabilities. It achieves a better 

scalability and connectivity while providing secure key distribution and also reduces 

storage overhead. Our scheme reduces the risk of low percentage of finding common keys 

sharing among neighbors for establishing a secret key in larger networks. The proposed 

model also allows communication among different WSNs that are deployed nearby and 

rows and columns taken from a common matrix. 

 

Abhishek and Subhash proposed a Symmetric Matrix based Keying (SMK) scheme that 

pre load a sensor node with a row-column pair from X and Y matrix and XY=K where K 

is a N x N symmetric matrix with N as network size. If a 5th row is loaded from X matrix 

then 5th column is preloaded from matrix Y. For key establishment, Node Si and Sk 
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exchange columns of Y and then calculate the key using equation 2.9 where 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 is the 

row preloaded at node Sk and 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 is received from node Si at node Sk. 

 

𝐾𝑖𝑗 = 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 . 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘 = 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 . 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 = 𝐾𝑗𝑖   (2.9) 

 

Matrices X and Y are generated by taking Y as a square and non-singular matrix and 

calculating 𝑋 = 𝐾. 𝑌−1. Alternatively, calculate bivariate polynomials where size of X and 

Y matrices is less than K matrix as illustrated in figure 2.9 taken from Abhishek’s scheme. 
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Figure 2. 9: Calculation of X and Y Matrices 

 

A new Commuting Matrix based Keying (CMK) scheme is also introduced to eliminate 

the use of symmetric matrix K and select matrices X and Y with a condition that XY = YX 

where matrix Y is symmetric. Each node is preloaded with randomly selected rth row of X 

and rth column of matrix Y. For key establishment, node Si and Sk exchange columns of 

Matrix Y. Si calculates key by taking hash of Kij concatenated with Kji as illustrated in 

equation 2.10 taken from CMK scheme. 

 

𝐾 = 𝐻(𝐾𝑖𝑗||𝐾𝑗𝑖), 𝐾𝑖𝑗 = 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖(𝑋). 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘(𝑌), 𝐾𝑗𝑖 = 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘
′ (𝑌). 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖(𝑋)   (2.10) 

 

Quorum based key Management Scheme (QKM) requires to preload a sub set of key matrix 

in each sensor.  For key establishment, sender and receiver find a common key using 

preloaded sub set of secret matrix as shown in figure 2.10 taken from Wuu’s scheme. After 

that both the nodes generate random number and exchange it by encrypting with common 

key. Shared key is calculated by taking XOR of Common key along with random values 

using equation 2.11 taken from Wuu’s scheme. Sensor node y also calculates shared key 

that is used for future secure message transmission (Wuu, Hung, & Chang, 2012). 
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𝑆𝐾𝑥−𝑦 = 𝐶𝐾𝑥−𝑦 ⊕ R𝑥 ⊕ R𝑦   (2.11) 

  

Sensor 4 

𝐾1,1 𝐾1,2 𝐾1,3 𝐾1,4 𝐾1,5 𝐾1,6 𝐾1,7 

𝐾2,1 𝐾2,2 𝐾2,3 𝐾2,4 𝐾2,5 𝐾2,6 𝐾2,7 

𝐾3,1 𝐾3,2 𝐾3,3 𝐾3,4 𝐾3,5 𝐾3,6 𝐾3,7 

 

Sensor 6 

𝐾1,1 𝐾1,2 𝐾1,3 𝐾1,4 𝐾1,5 𝐾1,6 𝐾1,7 

𝐾2,1 𝐾2,2 𝐾2,3 𝐾2,4 𝐾2,5 𝐾2,6 𝐾2,7 

𝐾3,1 𝐾3,2 𝐾3,3 𝐾3,4 𝐾3,5 𝐾3,6 𝐾3,7 

Figure 2. 10: Common Key Calculation 

 

Hangyang and Hongbing provides a key distribution scheme using LU matrix (Hangyang 

& Hongbing, 2010) where two groups of polynomials are selected form a pool to create a 

lower and upper triangular matrices L and U respectively. In case of a 3×3 matrix six 

polynomials are selected for each L and U matrix. It imposes a condition that the product 

of L and U should result in a symmetric matrix K. Each sensor is preloaded with a one row 

of L and one column of U where row and column index number should be same like ith row 

of L and ith column of U. After deployment, any two sensors 𝑆𝑖 and 𝑅𝑘initiate the key 

establishment process by exchanging their rows 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 and 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 with each other. After 

that, 𝑆𝑖 obtains the key 𝐾𝑗𝑖 = 𝐿𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑗
× 𝑈𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 and 𝑅𝑘 obtains the key 𝐾𝑖𝑗 = 𝐿𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖

× 𝑈𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑗 

by multiplying the row of other sensor with their own column. The row and column are 

from symmetric matrix therefore same key will be generated at both nodes. Our scheme 

also loads one row and one column but we relax the restriction that row and column index 

should be same. Sensors can have randomly selected row and column indices. Moreover, 

we do not exchange row or column values because it increases communication overhead, 

instead we share indices only. In this scheme, row and column values are directly use to 

calculate the secret keys and compromising a row through traffic analysis attack can expose 

the large amount of actual keys. In our scheme, row and column values are just used to get 

a common value and then nonce and time stamp are also used to generate a unique key 

which is not entirely dependent of row and column values. 
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In existing schemes, communication across the WSAN is not supported due to confined 

set of key pools that support specific number of network size. After that, the chances of 

key duplication increases. Size of matrix increases for larger networks and hence becomes 

infeasible in terms of storage for ordinary sensor nodes. Our scheme will resolve it by using 

a matrix with a fix size and values like a WSN1 with 2000 nodes and WSN2 with 1400 

nodes. The matrix size and values should remain same across the network. 

 

2.2.10. Polynomial based Key Establishment Schemes (PBKE) 

 

Min Li has presented the concept of using hash chain based mechanism for dynamic 

generation of polynomial (DGP) by the H-sensor (head node) by using hash values of all 

node ids. During the key management process each node calculates MAC(ID) and then 

encrypts the concatenated message with master key.  

 

 

Figure 2. 11: Polynomial Computation at H-Sensor 

 

Each L-Sensor node Li generates cipher text CLi = EMK(ID||MAC(ID)) and transmits it 

towards H-Sensor as depicted in figure 2.11. H-sensor calculates the hash of L-sensor IDs 

and saves these values. H-Sensor generates a polynomial using equation 2.8 where h(li) is 

hash function for L-Sensor li. 

  

    x – h(dl1)) (x – h(dl2)) …. (x – h(dln)) + Kchj, x = h(dli)   (2.12) 

 

It redistributes a new polynomial each time a node joins or leaves the network. For inter 

cluster path key establishment, it required to find an L-sensor node located at the common 
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boundary between two clusters. This node should have received polynomial from both 

clusters and can play the role of a middleman as illustrated in figure 2.12 taken and redrawn 

from Min Li’s scheme. H-Sensor also revokes existing polynomial and broadcast the new 

polynomial to all L-Sensor nodes (Min Li, 2010). This scheme motivated to increase the 

lifetime of sensor network by decreasing the computational and memory overheads and it 

distribute share keys without any large key pool. 

 

Guorui Li proposed a hexagon-based key pre-distribution scheme (HKPS) where bivariate 

polynomials were pre distributed among sensor nodes (Guorui Li, 2006). After deployment 

the nodes having common polynomial establishes a pair wise key. The nodes having 

different bivariate polynomials can establish a path key using intermediaries. This scheme 

increases the number of direct key establishment as compare to rectangular schemes.  
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Figure 2. 12: Polynomial based Path Key Establishment 

 

Rasheed et al proposed a symmetric polynomial based key establishment scheme that 

allows to transmit secure data between nodes and mobile sink. (A. Rasheed, 2011). S. 

Prema et al proposed an intrusion tolerant key management scheme (ITKM) where BS 

preloads the symmetric bivariate polynomial in fMS-CH (ID,y) along with a hash value S0 in 

mobile sinks (MS) and CH (S.Prema, 2013). Similarly CH and nodes are loaded with fMS-

Node (ID,y) along with a hash value S0. After deployment, node u can send a key setup 

request containing MAC of Si, message towards peer node v. Message is concatenated 
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string of node identity u, hash ID i, sequence number seq and the shared key Ku-v {Si}.  

After receiving the request, node v uses message parameters to calculate the MAC that 

should be equal to transmitted value as given in equation 2.13 taken from scheme due to 

symmetry property i.e. f(u,v) = f(v,u). 

 

 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑣−𝑢 {𝑆𝑗},𝑀𝑠𝑔) = 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑢−𝑣 {𝑆𝑗},𝑀𝑠𝑔)  (2.13) 

 

Ngo Trong improved the cluster based key pre distribution with Hexagon Based Grid 

Scheme (HBGS) where polynomial based key spaces are pre-loaded. After deployment, it 

discovers the sharing key space with neighbors and calculates the key using XOR based 

hash function. (Ngo Trong Canh, 2009). If no common key spaces then sender finds a node 

with same cluster ID with the destination node and then establishes key through this 

intermediate node. Compromised nodes reveal the key space and a fraction of keys in other 

nodes were also compromised. Y. Zhou presents a symmetric polynomial based scheme 

(SPBS) where polynomial shares are pre-loaded in each sensor to calculate the direct key. 

Nodes located at the junction of two clusters receive two polynomials and can play the role 

of gateway node like Min Li’s scheme. Due to symmetric feature of polynomials, the two 

nodes can compute the same key. For better security, coefficient degree must satisfy 

equation 2.14 taken from scheme where Ni is size of cluster i, t is degree of polynomial 

and K is the count of preloaded security credentials (Zhou & Fang, 2007). 

 

   {

0 ≤  𝑁𝑖 − 2 ≤ 𝑡

√
𝑘(𝐾+1)!

2

𝑁𝑖𝐾+1 I =  1,2,… , K     (2.14) 

 

Enjian has proposed a dynamic key establishment scheme (Enjian & Xueqin, 2013) where 

member nodes and cluster heads are preloaded with an initial key shared with base station. 

After deployment BS sends a random number r1 and transmits to all nodes and CHs by 

encrypting with initial key. Each node calculates the key Ki for node i by taking hash of 

r1+IDi using preloaded hash function. In addition to this, the keys established between CHs 

and BS are also reconstructed using (t, n) threshold secret sharing to guard against traffic 

analysis attacks. The process is initiated by BS that calculates a t-1 degree polynomial 
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using equation 2.15 taken from scheme where a1,a2,…at-1 are randomly selected variables, 

q is a prime number, BK is existing master key. 

 

   𝑓(𝑥) =  𝐵𝐾 + 𝑎1𝑥 + 𝑎2𝑥
2 + ⋯ 𝑎𝑡−1𝑥

𝑡−1 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞   (2.15) 

 

BS generates random integers x1,x2, … xn ϵ GF(q) and calculates sub key 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑓(ℎ(𝑟2 +

 𝐼𝐷𝑖)). These x,y vales are transmitted to t CHs. After receiving these (xi,yi) pairs CH 

recalculates the master key Bk between CH and BS using equation 2.16 taken from scheme 

where t is the number of CH participated in key regeneration and q is a prime number. 

 

    ∑ 𝑦𝑖  ∏
𝑥𝑗

𝑥𝑗−𝑥𝑖

 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞𝑡
𝑗=1
𝑗≠𝑖

𝑡
𝑖=1           (2.16) 

 

Yu Xiehua also uses the (t, n) threshold secret sharing mechanism (Xiehua, 2013) to 

generate sub keys for establishing secure keys between BS, CH and member nodes. Each 

sensor shares different sensing components from neighboring sensors as illustrated in 

figure 2.13 taken from the scheme. Sensor S1 and S5 are loaded with sensing components 

c1 and c2 whereas S2 and S3 hold c1 and c3. Node S4 is loaded with c1, c2 and c3. 

 

 

Figure 2. 13: Sensing Components sharing between sensors 

 

2.2.11. Data Collection and Aggregation Schemes in WSN 

 

In secure data gathering schemes, collection and delivery of sensitive data is a critical task. 

Data security is the key requirement in industrial applications of WSN. If the data is 
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reached to destination efficiently and successfully but it confidentiality is not achieved then 

any middleman can access and alter the sensitive data.  

 

Yang et al. proposed a secure hop-by hop data aggregation protocol (SDAP) that can 

tolerate more than one compromised node (Yang & W., 2008). It is based on two principles: 

divide-and-conquer and commit-and-attest. In order to reduce the damage caused by 

compromising an aggregator at a high level in the per-hop aggregation scheme, SDAP uses 

the divide-and-conquer principle to divide the network tree into multiple logical sub trees 

to reduce the number of nodes in each sub tree. Consequently, the damage caused by 

compromising an aggregator of a sub tree is reduced. The other principle, that is commit-

and-attest, enhances the ordinary hop-by hop aggregation scheme by adding a commitment 

property, and helps the SINK to prove the correctness of the aggregated data. Packet 

retransmission increases the absolute performance overhead of SDAP. Due to divide-and-

conquer principle the numbers of aggregator nodes are increased. 

 

Shih-I Huang et. al. proposes a secure encrypted-data aggregation scheme for wireless 

sensor networks (Huang, Shieh, & J.D.Tygar., 2010). Their design for data aggregation 

eliminates redundant sensor readings without using encryption and maintains data secrecy 

and privacy during transmission. When a sensor node i has a reading mi and wishes to 

transmit this reading to the aggregator, it first randomly generates a new key KEKi which 

is used as the next round encryption key. By using a one-way function g, the corresponding 

cipher text Ei(mi) can be calculated as Ei(mi) = mi XOR g(KiEK) XOR KiEK||KiEK XOR 

KiVK, g(x XOR y) = g(x) XOR g(y) where KiEK is an encryption key randomly generated 

by sensor nodei and KiVK represents a verification key to verify data from sensor nodei. 

 

Kashif has presented a homomorphic encryption based key establishment (HEKE) scheme 

that should be scalable and density independent. It evaluated the scheme for different 

topologies and achieved improvements in resilience, connectivity and memory overhead. 

Author used the concept of homomorphic encryption i.e. the sum of two encrypted values 

is same as the encrypted sum. It also kept in view the data aggregation and secure 

transmission of data to the sink node (Kashif Kifayat, 2007). It provides secure data 
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aggregation, secure communication and resilience in topology based and topology 

independent scenarios and analyzed the connectivity and memory overheads. It also 

provided a new idea to concatenate the cluster ID and node ID to create a global id of each 

sensor node. Initially a Master key is used to calculate the secret key and then remove the 

Master key from sensor nodes except the cluster leader. Mohamed Yacoab provides a 

compressive data gathering technique to enhance the traffic load, when structured data 

aggregation is used (Mohamed Yacoab, 2010). It reduces the communication overhead but 

increases the computation overhead at collector nodes. 

 

Xiaodong has proposed privacy preserving scheme that consists of four phases: system 

initialization phase, sensor and aggregation nodes initialization phase, deployment and the 

neighbor key discovery phase, and multidimensional privacy preserving data aggregation 

phase. In this mechanism all the sensor node send compressed data to aggregator without 

any ID of sensor node (X. Lin, 2010). This schemes does not save IDs of sensor node that 

reply to SINK with data. If an adversary compromises at least one sensor nodes involved 

in the query then the compromised node could report false data. 

 

Suat proposed an Integrity Protecting Hierarchical Concealed Data Aggregation 

(IPHCDA) protocol. The proposed scheme is based on a homomorphic encryption 

algorithm, and it allows the aggregation of data packets. During the decryption, SINK is 

able to classify the encrypted and aggregated data based on the encryption keys. Each 

sensor node encrypts its data using the public key of the region in which it exists and sends 

it to the data aggregator of the region. The data aggregator Dai receives encrypted data 

from the sensor nodes in the ith region and aggregates (Ci’). Dai also computes the message 

authentication code (MAC) of the aggregated data Ci’(MAC(Ci’)) using the unique 

symmetric key that it shares with the SINK. All Dais, where 1 < i ≤ k and k is the number 

of deployment regions; forward aggregated data and MAC pair (Ci’,MAC(Ci’)) to the 

SINK over aggregation tree as shown in figure 2.14 taken form scheme (Suat & X, 2011). 

A Secure Data Aggregation with MAC Authentication (DAMA) is proposed. Where 

sensors monitor interesting events and, due to their limited storage, periodically send raw 

information to the Aggregator Node and from there send the concatenated data to SINK 
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with a RF communication channel. SINK extract information from these concatenated data 

which received from Aggregator Node (Othman, Trad, & Youssef, 2013). 

 

Figure 2. 14: Data Aggregation Model 

 

Gunasekaran has proposed RCDA-HOMO which is composed of four procedures: Setup, 

Encrypt-Sign, Aggregate, and Verify. Setup procedure is to prepare and install necessary 

secrets for the BS and each sensor. When a sensor sends data to its CH, it performs Encrypt-

Sign and sends the result to the CH. Once the CH receives all results from its members, it 

aggregate data, and then sends the final results (aggregated cipher text and signature) to the 

BS. The last procedure is Verify. The BS first extracts individual sensing data by 

decrypting the aggregated cipher text. Afterward, BS verifies the authenticity and integrity 

of the decrypted data based on aggregated signature (Gunasekaran & Sivakumar, 2012). 

 

2.3. Categorical Discussion on Literature 

 

In this section, key establishment schemes are discussed in a categorical way in terms of 

memory storage, scalability, connectivity, mobility, reliability and availability of network. 

We have included the schemes that are weak in key management scenarios but provide an 

efficient mechanism for one of the above specified categories. This discussion is further 

sub categorized for cluster based and flat scenarios which are discussed below. We have 

also focused on adoptability of cluster based schemes in next generation networks with 
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internet of things scenario where WSN can communicate with IP network nodes. In this 

context, the dominance of cluster based approaches is discussed in following section. 

 

2.3.1. Deployment Strategy 

 

In non-group schemes, nodes are scattered randomly in the entire deployment region. It 

may happen that few of the nodes become isolated in the region (due to deployment or 

battery discharge) and cannot transfer the data to other nodes. It can be improved by using 

Group based deployments e.g. in EKES target region is divided into sub regions like 4x4 

matrix. Here each group has eight adjacent groups where all groups are deployed in 

predefined sub regions and hence infeasible for a lot of applications where mobility is 

mandatory and across group migrations are frequent like army troops, rescue opeartions 

etc. This restriction is relaxed in EKES using Random Region Group Deployment (RRGD) 

where any group can be deployed in predefined sub region. In Pure Random Group 

Deployment (PRGD) a group can be deployed in any of the sub region within deployment 

area. HKPS scheme discusses the hexagon based deployment mechanism and achieved 

better results in terms of communication cost due to refined boundaries of cluster as 

compared to schemes using rectangular deployments. 

 

HBPS has used the concept of cluster based deployment using powerful head nodes and all 

the ordinary nodes in its range can be cluster members. In this deployment model, a single 

node could be member of multiple cluster heads. Similar kind of deployment is also 

adopted in DHKE, NEKM and HKPS. It requires more memory to store the keys from all 

clusters but it enabled the intra cluster key establishment by using these nodes as 

middleman for inter cluster communication. HAKM has introduced a cluster based 

deployment where each cluster further subdivided in small clusters including a head for 

each cluster. A cluster leader is also selected for communicating with cluster heads to 

manage the activities of small clusters. For inter cluster communication, gateway nodes are 

required in different deployment scenarios. It could also suit very well in next generation 

wireless sensor network scenarios where a sensor node can send the data to a personal 

computer on internet. 
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2.3.2. Mobility Support and Effects 

 

In Master Key schemes, nodes can move from one location to other and can communicate 

with any node in network. In case of distinct pairwise keys, each node contains limited 

keys of remaining network and need to establish new keys with additional communication 

cost. Similarly in probabilistic approaches, each node can establish key with other nodes 

in the network via direct or indirect key establishment. There exist chances where 

probabilistic key is not feasible whenever common values do not exist in key rings of some 

nodes. Therefore, the support for mobility of nodes is very confined.   

 

In cluster based schemes, and can move and directly communicate with each other within 

the cluster where member nodes are pre-loaded with pairwise keys for all neighbors. In this 

scenario, if a node is accidently dropped in region of other cluster head then it can’t 

communicate even with a single node in the other cluster. Each cluster is preloaded with 

unique keys for its own cluster only. To provide a solution to this problem, most of the key 

establishment schemes provide the capability to establish inter cluster keys among all the 

clusters in entire sensor network by preloading another set of keys.  

 

Anvesh proposed that when a node can move from one cluster to the other then a new key 

set is transferred by base station to overwrite the existing one in BPBS. There must be an 

end-to-end key to safely transfer the key set. Cai’s scheme only maintains neighbor specific 

keys therefore no information is maintained to establish key with other clusters (Cai-Xia 

Zhang, 2011). It does not support communication with other nodes during mobility across 

the cluster. 

 

DHKE scheme supports entire cluster based mobility. It also handles the short/long 

duration joining of two clusters that means fusion and manages the intra cluster keys for 

both clusters. Kun Zhang proposed to adopt multi-jump mechanism (Kun Zhang, 2010) by 

considering the intermediate nodes to establish a path key with other clusters in static and 

mobility scenarios. Deployment strategy is almost similar in schemes DHKE, NEKM and 

HKPS in cluster based scenarios and support node mobility. HAKM can handle the 
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mobility of node between two clusters within a cluster where each cluster can update 

neighbor list whenever a node joins or leaves cluster. A node can move from one cluster to 

adjacent clusters whereas this concept is not explicitly discussed in this scheme but its 

deployment scenario supports the mobility. 

 

2.3.3. Reliability and Availability 

 

Reliability is to keep the intended functionality of WSN even if a few sensor nodes fail. 

Availability is that WSN should be available for acquiring service and information even if 

few of the nodes are compromised. In non-group key schemes, after a certain period of 

time when a few sensors are expired (due to battery life) it is possible that the entire 

network is segregated into two are more sub regions and they cannot communicate among 

each other. This scenario could be avoided or improved using GKE schemes CKBD, (Cai-

Xia Zhang, 2011), NEKM, BBKE, HEKE, STSK, (Ratna Dutta, 2010) where cluster heads 

or agents are available for distributed inter-group communication. Anvesh’s scheme 

provides reliability and availability i.e. communication among nodes was possible until 

few nodes were compromised. If 20% of nodes are compromised then 2% nodes become 

unreachable. Compromising more than 70% result in subversion of entire network in 

BPBS. Kun Zhang’s scheme provides reliability and availability until a threshold number 

of nodes are not compromised (Kun Zhang, 2010). After that it is not reliable and available 

by compromising only a few nodes from each group. Min Li’s scheme is reliable until one 

of the H-sensor was not compromised and its hash function is not compromised. If it 

happened then all group keys are revealed because it could be calculated by hash function. 

 

2.3.4. Impact of Storage over Scalability and Connectivity  
 

In master key schemes same key is preloaded in all nodes of the network. It is scalable with 

lowest memory overhead to provide maximum connectivity. It is insecure because a single 

captured node reveals the network wide key. Therefore, these schemes are improved by 

preloading a unique pair-wise key between a node pair. In this way each sensor required to 

store n-1 keys where n is network size. It is somehow secure with optimal connectivity but 

not scalable due to memory overhead per node. In probabilistic schemes, each node stores 
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a fix size key_ring / keyset. During pre-distribution step, each node is loaded with 

randomly selected k number of sensor node ids for establishing k pair-wise keys (Mohamed 

Yacoab, 2010). If there are total m node ids in the network then there are possible m*k pairs 

of keys. Here m ids are generated whereas total n number of nodes exist in the network and 

m≥n. It means that network has the capability to add m-n new nodes (Yi Qian, 2007). 

HCKS uses a key pool of 9901keys and a key ring of size 100 keys that requires 900 bytes 

for a key size of 64-bit.  

Table 2- 3: Key Storage per Node 

Key Storage Per Node   

 Direct Key Path Key   

Security Schemes 64-bit 

key 

32-bit 

key 

64-bit 

key 

32bit 

key 

Scalability Connectivity 

EKES 640 320 64 32 Avg Avg 

HEKE 504 252 128 64 Yes Avg 

TKPS 384 192 64 32 Yes Yes 

CKBD 320 160 160 80 Yes Avg 

BBKE 320 160 32 16 Avg Avg 

BPBS 296 148 64 32 Yes Yes 

 

In group based schemes scalability was achieved with lesser memory requirements in each 

sensor node as compare to flat schemes. In EKES, a group size of 150, each sensor must 

store 149 keys. Therefore 1192 bytes are required by each sensor node to pre-load 149 keys 

for 64-bit key and 596 bytes for 32-bit key. Keys storage of a single node is reduced for 

smaller values of communication percentage in BPBS e.g. at percentage 20 only 8 keys 

were stored per node. For achieving higher percentages, it requires more number of keys 

per node e.g. 37 keys were required for a percentage of 90 i.e. 296 bytes required in BPBS 

as shown in table 2.3. It is also apparent that group based schemes have no impact of 

network size over key storage per node. Cai proposed the idea of limiting the key storage 

by including only the neighbor nodes and achieve full connectivity but only within its 

communication range (Cai-Xia Zhang, 2011). DHKE scheme has recommended to adopt 

a key of different sizes to avoid brute force attacks. It requires extra storage for handling 

the fusion means joining two groups. 
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Min Li’s scheme does not require to pre load keys in memory (Min Li, 2010) and key is 

calculated at run time. It saves the initial memory storage but afterwards memory is used 

to store the established keys. An additional memory is also required for inter group keys 

which is not limited to this scheme but a requirement of all group based schemes. It is 

scalable and also provides a network wide connectivity. Key schemes should be evaluated 

in terms of storage requirements per sensor node because a sensor node contains 64KB 

RAM (Bhardwaj, 2012) but most of the schemes have briefly discussed about it. We have 

calculated the storage overhead for establishing key within a group or inter group key 

establishment scenarios. 

 

In EKES, a sensor stores n-1 = 79 keys in group size of 80 to provide complete connectivity 

with all members. Therefore each node require 640 bytes of RAM to store 64-bit size keys 

and 320 bytes for 32-bit keys. Inter group keys for t=1 agent pair then 8 keys for 8 

neighboring groups. In TKPS, a ratio of keys per node can be calculated as m=(( Nz /w)+1)t 

where t represents key spaces, w is total available key spaces and Nz is number of nodes 

per group. For a group size Nz= 80, spaces t=2 and total space w=7 each node requires 48 

keys where 384 bytes stored by using 64bit keys. Inter group keys are γα = 8 keys per node. 

 

In HBGS, three polynomials were saved in memory and each polynomial needs (t+1)ln(q) 

bits where t represents the polynomial degree and q is large prime. For t=22 and q=100000 

each polynomial requires 32bits. Suppose 70% of keys were established directly then 

63keys of 32bits required 252 bytes per node. For indirect key establishment, only 16 keys 

were saved per node. In BPBS, communication percentage can be reduced to minimize the 

memory storage e.g. when the percentage is 20, it requires only 8 keys per node. Similarly 

for a percentage of 90 it loads 37 keys consuming 296 bytes for 64bit key and 148 bytes 

for 32bit key size. In CKBD, scheme intra group keys are Nc/2 where Nc is group size. 

Each node requires 40 keys per node using 320 bytes for 64bit key with a group size of 80 

nodes. For inter group keys Nc/4=20 keys are required. In BBKE scheme, a node stores 

n/2 = 40 keys storing 160bytes in case of 32 bit key size for intra group key establishment. 

In case of cross group if s=1 bridge between two cross groups then m/2 = 4 keys per node 

are required for 8 cross groups. 
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Direct keys should be established in a large ratio as compared to path keys. It is also 

apparent from table 2.3 that a small fraction of  keys are path keys and occupies 32 to 160 

bytes in RAM using a key size of 64-bit. Direct key establishment requires 296 to 640 bytes 

in RAM. It shows that schemes BBKE and BPBS are approximately equal in total memory 

storage but path key fraction has made the difference. Similar is the case in TKPS and 

CKBD where later was better in terms of intra-group key establishment but path key 

fraction inverted the results. It is also apparent from table 2.3 that CKBD scheme required 

much less storage as compare to others for direct key scenario whereas it required 

maximum storage in path key approach. It concludes that a key scheme should consider 

both types of key scenarios. These results could be much worse if number of path key 

establishment increases in real deployments. 

 

2.4. Overview of Discussion 

 

It is observed that few of existing schemes were not good in its key management scenarios 

but provide an efficient mechanism for one of the above specified categories e.g. key 

storage, deployment, mobility etc. mechanisms. It is also observed that a few schemes 

which were not suitable in large network scenario are now well suited in group based 

environments. We have also focused on inter network communication to choose the 

suitable and reliable deployments that can work better in next generation WSN.  A number 

of schemes are still not suitable for inter region distant communication that requires a huge 

amount of communication overhead and hence consuming much energy to reduce lifetime 

of the network during data aggregation and exchange. An additional amount of energy is 

also required for extensive mathematical operations. By exploring these observations, we 

have collectively elaborated the essential parameters in table 2.4. In flat WSN schemes, 

path key is established without using an intermediate gateway node. In group based 

schemes mostly path key is established using gateway nodes between each group pair. 

These gateway nodes are named differently like agent, proxy, boundary, bridge node etc. 

but the concept is same. Deployment of the network is also not apparently discussed in flat 

WSN whereas it is discussed in most of the group based scenarios. Group head based 

schemes require a powerful node as a cluster head in heterogeneous WSN. 
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Table 2- 4: Review of Critical Parameters in Key Establishment Schemes 

Approaches Abbr. Deployment 

Strategy 

Mobility 

Support 

Path 

key 

Gateway 

Nodes 

Scalable 

Flat WSN Schemes       
 ECC-ASIC NA NA Y NA NA 
 HBSG  NA NA Y NA NA 
 OTMK NA Y NA NA Y 
 CRPK NA Y NA NA Y 
 KSPK  Y Y Y NA NA 
 HCKS  NA NA Y NA Y 

Homogeneous WSN 

Schemes 

      

 EKES  Y NA Y Y Y 
 BBKE  Y NA Y Y Y 
 SCKA  NA NA Y Y Y 
 NEKM  NA NA Y Y Y 
 STSK  Y Y Y Y Y 
 PNBK Y NA Y Y Y 
 TKPS  Y Y Y Y Y 
 HBAS  Y Y Y NA Y 
 CKBD  NA NA Y Y Y 

Cluster based 

Schemes 

      

 HEKE  Y Y Y Y Y 
 BPBS  NA NA Y Y Y 
 HKPS  Y Y Y Y Y 
 DGP  Y Y Y Y Y 
 HBGS  Y Y Y Y Y 
 HBPS  Y Y Y Y Y 
 HAKM Y Y Y Y Y 

 

According to the observations and evaluation, cluster based schemes can perform better as 

compare to flat scheme. It provides long lasting services for data aggregation and 

transmission. It should be considered the futuristic research domain in modern WSN. A 

powerful cluster head is also able to support extensive calculations for asymmetric secure 

data aggregation and secure routing scenarios. 

  

Table 2- 5: Performance Metric for Secret Key Dissemination 

Schemes Key Points and Metrics 

QKM  Allocated Pattern of Key Values, Qouram based distribution, Better Chances of 

Common Values.  

CMK  Symmetric Matrix, One matrix is square and non-singular, Bivariate Polynomials 

are alternatives.  

SMK  Commuting Matrix eliminates necessity of Symmetric Matrix, Better Storage and 

Computational Overheads. 
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Blom Rows and Columns are exchanged, Storage and Communication Overhead, Fixed 

number of member nodes  

MBS Vandermonde matrix removed by adjacency matrix, Reduced Storage and 

Communication Cost.  

DKES Certificate based asymmetric keying, Ordinary nodes involved in signing, Secure 

until small number of malicious nodes. Computational Overhead.  

PRNK  Hierarchy of keys inter node, actor and region. Increased Storage Cost. Improved 

secrecy but less resilient against node capturing attacks. 

LKH  Member nodes are leafs and share symmetric Keys. Computational and 

Communication Overhead 

GKM  Leaf Nodes calculate tree keys in a Bottom up approach, Blinded keys for siblings, 

Computational cost at ordinary nodes, Communication Cost. 

BRM RS encoding to send codes on disjoint paths at same time, Error correction for t-

symbols, Increases Communication and Overheads. 

JERT  Redundant transmission of Symbols in an incremental manner, Response is also 

received, Computational, communication and energy overheads. 

MKSM-I  One round messaging on fixed number of pre specified paths, Less resilient, More 

Communication and computation costs, Unreliable exchange. 

MKSM -II  Multiple Rounds for exchanging symbols to calculate key, Mutual authentication 

involved, Increases Communication and computational costs 

MKSM -III  Key Component send over disjoint paths, resilient function to calculate key, More 

resilient, Increases Communication and computational cost.  

KDFA  Key fragmentation and assimilation, Secure for large Compromised Nodes, Much 

more resilient but little bit extra communication cost. 

 

Indirect keying can be affected by the mobility of intermediate nodes that are involved in 

the key dissemination process. We have explored from the literature that such intermediate 

nodes could be ordinary sensors, powerful static cluster head or powerful mobile actors. 

During key dissemination process, if a gateway node is moved from the common boundary 

of neighboring clusters then new neighboring nodes are identified in transmission range in 

schemes EKES, BBKE, SCKE, NEKM, PNBK, TKPS and GNKE as illustrated in table 

2.5 and 2.6. DKES only maintains neighbor specific keys therefore no information was 

maintained to establish key with other cluster s. It does not supports the mobility across the 
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cluster. In multi-path based schemes, if an intermediate gateway node is moved then new 

path will be required for the transmission of key elements BRM, JERT and MPKE-I,II,III. 

In KDFA, the mobility of actor nodes within a region does not effects the indirect key 

dissemination process because the nodes are not dependent on specific actors. Whenever 

indirect key is disseminated among distant nodes, it could be served by a different actor 

visiting that region. It also involves inter-actor communication if the destination node is 

out of the actor’s transmission range. In tree based approaches, the logical hierarchical key 

tree is updated whenever a node joins or leaves. If the leaving node is also serving as a 

gateway node for indirect keying then its sibling or head node will be considered as new 

gateway node across neighboring clusters in LKH, CSET, GKM, LNT and RiSeG. 

 

Table 2- 6: Comparative Overview of Indirect Keying Schemes 

Abbr. Resilient Deployment 

Strategy 

Mobility 

Support 

Gateway 

Nodes 

Key 

Freshness 

Scalable 

 

Matrix based Schemes 
 

QKM  Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

CMK  Partially Yes Yes Yes No No 

SMK  Partially Yes Yes Yes No No 

Blom Partially Yes No Yes No No 

MBS  Yes Yes No Yes No No 

 

Gateway Node based Schemes 
 

EKES No Yes No Yes No Yes 

BBKE No Yes No Yes No Yes 

SCKA  Partially No No Yes No Yes 

NEKM No No No Yes No Yes 

GNKE  No Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

PNBK No Yes No Yes No Yes 

TKPS Partially Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

CKBD  No No No Yes No Yes 

DKES  Partially Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

PRNK  Partially Yes No Yes No Yes 

 

Tree based Schemes 
 

LKH  Partially Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

CSET  Partially Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

GKM   No Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

LNT  Partially Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

RiSeG   Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

XKFS  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

Multi-path based Schemes 
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BRM  Partially No Yes Yes No Yes 

JERT (J. Deng, 2008) Yes No Yes Yes No Yes 

MKSM -I  No No No Yes No No 

MKSM -II  Partially No No Yes No No 

MKSM -III  Yes No Yes Yes No Yes 

KDFA Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

 

Polynomial based Schemes 
DGP  Partially Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

ITKM  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

HBGS  No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

SSKE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

 

In XKFS (Ata S. I., 2015), the powerful head node maintains the tree and logical 

hierarchical key tree is not required to be updated on each node join or leave operation. It 

greatly reduces communication cost. In polynomial based schemes, if nodes move out of 

the cluster or new nodes join the cluster then new polynomial is generated by involving all 

the cluster members. New polynomial value is disseminated in all members to generate 

new key.  If the leaving node is a gateway node moving to its neighboring clusters then it 

can play the same role in that cluster because of carrying dual polynomial values DGP, 

ITKM, HBGS and SSKE. 

2.5. Limitations and Research Challenges 

 

A number of open research challenges are identified after an in depth review of preliminary 

scheme discussed above. Research problems are selected from these challenges and 

remaining are kept for future works. In this section, the security limitations are elaborated 

for the key distribution in intra-cluster, inter-cluster and SINK based scenarios. 

2.5.1. Problem 1: Key Exposure to Intermediate Nodes  

 

During indirect path key distribution across the groups, sender node Si of one group sends 

a pair-wise key KSi-Rk to receiver node Rk in neighboring group using gateway nodes. This 

key was decrypted and then re-encrypted at gateway node using pre-established direct key 

with sender. Pairwise key is the secret part so it should not be available to intermediate 

nodes in a plain text format. A compromised gateway node is vulnerable to extract all 

future keys passed through that node and links are compromised before its establishment 
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as illustrated in figure 2.16. Homogeneous WSN based key establishment schemes EKES, 

BBKE, STSK, PNBK and NEKM suffer from this attack.  
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Figure 2. 15: Inter Group Path Key Exposure at Gateway Nodes 

 

Heterogeneous WSN schemes SPBS, HAKM, (Son, Lee, & W.Seo., 2010), (Serrano, 

Campo, & J. P., 2013), (Min Li, 2010), (Enjian & Xueqin, 2013) also face key exposure 

attack at gateway node located at boundaries of two neighboring clusters. Two head nodes 

cannot communicate directly and hence the key is exposed in plain text at compromised 

gateway node as shown in figure 2.17 for key distribution scenario.  
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Figure 2. 16: Inter Cluster Path Key Exposure at Gateway Nodes 
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In WSAN scenario, compromised actor nodes can reveal the key distribution messages 

transmitted during indirect path keys establishment DKES, (Félix Gómez Mármol, 2013) 

and PRNK between distant nodes across two actors as elaborated in figure 2.18. Adversary 

can do code alteration or falsifying the broadcast messages and meanwhile new 

unnecessary indirect keys could also be established with that malicious node. Adversary 

can also introduce new node into the network by preloading the compromised keys in it 

and assigning a duplicate ID of a sensor node which was destroyed by the attacker. This 

new duplicated node can receive the packets destined for actual node. In a similar way it 

could be more severe by introducing a large number of new nodes most of which are 

dummy gateway or actor nodes. 

 

Receiver

WSAN

Actor NodeSensor Node

Sender

Compromised
 

Figure 2. 17: Indirect Path Key Exposure at Actor Node 

 

2.5.2. Problem 2: Distant Agent Node Deployment Scenario 

 

During the group based deployment in EKES, PNBK, BBKE, (Addya & Turuk, 2010), 

(Pardeep Kumar, 2011) and BPBS schemes, each group is deployed in a random fashion. 

It is possible that the agent/gateway nodes between two groups are physically placed apart 

from boundaries of the associated groups as shown in figure 2.19. It increases the distance 

between the nodes and hence the communication overhead. 
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Figure 2. 18: Distant Agents in Random Group Deployment 

 

2.5.3. Problem 3: Data Retrieval Failure 

 

In heterogeneous WSN, if Group Head is destroyed then sink node cannot establish a key 

with member nodes to retrieve data. Only GH was responsible for inter cluster 

communication as illustrated in figure 2.20.  
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Figure 2. 19: Data Retrieval Failure due to Damaged Cluster Head 

 

Member node has no end to end key established with the sink node therefore encrypted key 

distribution is also not possible and key exposure problem also holds in this scenario. A 

sink node requires the aggregated data from the sensor network by broadcasting a query to 
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the targeted areas of the sensor network. If a query is transmitted by sink node to its 

neighboring cluster nodes then it can be transmitted to the entire network. It requires a large 

communication overhead transmitting the query and receiving the aggregated response via 

node to node communication. If the query is sent only towards the rich data sources then 

there are chances to lose the critical response from some node that contains the query 

related data. Query transmission should also be secure. 

 

Summary 
 

This chapter describes the background knowledge and literature review to cover the 

preliminaries closely related to proposed work for inter-group path key establishment. 

Initially, a number of schemes are illustrated to show the possibility of asymmetric schemes 

in WSN scenario. After that, a number of symmetric schemes are discussed for flat WSN 

and group based homogenous and heterogeneous WSN. A number of schemes are also 

described for providing intra and inter cluster key establishment in WSAN scenarios. 

Moreover, it provides a categorical discussion on existing schemes to elaborate the 

comparative review of memory storage, scalability, connectivity, mobility, reliability and 

availability of network. Attacks, vulnerabilities and security properties are also defined in 

this chapter. At the end of chapter, research limitations and problems are identified. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

KEY DISTRIBUTION USING KEY FRAGMENTATION 

 

 

This chapter is dedicated to provide a proposed KDKF scheme that includes slicing of key 

into fragments. It provides the algorithm for fragmentation and also covers important 

protocol for key distribution. This protocol is elaborated for homogeneous WSN, KDP-H 

for heterogeneous WSN using gateway nodes and KDP-AN for WSAN scenarios. 

Proposed scheme is verified using Formal Modeling with Rubin Logic. Results are 

analyzed for communication overhead and resilience using different simulation scenarios 

in Network Simulator.  

 

3.1. Key Distribution using Key Fragmentation (KDKF) 

 

Key distribution is a process to share secret keys to establish a new secure link between 

nodes. Nodes can establish a direct key with neighbors located within transmission range 

but intermediate nodes are required for indirect or path key establishment. Nodes can also 

establish indirect keys across the cluster using ordinary or powerful nodes as 

intermediaries. The proposed scheme resolves the key exposure problem at intermediate 

nodes during key distribution between distant nodes. For the smooth and reliable operations 

of WSN, it has been assumed that BS is trustworthy and holds large resources in terms of 

storage, processing and communication range. It is mounted on a suitable and safe location. 

BS maintains the list of all cluster heads and respective member nodes. An intrusion 

detection system is available to detect the malicious nodes. Cluster heads periodically 

receive the sensed data form member nodes. Cluster heads are powerful nodes and member 

nodes are ordinary nodes. If BS is not in direct range of cluster head then inter cluster 

communication is possible with neighboring cluster heads to pass message to BS.  
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3.2. Deployment Scenarios for KDKF 

 

Different solution scenarios for homogeneous and heterogeneous WSN are explored It also 

elaborates the key distribution in WSAN scenario with mobile actor nodes. Moreover, key 

distribution protocols is illustrated in a stepwise manner for WSAN scenarios. 

 

3.2.1. Scenario I: KDKF for Homogenous Group based WSN 

 

In this approach, all the sensor nodes have similar processing, sensing and transmission 

capabilities with same initial battery lives. In this scenario, the identified key exposure 

problem is solved using the concept of fragmentation i.e. divide the key into fragments and 

then transmitting these fragments towards the receiver node. The receiver joins these key 

fragments to obtain the actual key. 
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Figure 3. 1: Inter-group Key Establishment for f=2 and t=4 

 

It is assumed that all the nodes are deployed evenly in a fix position and suitable routing 

protocol is adopted. If two member nodes from different groups want to establish a key 

between them then the sender transmits f key fragments by selecting f agents. The agents 

receive these key fragments and forward to receiver node. Finally the receiver node Rk 

obtains the actual key by taking XOR of these key fragments. This concept is visualized in 
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figure 3.1 for agent pairs (n8, n24) and (n7, n23) where key is divided in f=2 fragments and 

two groups are t-associated i.e. t=4 agents per group are available.  

 

 

Figure 3. 2: Inter-group Key Establishment for f=3 and t=4 

 

Figure 3.2 elucidates the scenario for exchanging f=3 key fragments by randomly selecting   

3 agent pairs. In this scenario, two groups are t=4-associated. For the selection of f agent 

pairs, sender node first calculates the hash of all value of p using IDs of group Idgi and Idgj 

using equation 3.1 taken from Li’s scheme and sorts hash values in descending order. 

  

H(Idgi, Idgj, p) for 1 ≤  p ≤  t       (3.1) 

 

After that the top f hash values in descending order are considered and related p values can 

be used which are named h1 ... hf. Now these values of h are put one by one in the equation 

3.2 below and f agent IDs are obtained. The equation 3.2 is taken from EKES and modified 

using multiple h values to adjust it in fragmentation based scenario. Finally, calculate the 

function values fa1(Idgi,Idgj) … faf(Idgi,Idgj) as follows. 

 

Fa1(Idgi, Idgj) = (t (j – 1) + h1) mod γ + (i – 1) γ. 

Fa2(Idgi, Idgj) = (t (j – 1) + h2) mod γ + (i – 1) γ. 

faf(Idgi, Idgj) = (t (j – 1) + hf) mod γ + (i – 1) γ.   (3.2) 

 

Here i and j are the group ids, γ is size of the group and t is number of agents associated 

between two groups and it is calculated as t = (γ × NKIG) / (g-1) where NKIG is the number 
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of keys loaded for inter group communication, g is number of groups and it could be 

calculated as g = N/ γ where N is total count of nodes in entire network. If there is a group 

size γ =100, t=5, f=3 and h1=1 then three agent nodes are nominated between groups G7 

and G9 is Fa1(G7, G9) = (5 (9 – 1) + 1) mod 100 + (7 – 1)*100 = 641. Similarly, for h2=4 

and h3=5, functions Fa2 and Fa3 results in agent node IDs 644 and 645 respectively. 

 

3.2.2. Scenario II: KDKF for Hierarchical WSN (KDKF-H) 

 

In this scenario, two distant nodes across the cluster want to distribute a secret key using 

GH of their clusters as intermediaries. During key distribution, fragmentation is only 

performed at GH whereas member nodes only send the encrypted request for establishing 

key with destination node. A gateway node is an ordinary node and could be compromised. 

In this scheme, attacker can only receive the key fragment as per compromising every 

gateway node. To calculate the actual key, intruder will have to subvert exactly those 

gateway nodes that participated in key fragments transmission. If these gateway nodes are 

identified then only one key can be exposed but identification of such node is not a trivial 

task because every time gateway nodes are randomly selected. 
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Figure 3. 3: Inter-cluster Key Establishment for f=2 and β=4. 

 

Gateway nodes can receive the signals from both the Head Nodes and also share keys in 

both clusters. Neighboring clusters can have β nodes as gateway nodes for inter-cluster 
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communication. It is assumed that there exist a sufficient number of gateway nodes by 

adopting a suitable deployment methodology. For the key exchange, Head node initially 

selects random p nodes from the list of available β gateway nodes where p ≤ β. GH sends 

f fragments on selected p gateway nodes. A scenario of sending f=2 fragments using p=2 

gateway nodes is shown in figure 3.3 where two clusters are β =4-linked. 

 

3.2.3. Scenario III: KDKF for WSAN (KDKF-AN) 

 

The proposed scheme provides a reliable solution to key exposure problem at compromised 

intermediate nodes. Direct keys are established between neighboring nodes whereas 

indirect keys are established between distant nodes using actor node as intermediary. An 

actor can move to different locations of the network to collect desired data and perform 

appropriate operations. Actor contains keys for all the nodes in the network. Sensor nodes 

can take the services of visiting actor nodes to establish indirect keys between distant 

nodes. Sender node transmits a request to nearby actors for establishing key with a distant 

receiver node that is located outside the communication range. Key distribution process 

begins when sender uses a light weight fragmentation mechanism to divide the key into f 

fragments and transmits using f actors as intermediate nodes in the paths towards receiver. 

The receiver obtains actual key by taking XOR of key fragments. 

 

3.2.3.1. Intra-Actor Communication 

 

In this scenario, sender request to establish an indirect key with a node located outside its 

transmission range but exist within the communication range of nearby actor nodes. Actor 

node contains keys for all the nodes in the network and can act as an intermediate node for 

establishing a secret key between Sender Si and receiver Rk. This concept is visualized in 

figure 3.4 where f=2 fragments are transmitted using actor nodes Ax and Ay. Afterwards, 

Si and Rk can exchange encrypted messages via ordinary intermediate sensor nodes. Any 

number of actor nodes can be selected where f ≤ t that allows to send key fragments using 

f agent pairs where t agents are available in range. 
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Figure 3. 4: Intra-Actor Communication 

 

 

3.2.3.2. Inter-Actor Communication 

 

In second scenario, sender node transmits two key fragments to actor node pair for 

establishing indirect key with a distant node Rk that is not in transmission range of actor 

Ax and Ay. Actors request the adjacent actor to distribute the key fragments to Rk. It requires 

inter-actor communication between two actor pairs for f=2 as illustrated in figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3. 5: Inter-Actor Communication with Fragmentation. 
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3.2.3.3. Hybrid Communication 

 

In this scenario, sender node requests to nearby actor node pair to establish indirect key 

with a distant node by distributing key fragments. Actor Ax contains Rk within its 

transmission range and directly sends the key fragment to Rk. But the receiver node Rk is 

out of transmission range of second actor Ay that needs inter-actor communication to 

distribute the key fragment to Rk. Figure 3.6 elucidates key establishment scenario for the 

f=2 key fragments using hybrid communication scenario. 
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Figure 3. 6: Hybrid Communication for Key Distribution 

 

3.3. KDKF-AN Protocol Description 

 

Sender and receiver nodes establish the secret keys using KDP protocol. In this section, all 

the protocol steps are elaborated along with description of message contents for intra-actor 

distribution scenario. During the key distribution process, if there is only one actor in the 

range of sender node and second actor node is not available within a threshold value of 

time then f key fragment messages are sent via a single actor node. A delay can be imposed 

between f messages because receiver node waits for the next fragment. Extra functionality 

can be added in receiver code to manage freshness as per different message ID for this type 

of transmission. During the delay, another actor can also visit in node’s area to transmit 

other fragment because actor frequently visit to collect data from sensor nodes. But in any 
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case, single key is never sent in one message. This scheme is applicable for static and 

mobile sensor nodes. In war field, two or more distant soldiers can exchange their current 

positions securely to move together towards the target. In industry, huge machines are 

turned on in a sequential manner to avoid power hazards. Distant machines can be 

synchronized to turn on or off by exchanging secure messages. There exist a number of 

similar application scenarios where our scheme can effectively provide secure messaging. 

 

In this scheme, attacker can only get the key fragment by capturing intermediate nodes. To 

capture all key fragments, attacker must have to capture the packets of exactly those 

intermediate nodes from the disjoint paths that participated in key fragment transmission. 

If an attacker identifies such nodes and subverts key fragments then only one complete key 

is exposed. In existing scheme all the keys passing through compromised nodes were 

compromised. It defends the attack in an efficient way and secures the pairwise key 

establishment scheme by improving the resilience against the node capture attacks.  

 

Actor nodes can distribute the key fragments by using sender Si, actors Ax, Ay and receiver 

node Rk. Communication begins when sender node Si randomly picks actor node for 

sending one key fragment KFm and sends it to actor Ax encrypted with the association key 

it shares with Ax. Key fragment KFm represents the mth key fragment where 1≤ m ≤ f. Ax 

is the actor node where x represents the randomly selected actor id. Value of x could be 

any number from 1 to Q that represents total number of actors in the network. Node Si 

encrypts the message ( KFm , Rk, rni, tsi, MAC(KFm || rni || tsi)) using a pre-established key 

between sender and the actor node Ax as described in equation 3.3. In the message, rni is 

nonce value, tsi is timestamp, MAC(KFm || rni || tsi) is hash of concatenated string of KFm, rni 

and tsi to ensure integrity protection of key fragment and also guard against replay attacks. 

 

C1 = EKSi – Ax( KFm, Rk, rni, tsi, MAC(KFm||rni||tsi) )     (3.3) 

 

Sender Node Si sends the message ( IDSi, C1 ) to Actor Node Ax. 

After receiving the message, Actor Ax decrypts the message as per equation 3.4. 
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( KFm, Rk, rni, tsi, MAC(KFm||rni||tsi)) = DKSi – Ax( IDSi, C1 )    (3.4) 

 

Actor Ax re-encrypts the retrieved message using association key KAx – Rk shared with 

receiver node Rk as shown in equation 3.5.  

 

C2 = EKAx – Rk( KFm, rni, tsi, MAC(KFm||rni||tsi))   (3.5) 

 

Actor Ax sends the message ( IDAx, C2 ) to receiver node Rk. Upon receiving the message, 

receiver node Rk decrypts using its pre-established key as illustrated in equation 3.6. 

 

( KFm, rni, tsi, MAC(KFm||rni||tsi)) = DKAx – Rk( IDAx, C2 ) (3.6) 

 

Similarly, actor Ax decrypts the message after receiving the message from Si using the pre-

established key KSi – Ay. After that, actor Ay also re-encrypts message according to equation 

3.7 by using the pre-established key KAy – Rk between actor Ay and receiver Rk. 

 

C3 = EK Ay – Rk ( KFm+1, rni+1, tsi+1, MAC(KFm+1 ||rni+1||tsi+1)) (3.7) 

 

Actor Ay sends the message ( IDAy, C3 ) to receiver Node Rk. 

Rk then recovers KFm+1 as identified in equation 3.8 by using its preloaded association key 

KAy – Rk established with Ay. 

 

( KFm+1, rni+1, tsi+1, MAC(KFm+1 ||rni+1||tsi+1)) = DKAy – Rk( IDAy, C3 ) (3.8) 

 

Finally Rk receives f key fragments and assimilates the pairwise key using equation 3.9 

where × represents XOR operation. 

 

K𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘 = K𝐹𝑚  × K𝐹𝑚+1     (3.9) 

 

For Inter-actor distribution scenario, Ax transmits the message to Bx and then Bx sends it 

to receiver node Rk. Similarly Ay transmits via By to receiver node Rk. Following additional 

messages are sent for Inter Actor Scenario; 
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Ax  Bx: EKAx – Bx( KFm , rni , tsi , MAC(KFm||rni||tsi))  

Ay  By: EKAy – By( KFm+1 , rni+1 , tsi+1 , MAC(KFm+1 ||rni+1||tsi+1)) 

Bx  Rk: EKBx – Rk( KFm , rni , tsi , MAC(KFm||rni||tsi)) 

By  Rk: EKBy – Rk( KFm+1 , rni+1 , tsi+1 , MAC(KFm+1 ||rni+1||tsi+1)) 

 

3.4. Key Fragmentation Algorithm (KFA) 

 

Slicing a key into pieces or fragments is called fragmentation. It is used by the sender node 

to divide the key into f number of fragments to prevent against the node capture attack. 

Sender transmits fragments through intermediate actor nodes using available paths towards 

the receiver. The receiver obtains the actual key by taking XOR of received key fragments. 

During this mechanism, the fragments count f is selected by the administrator and it is 

based on the criticality of deployment region and the level of security required by the 

application. In most of the cases, the recommended value for is either 2 or 3 to keep 

optimum communication overhead which increases with rise in f. In case of compromising 

an intermediate node, the intruder can only get the key fragment and not the full original 

key. It provides an efficient way to secure the pairwise key establishment scheme by 

improving the resilience against the node capture attacks. Sender node checks that if key 

size is divisible by f then equal sized fragments are produced like 32 bit key divided in 2 

fragments of size 16 bit each. But in case of f = 3, two fragments of size 10 and last fragment 

of size 12 are produced. Size of last fragment is calculated as per step 7 in pseudocode 3.1. 

 
 Pseudocode 3.1: Key Fragmentation 

1. if Remainder of (keySize, f) is 0  then 

2.     fragmentSize =  keySize / f  

3.    LFz = fragmentSize 

4. Else 

5.     fragmentSize = └ keySize / f ┘ 

6.     addBits = keySize – (fragmentSize * f) 

7.     LFz = fragmentSize  + addBits 

8. end if 

 

Bitwise representation of this technique is elaborated in following example where a 16 bit 

key 1110011101010101 is divided into f=2 fragments that are 1110011100000000 and 

0000000001010101. In this case the remainder Rem(16,2)=0 and condition is true to 
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execute if block of algorithm where fragment size equals 8 The original key is obtained by 

taking the XOR as follows.  

 

0000000001010101 

1110011100000000 

1110011101010101 

 

In other scenario where 16 bit key 1110011101010101 is divided into f=3 fragments 

including 1110000000000000, 0000011101000000 and 0000000000010101. It is apparent 

that first two fragments contain 5 key bits and 11 padded zeros whereas last fragment 

contains the one extra bit from the original key i.e. 6 bits of key and 10 zeros. In this case 

the remainder Rem(16,3)=1 which is not equal to zero therefore else part of algorithm is 

executed where fragment size equals 5 and LFz equals 6. By taking XOR of these 

fragments, original key is obtained as follows. 

 

1110000000000000 

0000011101000000 

0000000000010101 

1110011101010101 

 
A secret key of 32 bit is divided into two fragments and then XOR is taken to get the actual 

key as illustrated in following example. 

 

00000000000000001110110111011100 

10101111011011100000000000000000 

       10101111011011101110110111011100 

3.5. Formal Specification of KDKF-AN 

 

A formal modeling is performed using Nonmonotonic Cryptographic Protocol (NCP) also 

called Rubin Logic (Rubin A. P., 1994) to analyze and verify the KDKF-AN protocol for 

intra-actor communication scenario as per formal specifications. It validates the protocol 

as per standard requirements of cryptographic operations like authentication, message 
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integrity, message freshness, encryption, decryption etc. It also help to identify the 

deficiencies in proposed protocol and chances of security compromise attacks. It is close 

to the actual implementation and flow of programming functions. In Rubin Logic, the 

entities are assigned roles and a global set is also maintained where information about the 

protocol is maintained in these sets and it also maintains updated states of the users after 

each updateable operation. Global sets are accessible to all the member nodes and can be 

categorized into secret, observer, rule and principal sets. A detailed discussion on formal 

specification for WSAN protocols is provided in (Alnuem, Zafar, Imran, Ullah, & Fayed, 

2014), (Imran & Zafar, 2012) along with appropriate case study. 

 

A local set is maintained at each entity or node and can be categorized into possession 

POSS(), belief BEL(), seen and behavior sets BL(). Detailed specification of this sets can 

be explored from (Rubin A. P., 1994), (Kumar, Choudhury, Sain, Lee, & Lee, 2011). By 

applying Rubin logic on KDKF-AN, the local set is elaborated in table 3.1 and then its 

verification and analysis part provides a detailed overview of all sets maintained under the 

category of local set. Local sets for all the entities including sender, receiver and actor 

nodes are separately maintained. A possession set POSS(entity) contains all the parameters 

involved in encryption, decryption and other operations performed at local memory of each 

entity as described in section below.  A Behavior List BL contains the list of operations 

and input arguments that are performed in near to implementation steps. 

 

Table 3. 1: Local Set for KDKF-AN 

1. Sender (Si) 

POSS(Si)  = { IDSi, KSi – Ax, KSi – Ay} 

BEL(Si)  = { #(IDSi), #(KSi–Ax), #(KSi-Ay) } 

BL(Si) =  

 

For Ax 

Hash( h(.);KFm, rni, tsi) → HSiFm 

Concat( KFm , rni, Rk, tsi, HSiFm) →PSiFm 

3. Actor (Ay) 

POSS(Ay) = { IDAy, KAy – Si, KAy – Ax, 

KAy–Rk} 

BEL(Ay) ={#(IDAy), #(KAy–Si), #(KAy–Ax), 

#(KAy–Rk)} 

BL(Ay) =  

 

Receive( Si, { IDSi, C2}) 
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Encrypt( { PSiFm }K Si-Ax ) → C1 

Send( Ax, { IDSi, C1}) → M1 

Update(rni , tsi , KFm) 

 

For Ay 

Hash( h(.);KFm+1 , rni+1, tsi+1) → HSiFm+1 

Concat(KFm+1,Rk, rni+1, 

tsi+1,HSiFm+1)→PSiFm+1 

Encrypt( { PSiFm+1 }K Si-Ay ) → C2 

Send( Ay, { IDSi, C2}) → M2 

Update(rni+1 , tsi+1 , KFm+1) 

 

For Rk 

Receive( Rk, { IDRk, C5}) 

Split( { IDRk, C5}) 

Decrypt({ C5 }K Rk-Si ) to get  

[rni
*, tsk, HRk] 

Check-freshness( tsAx – tsk ) ≥ ∆T  

     if yes, then abort 

Check(rni, rni
*) 

MAC({Concat(rni, tsk, HRk)})→ H~ 

Check(HRk , H~ ) 

 

2. Actor (Ax) 

POSS(Ax)  = { IDAx, KAx – Si, KAx–Rk } 

BEL(Ax) = {#(IDAx), #(KAx–Si), #(KAx–Rk)} 

BL(Ax) =  

 

Receive( Si, { IDSi, C1}) 

Split( { IDSi, C2}) 

Decrypt({ C2 }K Ay-Si ) to get  

[KFm+1 , Rk, rni+1, tsi+1 , HSiFm+1] 

Check-freshness( tsAy – tsi+1 ) ≥ ∆T 

if yes, then abort 

MAC({Concat(KFm+1, rni+1, tsi+1)})→ H+ 

Check(HSiFm+1 , H+ ) 

Concat( KFm+1, rni+1, tsi+1, HSiFm+1) →PAy 

Encrypt( { PAy }K Ay-Rk ) → C4 

Send( Rk, { IDAy, C3}) → M4 

Update(MID) 

 

4. Receiver (Rk) 

POSS(Rk) ={ IDRk, KAy–Si, KAy–Si, mc } 

BEL(Rk) ={#(IDRk),#(KAy–Si),#(KAy–Si),mc} 

BL(Rk) =  

 

Receive( Ax, { IDAx, C3}) 

Split( { IDAx, C3}) 

Decrypt({ C3 }K Ax-Rk ) to get  

[KFm , rni, tsi, HSiFm] 

Check-freshness( tsRk – tsi ) ≥ ∆T  

if yes, then abort 

MAC({Concat(KFm, rni, tsi)})→ H^ 

Check(HSiFm , H^ ) 

INCR(mc ,1) 

Compare(mc equals f) if NO continue 

XOR(KFm , KFm+1) →KRk – Si 

Hash( h(.);rni, tsk) → HRk 
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Split( { IDSi, C1}) 

Decrypt({ C1 }K Ax-Si ) to get  

[KFm , Rk, rni, tsi, HSiFm] 

Check-freshness( tsAx – tsi ) ≥ ∆T  

     if yes, then abort 

MAC({Concat(KFm, rni, tsi)})→ H* 

Check(HSiFm , H* ) 

Concat( KFm , rni, tsi, HSiFm) →PAx 

Encrypt( { PAx }K Ax-Rk ) → C3 

Send( Rk, { IDAx, C3}) → M3 

Update(MID) 

Concat(rni, tsk, HRk) →PRk 

Encrypt( { PRk }K Rk-Si ) → C5 

Send( Si, { IDRk, C5}) → M5 

Update(MID) 

 

 

3.6. Formal Analysis and Verification for KDKF-AN 

 

Behaviour List (BL) of Local set in table 3.1 contains a list of operations performed by 

entities Si, Ax, Ay and Rk. In this process, Key distribution is initiated by the sender node 

(Si) by transmitting message M1 and M2 to actor node Ax and Ay respectively by 

considering the scenario for f=2 fragments. Rk receives the fragments and calculates the 

secret key. After send operation, an update operation is performed to refresh the observer 

list as shown below.  

 

(i) Concat(KFm , rni,Rk,tsi,HSiFm)→PSiFm 

(ii) Encrypt( { PSiFm }K Si-Ax ) → C1 

(iii)Send(Ax, { IDSi, C1})→ M1 

(iv) Update(rni , tsi , KFm) 

 

Sender node further unicast another message to actor node Ay for transmitting the second 

key fragment using message M2 towards receiver node Rk. Steps are similar whereas new 

parameters are included as shown below.   

 

(i) Hash( h(.);KFm+1 , rni+1, tsi+1) → HSiFm+1 
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(ii) Concat( KFm+1 , Rk, rni+1, tsi+1 , HSiFm+1 ) → PSiFm+1 

(iii)Encrypt( { PSiFm+1 }K Si-Ay ) → C2 

(iv) Send( Ay, { IDSi, C2}) → M2 

(v) Update(rni+1 , tsi+1 , KFm+1) 

 

Related parameters including messages, ciphers, nonce values, actual key, key fragments 

and hashes are saved in possession set at Si during the key establishment phase as shown 

below. Belief set contains its own Id and the keys for available actors. 

 

POSS(Si)  = { IDSi, KSi – Ax, KSi – Ay, PSiFm , rni , tsi , KFm ,HSiFm C1, M1, KFm+1, Rk, rni+1, 

tsi+1, PSiFm+1, HSiFm+1, C2, M2, KSi – Rk} 

BEL(Si)  = { #( IDSi), #(KSi – Ax), #(KSi – Ay) } 

 

After sending two messages, control is passed to receive operation in appropriate actor 

node where messages are decrypted to retrieve concatenated message that are further split 

to get actual parameters. Freshness of message is checked by subtracting timestamp 

received tsi, tsi+1 from the actor’s timestamp tAx , tAy and if answer is greater than the 

threshold ∆T then proceed for further calculations otherwise message is discarded. MAC 

is also calculated as MAC({Concat(KFm, rni, tsi)}) for concatenated parameters including 

KFm, rni, tsi  and compared the hash values to ensure integrity protection. These operations 

are shown in following steps executed at actor node Ax and similar steps are followed by 

Ay with different parameters. 

 

(i) Receive( Si, { IDSi, C1} ) 

(ii) Split( { IDSi, C1} ) 

(iii)Decrypt({ C1 } K Ax-Si ) to get [KFm , Rk, rni, tsi, HSiFm] 

(iv) Check-freshness( tsAx – tsi ) ≥ ∆T if yes, then abort 

(v) MAC({Concat(KFm, rni, tsi)}) → H* 

(vi) Check(HSiFm , H* ) 
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Actor nodes Ax and Ay further sends these key fragments towards receiver node by 

encrypting with the pre-established key with receiver node Rk.  

 

(i) Concat( KFm , rni, tsi, HSiFm) →PAx 

(ii) Encrypt( { PAx }K Ax-Rk ) → C3 

(iii)Send( Rk, { IDAx, C3}) → M3 

(iv) Update(MID) 

(v) Forget(PAx , rni , tsi , KFm , Rk , C3 , M3 , H*) 

 

Possession set at Actor nodes Ax and Ay contains the following parameters during 

execution of above mentioned operations as shown below. 

 

POSS(Ax)  = { IDAx, KAx – Si ,KAx – Rk, PAx ,Rk , rni , tsi , KFm , C3, M3, H* } 

BEL(Ax)  = { #( IDAx), #(KAx – Sj), #(KAx – Rk)} 

POSS(Ay)  = { IDAy, KAy – Si ,KAy – Rk,PAy ,Rk, rni+1 , tsi+1 , KFm+1 , C4, M4, H+} 

BEL(Ay)  = { #( IDAy), #(KAy – Si), #(KAy – Rk)} 

 

Forget operation removes these temporary values (PAx , rni , tsi , KFm , Rk , C3 , M3 , H*) 

from the possession set at Ax. Actor node Ay also performs the same operation with 

different parameters. Receiver Node Rk receives message from actor nodes and checks the 

freshness of message after decryption. Node Rk maintains a count in mc for key fragment 

messages, if mc is less than number of fragments f then Rk continue to receive messages as 

shown in following steps.   

 

(i) Receive( Ax, { IDAx, C3} ) 

(ii) Split( { IDAx, C3} ) 

(iii)Decrypt({ C3 } K Ax-Rk ) to get [KFm , rni, tsi, HSiFm] 

(iv) Check-freshness( tsSk – tsi ) ≥ ∆T if yes, then abort 

(v) MAC({Concat(KFm, rni, tsi)}) → H^ 
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(vi) Check(HSiFm , H^ ) 

(vii) INCR(mc ,1) 

(viii) Compare( mc  equals f ) if no then continue 

 

If mc is equal to f then Rk takes the XOR of all key fragments to calculate the actual key 

and then sends the acknowledgement message to sender node Si as shown below. 

 

(i) XOR(KFm , KFm+1) → KRk – Si 

(ii) Hash( h(.);rni, tsk) → HRk 

(iii)Concat(rni, tsk, HRk) → PRk 

(iv) Encrypt( { PRk }K_Rk-Si ) → C5 

(v) Send( Si, { IDRk, C5}) → M5 

(vi) Forget(PSiFm, rni, tsi, KFm, HSiFm, H^, C1, KFm+1, rni+1, tsi+1, PSiFm+1, HSiFm+1, C3, 

HRk, PRk, C5, M5) 

 

Possession set values including nonce values rni, rni+1, time stamps tsi, tsi+1, key fragments 

KFm, KFm+1, cipher texts, C1, C3, C5, Hash values HSiFm, H^, HRk, concatenated strings PSiFm, 

PSiFm+1, PRk and secure keys are maintained at receiver node Rk during the execution of 

above mentioned operations.  

 

POSS(Rk)  = { IDRk, KRk – Ax, KRk – Ay, PSiFm, rni, tsi, KFm, HSiFm, H^, C1, KFm+1, rni+1, 

tsi+1, PSiFm+1, HSiFm+1, C3, HRk, PRk, C5, M5, KRk – Si} 

BEL(Si)  = { #( IDSi), #(KSi – Ax), #(KSi – Ay), #(KRk – Sj) } 

 

After execution of all steps, secure key KRk – Si is saved in belief set. Unnecessary values 

are removed by using Forget(PSiFm, rni, tsi, KFm, HSiFm, H^, C1, KFm+1, rni+1, tsi+1, PSiFm+1, 

HSiFm+1, C3, HRk, PRk, C5, M5) operation after successful transmission of message from 

receiver Rk back to sender Si. Sender node Si receives the acknowledgement message M5 
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encrypted with currently established key KSi – Rk. Si decrypts the cipher text C5 to get [rni
*, 

tsk, HRk] and verify the nonce value as shown in following steps. 

 

(i) Receive( Rk, { IDRk, C5} ) 

(ii) Split( { IDRk, C5} ) 

(iii)Decrypt({ C5 } K Rk-Si ) to get [rni
*, tsk, HRk] 

(iv) Check-freshness( tsAx – tsk ) ≥ ∆T if yes, then abort 

(v) Check(rni, rni
*) 

(vi) MAC({Concat(rni, tsk, HRk)}) → H~ 

(vii) Check(HRk , H~ ) 

(viii) Forget(PSiFm, rni, tsi, KFm, HSiFm,C1,M1, KFm+1, rni+1, tsi+1, PSiFm+1, HSiFm+1, C2, M2) 

 

Possession set at Si is refreshed after the completion of key distribution process and 

receiving the acknowledging message from the receiver node Rk. Secret key KSi – Rk is also 

saved in belief set. Si executes the above mentioned Forget (PSiFm, rni, tsi, KFm, HSiFm, C1, M1, 

KFm+1, rni+1, tsi+1, PSiFm+1, HSiFm+1, C2, M2) operation to clear the unnecessary values from 

possession set that is shown below. 

 

POSS(Si)  = { IDSi, KSi – Ax, KSi – Ay, KSi – Rk} 

BEL(Si)  = { #(IDSi), #(KSi – Ax), #(KSi – Ay), #(KSi – Rk) } 

 

3.7. Results and Analysis 
 

For simulation, we have used Network Simulator NS-2.35 on Fedora Core 12. During 

simulation scenarios, C language is used for send and receive functionalities along with 

packet formats for sensor nodes, Actors, and sink. Encryption, decryption, fragmentation 

and hash functions are also provided in C. Scripting language TCL is used to create nodes, 

deployment of network and linking the nodes in a 1200 x 1200 region. Messages scenarios 

are also exchanged between sender, actors and receiver as per KDKF specifications. In 
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WSN, nodes are deployed in different network sizes from 100 to 1000 nodes and 5 to 20 

clusters with homogeneous and heterogeneous scenario as shown in table 3.2. 

 

Table 3. 2: Simulation Parameters for KDKF 

Simulation Setup 

Parameters Values 

Network Field 1200 x 1200 meters 

Actor Tx Radius 300 m 

Initial Energy  at Node 1000 J 

Tx Power at Node 0.819 J 

Message Receiving Power   0.049 J 

Physical Type Wireless Physical 

Queue Type  Queue/DropTail/PriQue 

Antenna Type  Omni Antenna 

Max Packet in Queue  50 

Routing Protocol DSDV 

Agent Trace ON 

Router Trace ON 

Parameter Variations and Values 

Key Size 16 - 128 bits 

Fragment Count 2 – 4 

Captured Nodes (50 – 900) of 1000 

Outer Circle Nodes 2-10 

Actor Count 2-60 

Cluster Size 10-100 nodes 

Network 100 – 1000 nodes 

 

Cluster heads are considered static while nodes can move within or across the cluster. In 

WSAN scenario, nodes and actors are randomly deployed in a region of 1200 x 1200 meters 

where nodes are static and actors can move within the network field. Results are generated 

by varying the values of key size from 16 to 128 bits, fragment count from 2 to 4 and 

captured nodes from 50 to 900 nodes out of total 1000 nodes. Cluster sizes are varied from 
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10 to 100 nodes per cluster with 2 to 10 nodes in the outer circle of the cluster. It also 

includes 2 to 60 powerful actor nodes per network. 

 

Simulation begins with deployment and configuration settings for member, head and sink 

nodes as elucidated in steps 1-3 of figure 3.7 for Tcl Files. Message transmission is 

provided by creating command function for member, head and sink nodes as shown in step 

4 for receiving message request along with its argument count from Tcl file and send to 

appropriate receiver. These messages are sent by adopting proper packet format provided 

as per proposed protocol requirements. Security is achieved using encryption and 

decryption functions and fragmentation is provided by implementing KFA in a function of 

class as shown in step 5 and 6. These functions are called in Tcl file and finally trace files 

are produced to print energy levels, packet attributes along with sending and receiving time.  

 

Deployment of Network Model
(Homogeneous, Heterogenous)

Links Establishment for Communication
(Intra and Inter Cluster)

Classes for Sensors, Head, Sink 
(send and receive functions in C)

Encryption, Decryption, Hash, 

Fragmentation Functions

Message Flow of Protocol
(using Tcl/Tk)

Perl Script for Data Extraction from 

Trace Files 

Graph Creation using xgraph

Setting Transmission Radius
(Sensor, Head Node, Sink)

Trace Files Generation

1

5

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

 

Figure 3. 7: Operational Structure of Simulation Files 
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We have generated both old and new formats of trace files as per ns_doc.pdf file to identify 

required parameters under observation in different protocols. Trace files are explored to 

extract meaningful values form large trace files using Perl to produce the results and draw 

graphs using either xgraph or excel as shown in steps 7-9. Following section discusses the 

results obtained by extracting data from trace files after simulation. Our proposed KDKF 

is compared with existing schemes to prove the effectiveness of KDKF.  

3.7.1. Analysis of KDKF 

 

KDKF is simulated and results are obtained for Resilience means measuring fraction of 

communication revealed when a specific number of nodes are subverted by the attacker. It 

has been extended to measure its impact on a group and on network as well. Results of 

proposed scheme are compared with RKMP basic scheme (H. Chan, 2003) with multipath 

key reinforcement, RKMP q=2 composite scheme (H. Chan, 2003) and 2-hop multipath 

key re-enforcement and EEKE scheme (Hui & Taieb, 2005) using multipath scenario. 

 

3.7.1.1. Impact of Compromised Nodes on Group 

 

Nodes in a group are compromised in such a way that amount of communication and data 

are revealed to the intruder. We have calculated the probability amount of communication 

revealed 𝑃𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑒𝑣 using equation 3.10. If there are T gateway nodes in a cluster of size 𝛾 

then the probability of gateway node is 𝑃𝐺 = 𝑇/𝛾 and probability of one side gateway link 

compromised between two neighboring groups is 𝑃𝑂𝐺𝐿 = 𝐶/(𝑁 − 2) where C is number 

of nodes compromised. If two agents from both the groups are involve then probability of 

two end gateway link compromised is 𝑃𝑇𝐺𝐿 = (1 − 𝑃𝐺)2 for neighboring cluster. A node 

being an ordinary node could be identified with a probability (1 – PG).  

 

𝑃𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑒𝑣 = 𝑃𝑂𝐺𝐿 + 𝑃𝑇𝐺𝐿 × (𝑃𝑃𝐾)𝑓         3.10 

 

Probability of path key establishment 𝑃𝑃𝐾 across the groups can be calculated by dividing 

the number of path keys with the total number of keys established in all groups. In most of 

the cases, the ratio of path keying between distant nodes is very less than the intra member 
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local keying. The number of fragments f reduces the chance of actual key extraction. In 

this scenario, a network size of 400 nodes and 10 groups are deployed where each group 

contains 40 nodes. For this scenario we have considered small network and group sizes in 

KDKF with key fragments f = 2, 3 and calculated results for the fraction of communication 

compromised when a specific number of nodes are compromised as shown in figure 3.8. 

Graphs show that proposed scheme achieved much better resilience in case of node 

capturing attacks. In case where 10 nodes are compromised then faction of compromised 

communication is 0.032 i.e. 3.2% for RKMP with q=2 composite scheme and 2-hop 

multipath enforcement where 2 pairs of keys were identified and transmitted over two 

disjoint paths which costs more. In case of basic RKMP scheme with multipath key 

reinforcement, without restriction of q-composite, it consumed 0.02 i.e. 2.2% of total 

communication was compromised. In comparison, EEKE scheme is closed to basic scheme 

with a percentage of 1.2% where a key was divided into fragments and node-disjoint-path 

was necessary between sender and receiver. Actual key was equal to the union of all 

fragments. It is near to basic RKMP scheme in terms of compromising communication. In 

case of proposed scheme the fractions of communication revealed are 0.8%, 0.2% and 

0.08% for KDKF with f=2, 3 and 4 fragments respectively because the actual links involved 

in communication are identified to reduce redundant and unnecessary messages. 

 

 

Figure 3. 8: Impact of Compromised Nodes on Group Communication 
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When a large number of nodes out of total nodes in a group are compromised then RKMP 

q=2 exposes 36%, RKMP basic reveals 12% and EEKE loses 11% of communication when 

30 nodes are compromised. Proposed scheme still achieves much better resilience by 

exposing only 2.4%, 0.7% and 0.02% for KDKF using f=2, 3 and 4 fragments respectively. 

3.7.1.2. Impact on Network Communication 

 

In RKMP basic scheme with multipath key reinforcement, if 150 nodes out of 1000 nodes 

are subverted then 3% communication is at stake of compromising during transmission 

through the network whereas this fraction is 7% in RKMP q=2 composite scheme using 

multipath key reinforcement in 2-hop scenario. Our KDKF scheme achieves much better 

resilience with an exposure of only 0.4% for f=2 fragments and 0.1% for f=3 fragments 

scenario using gateway node in 2-hop scenario as illustrated in figure 3.9. When the 

number of compromised nodes increases then it has been observed that RKMP q=2 

composite scheme exposes 50% and basic scheme exposes 17% when 350 nodes are 

compromised whereas KDKF f=2 schemes exposes only 1% communication to resist 

against node capture attack. 

 

 

Figure 3. 9: Impact of Compromised Nodes on Network Communication 

 

Proposed schemes gradually exposes the communication even if a large number of nodes 

are compromised. For example, in following scenario, a large network size of 10000 nodes 
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has been selected with 100 nodes per group and setting 10000/100 = 100 groups. We have 

also evaluated the impact of compromised nodes on the network wide communication 

exposure as illustrated in figure 3.10 for key fragment sizes f=2, 3, 4. 

 

 

Figure 3. 10: Impact of Compromised Nodes on Network Communication 

 

If 4000 nodes are compromised then there are chances that 6.2% of the communication is 

compromised for f=2 fragments whereas it is about 2.07% for key fragment size f = 3 which 

is much less than existing schemes. For larger f values, the compromised communication 

is further reduced a lot like 0.68% for f=4. 

3.7.2. Analysis of KDKF-H 

 

KDKF-H results are compared with existing schemes Hkey-LR, Hkey-HP (Ali Fanian, 

2011), STSK (Sourav Kanti Addya, 2010), DGP (Min Li, 2010), SPBS (Zhou & Fang, 

2007) and GTMS (Riaz Ahmed Shaikh, 2009) for storage overhead, communication 

overhead and resilience. 

3.7.2.1. Resilience 

 

Probability that a direct key within a cluster is compromised can be calculated using 

equation 3.11 take and modified from EKES where 𝛾 is cluster size, c is number of nodes 
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compromised in a cluster, N is network size and Cn is set of compromised nodes in entire 

network.    

𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = ( 𝛾
𝑐
 ) ( 𝑁  −  𝛾

𝐶𝑛−𝑐
 ) (𝑁

𝐶𝑛
)⁄       (3.11) 

 

The probability that gateway node in the path is not compromised can be calculated using 

( 𝛾 – 3
𝑐

 ) ( 𝛾 – 2
𝑐

 )⁄  where c nodes in the cluster are compromised and 𝛾 − 2 means sender and 

receiver are also not compromised and must be subtracted. The probability that gateway 

node is compromised PGNC can be calculated using equation 3.12. 

 

   𝑃𝐺𝑁𝐶 =  1 − ( 𝛾 – 3
𝑐

 ) ( 𝛾 – 2
𝑐

 ) =  1 −
𝛾−𝑐−2

𝛾−2
=

𝑐

𝛾−2
⁄       (3.12) 

       

If a key is divided into f fragments then the probability that selected f gateway nodes are 

compromised PGNC_F can be calculated using equation 3.13. 

 

   𝑃𝐺𝑁𝐶_𝐹 =  1 − ( 𝛾 – 𝑓 – 2
𝑐

 ) ( 𝛾 – 2
𝑐

 )⁄          (3.13) 

 

For f=2 fragments scenario, equation 14 in the modified form of equation 3.13.  

 

   𝑃𝐺𝑁𝐶_𝐹=2 =  1 − ( 𝛾 – 4
𝑐

 ) ( 𝛾 – 2
𝑐

 ) =  1 −
(𝛾−𝑐−2)(𝛾−𝑐−3)

(𝛾−2)(𝛾−3)
⁄      (3.14) 

 

Results show that chances of compromising exactly two gateway nodes are less than the 

single gateway node scenario as shown in figure 3.11. Therefore, resilience against 

compromising two key fragments is improved due to fragmentation. Fraction of 

communication compromised through a gateway node PGCC can be calculated using 

equation 3.15 where 𝑃𝐺 × (1 − 𝑃𝐺) is the probability that a link is established with gateway 

node, (1 −
c

γ
 ) is the probability that gateway node is compromised and 

𝐾𝐼𝐶×𝑀𝐾𝐷𝐾𝐹

𝑀𝐾𝐷𝐾𝐹
= 𝐾𝐼𝐶 

represents the communication passed through gateway nodes for establishing specific 

number of inter cluster keys like 10, 20 or 79 keys.  
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  𝑃𝐺𝐶𝐶 = 𝑃𝐺 × (1 − 𝑃𝐺) × (1 −
c

γ
 ) × 𝐾𝐼𝐶    (3.15) 

 

 

Figure 3. 11: Occurrence of Compromised Gateway Nodes 

 

KDKF-H results for PGCC are obtained using equation 3.15. Results are obtained during 

exchange of inter cluster keys messaging using key fragments KDKF-Hf=2 and without 

fragmentation scenarios for Hkey-HP, Hkey-LR and KDKF-H.   

 

 

Figure 3. 12: Fraction of Communication Compromised at Gateway Node 

 

Results in figure 3.12 are elucidated that if 40 nodes are compromised then fractions of 

communication compromised are 43% for Hkey-HP, 10% for Hkey-LR, 5% for KDKF-H 
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without fragmentation and only 0.2% for KDKF-Hf=2 scheme.  Our proposed scheme 

outperforms the existing scheme in terms of resilience due to the fact that identification of 

the randomly selected f gateway nodes is much more difficult for an intruder. 

 

3.7.2.2. Communication Overhead 

 

During inter cluster key establishment scheme, a sender exchanges request message and 

the key sharing messages where GH1, Gx and GH2 act as intermediate nodes. In this 

process, 8 messages are exchanged between sender and receiver whereas message sizes are 

different in all schemes. KDKF-H scheme, exchanges 10 messages where 2 extra messages 

are transmitted from GH1  Gx  GH2 due to key fragmentation for f=2. Total messages 

exchanged MKDKF-H can be calculated using equation 3.16 where MIC represents inter 

cluster messages without fragmentation and f represents number of fragments.   

  

   𝑀𝐾𝐷𝐾𝐹−𝐻  =  𝑀𝐼𝐶 +  2 × (f − 1)      (3.16) 

 

Total communication cost T_MKDKF-H for establishing key with all neighboring clusters is 

calculated using equation 3.17 where NC represents total neighboring clusters.  

 

𝑇_𝑀𝐾𝐷𝐾𝐹−𝐻  = (NC − 1)  × (𝑀𝐼𝐶 +  2 × (NC − 1)(f − 1))   (3.17) 

 

Our proposed KDKF-H scheme exchanges 30 messages in case of 4 clusters in figure 3.13 

whereas STSK and DGP schemes exchange 24 messages. Number of inter keying 

messages increase with the increase in number of neighboring clusters. Message size for 

exchanging Key fragment is 80 bits that contains 16 bits sender ID, 32 bits key fragment, 

16 bits nonce value and 16 bit timestamp. A total of 160 bits are transmitted in two extra 

messages but such a little amount of overhead ensures the secure key distribution in severe 

environments when more than 80 percent of the nodes are compromised. Uncompromised 

nodes of two clusters can still distribute new keys securely due to random selection of f 

gateway nodes. Fragmentation is only required for inter cluster key exchange messages 
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that are not frequent. Once the key is distributed then that key will be reused for future 

communication between these two nodes. 

 

 

Figure 3. 13: Effects of Key Fragmentation on Communication 

 

If there are T gateway nodes in a cluster of size 𝛾 then 𝑃𝐺 = ( 𝛾 – 1
𝑇 – 1

 ) (𝛾
𝑇
)⁄  is the probability 

that a certain node is a gateway node for neighboring cluster. A node being an ordinary 

node could be identified with a probability (1 – PG). Value of T is dependent on deployment 

and in proposed scheme we have supposed that in a uniform Gaussian distribution 𝑇 =
𝛾

8⁄  

per neighboring cluster. The probability of establishing links with gateway nodes at one 

end is PG × (1 – PG) as shown in lower region of figure 3.14.  

 

 

Figure 3. 14: Impact of Group Size on Linking Ratios 
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The probability of link establishment with ordinary nodes is (1 – PG) × (1 – PG) as shown 

in upper region of figure 3.14. Results show that less than 20% links are established with 

gateway nodes. GTMS establishes less than 10% links with gateway nodes and more than 

90% among other member nodes. Proposed KDKF-H scheme shares average links to 

manage both intra and inter connectivity. 

3.7.2.3. Storage Overhead 

 

Sensor nodes carry a small RAM size in KBs (Bhardwaj, 2012), in case of MICA2 it 

contains 128-KB program flash memory and 512-KB measurement flash along with 4-KB 

EEPROM (Corporation, 2008). A security scheme should utilize less memory to store keys. 

We have calculated the storage overhead of a single sensor node for establishing keys 

within a cluster and across neighboring clusters. In Riaz et al. scheme GTMS, keys per 

node can be calculated using equation 3.18 where ∆t is size of time window and 𝑁𝑐 

represents number of nodes in a group. 

 

    𝑚 = (𝑁𝑐 − 1)(4 + 4∆𝑡)      (3.18) 

 

For a group size n=80, spaces ∆t=5units, each node requires 1896 bytes. Only a single inter 

group key is established with one neighboring group. If σ = 8 groups are deployed across 

each group then 𝜎 × (4 + 4∆𝑡) Bytes means 192 bytes are reserved for inter group keys. 

  

 

Figure 3. 15: Percentage of Intra and Inter Cluster key establishment 
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Hkey-LR scheme claims to use Low Resource in terms of memory. In this scheme, if 

number of nodes in the cell is γ then 
𝛾

2⁄  intra group keys are stored in each sensor node. 

Each node requires 40 keys per node using 320 bytes for 64bit key with a group size of 80 

nodes. For inter group keys, each sensor stores  
𝛾

4⁄  keys out of total  
𝛾²

4
⁄  common keys 

for every pair of virtual region. Each node requires 20 keys per node for inter cell secure 

communication.  Hkey-HP claims High Performance to achieve better connectivity. In this 

scheme, if cell size is γ then 
𝛾

2⁄  intra group keys were required whereas inter group keys 

were 3γ out of total 𝑛1 × 𝑛2 + 𝑛1 × 𝑛3 + 𝑛2 × 𝑛3 keys where n1, n2 and n3 are number 

of sensor nodes in the neighboring cells. For single neighboring group, this value for path 

key is γ. KDKF requires (𝛾 − 1) keys for intra cluster and 𝜎 × 4 keys for inter cluster 

scenario of key distribution.  

 

 

Figure 3. 16: Memory Storage for Intra and Inter Cluster Keying 

 

Results of figure 3.15 illustrate the percentage of intra and inter cluster path key 

establishment. Hkey-LR schemes achieve better direct key establishment percentages 

whereas Hkey-HP is worst in this scenario because of achieving better connectivity. In 

figure 3.16, GTMS and Hkey-LR require less number of bytes for inter cluster path keys 

as compare to direct keys within a cluster. But GTMS and Hkey-LR provide less 

connectivity in neighboring clusters and only a fix number of path keys are allowed to each 

node. Proposed scheme shows almost equal percentages in figure 3.15 but achieves less 
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storage overhead as compare to GTMS in figure 3.16. There exist a tradeoff between 

connectivity and storage. 

 

3.7.3. Analysis for KDKF-AN 

 

KDKF-AN is simulated to analyze performance and resilience of protocol for proving 

effectiveness of proposed scheme as compare to contemporary schemes STSK and NEKM. 

It measured Resilience, Communication cost and Fragmentation cost. 

 

3.7.3.1. Resilience 

 

During inter actor communication (IAC) two ordinary nodes from different regions 

communicate using two actor nodes. Probability to calculate the chances of an actor node 

being compromised in the path can be calculated using equation 3.19 where N is the 

network size and cp is number of nodes captured by an attacker in the network. 

 

𝑃𝑁𝐴𝐶 = (𝑁− 3

𝑐𝑝
) (𝑁− 2

𝑐𝑝
)⁄       (3.19) 

 

In this equation, N-2 represents all nodes except the sender and receiver that are consider 

uncompromised. Similarly, N-3 represents the further exclusion of one actor node. The 

probability that a certain actor node is captured at either sender or receiver side can be 

calculated using equation 3.20. 

 

   𝑃𝐴𝐶 =  1 − 𝑃𝑁𝐴𝐶 = 
𝑐𝑝

𝑁−2
      (3.20) 

 

Considering the scenario of dividing a key into two fragments, we can calculate the chances 

of capturing exactly f=2 actor nodes that are randomly selected for IAC can be calculated 

as  𝑃𝐴𝐶𝐹=2 =  𝑃𝐴𝐶 × 𝑃𝐴𝐶 .We simulated the KDKF-AN scheme for a network of 1000 

ordinary nodes with a transmission range of 40meters and 50 Actor nodes with 

transmission range of 250 meters.  
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Figure 3. 17: Impact of Capturing Actor Node 

 

Figure 3.17 elucidates that if 150 nodes are captured then 15% chances exist to capture one 

Actor node in path. In case of KDKF-H, only 2% chances exist for f=2 and 0.3% for f=3 

fragment scenarios that exactly those Actor nodes are captured that are randomly selected 

to transmit key fragments.  

 

 

Figure 3. 18: Effects of Key Fragmentation on Captured Node 

 

Figure 3.18 further evaluates the scenario when more than 60% of the nodes are 

compromised. If 600 nodes are compromised then only 13% chances exist for f=4, 21.7% 
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for f=3 and 36% for f=2 scenario that f actor nodes are captured. Hence resilience is very 

much improved due to fragmentation. 

 

3.7.3.2. Fragmentation Computation 

 

A key fragment size is calculated using KFA discussed in section 3.4 where the size of last 

fragment varies in case of odd number of fragments. Additional bits are added in last 

fragment as illustrated in step 7 that is explored to produce equation 3.21 where Lf is size 

of last fragment, Kz is key size and f is number of fragments.   

 

𝐿𝑓 = 𝐾𝑧 − (𝑓 − 1) ⌊
𝐾𝑧

𝑓
⌋    (3.21) 

 

 

Figure 3. 19: Last Key Fragment Size vs Fragment Count 

 

The last key fragment size is dependent on the remainder of ⌊
𝐾𝑧

𝑓
⌋ operation in equation 3.21. 

Figure 3.19 elucidates the size of last fragment by selecting f=2,3 and 4 key fragmentation 

scenarios for distributing the keys of sizes 16 bit, 32 bit, 64 bit and 128 bits. In case of f=3 

fragments, last fragment size is 24 bits whereas initial two fragments are 20 bits for 

distributing a 64 bit key. These 4 extra bits are produced due to the fact that Kz is not 

completely divisible by f. 
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Figure 3. 20: Effects of Total Number of Fragments on Single Fragment Size 

 

Figure 3.20 illustrates the size of initial key fragments. By considering a 32-bit bit scenario 

for f=3 fragments, the size of initial two fragments is 10bits. In case of even value of f, the 

last fragment size is same as initial key fragments. 

 

3.7.3.3. Communication Overhead 

 

In proposed scheme, the number of messages (MC) transmitted during intra or inter actor 

communication scenarios can be calculated using equation 3.22 where f represents number 

of fragments. In this equation, MN and MA represent number of messages transmitted by 

ordinary node and actor respectively during intra or inter-actor communication scenario 

without fragmentation.  

    𝑀𝐶 = (𝑀𝑁 + 𝑀𝐴)  × 𝑓    (3.22) 

 

In case of intra-actor communication, MN = MA = 1 because actual key was sent in single 

message like NEKM. By applying fragmentation, the value of MC=4 for f=2 fragments 

using equation 3.21. Similarly in inter-actor communication scenario, MN=1 and MA=2 and 

MC=6 for f=2 fragments using equation 3.22. Our main concern is to calculate 

communication cost at ordinary nodes therefore we have ignored the value of MA. A sender 

transmits (𝑀𝑁 × 𝑓) messages to actor nodes. It can also be calculated that (𝑓 − 1) extra 

messages are sent by ordinary node due to fragmentation. If 2 key fragments are exchanged 
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then only 2 messages are sent by the ordinary nodes to actors where 1 message is extra as 

compare to fragmentation less scenarios.  

 

An ordinary node can establish indirect keys with distant sensor nodes in outer circle of its 

transmission range. The total communication cost for indirect keying (TMC) can be 

calculated using equation 3.23 where NOC represents total nodes in outer circle. 

 

          𝑇𝑀𝐶 = NOC × (𝑀𝑁 + 𝑀𝐴)  × 𝑓    (3.23) 

 

Figure 3.21 illustrates that if an ordinary node establishes keys with 6 nodes in its outer 

circle then 12 messages are exchanged by that node for f=2 key fragments. Same number 

of messages were sent in STSK where an ordinary node was used as intermediary to 

exchange a single actual key per message without fragmentation. In NEKM, only 6 

messages were sent to 6 nodes for key distribution using single actor without 

fragmentation. Message size for exchanging Key fragment is 14Bytes that contains 16 bits 

sender ID, 32 bits key fragment, 16 bits nonce value, 16 bit timestamp and 32 bit hash 

value according to equation 3.3 described earlier. Our scheme requires to transmit extra 14 

Bytes for one extra message in case of f=2 but such a little amount of overhead ensures the 

secure key distribution in severe environments even when a large number of nodes or actors 

are compromised. Fragmentation is only required for indirect key establishment that is less 

frequent as compare to direct keying. Once the key is distributed then that key is reused for 

future communication between these two nodes.   
 

 

 

Figure 3. 21: Intra and inter-actor Communication Overhead 
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In this scenario, Mintra and Minter represent the values of communication cost (Mc) for both 

scenarios. In this case, ordinary node transmits 12 messages for NOC=6 and f=2 in both intra 

and inter actor communication scenarios. Sender transmits the same number of messages 

to actors whether intra, inter-actor or hybrid communication scenarios is adopted by actors.  

If there are Q actor nodes in the network then 𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = (𝑁 – 1
𝑄 – 1

) (𝑁
𝑄
)⁄  is the probability that 

a certain node is an actor. A node being an ordinary node could be identified with a 

probability (1 – PActor). The probability of establishing links with gateway nodes at one end 

is PActor × (1 – PActor).  

 

 

Figure 3. 22: Probability of Links between Nodes and Actors 

 

Figure 3.22 elucidates that in case of 50 actors in a network of 1000 nodes only 9.5% links 

are established between actors and nodes, 90% between nodes and only 0.2% between 

actors. By referring these probabilities, we can claim that the chances of intra-actor 

communication are higher than the inter actor communication scenarios. 

 

Summary 

 

In this chapter, key fragmentation based key distribution scheme is proposed that include 

a gateway node selection mechanism and an algorithm for key fragmentation. It also 

includes a protocol for secret key distribution that discusses the transmission of encrypted 

message between sender, gateway node, head/actor node and receiver. Variants of 
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deployment scenarios including KDKF, KDKF-H and KDKF-AN are proposed for 

homogeneous, heterogeneous WSN and WSAN scenarios respectively. KDKF covers the 

secure transmission for pre allocated gateway node pairs before deployment whereas 

KDKF-H deals with dynamic allocation of gateway node located at boundary of 

neighboring clusters. KDKF-AN handles the mobile actor nodes based scenario where 

actor nodes serve to establish indirect key between distant sensor nodes. Results prove the 

effectiveness of key fragmentation in terms of resilience against node capturing attacks as 

compare to contemporary schemes. The KDKF scheme introduces slight increase in 

communication cost for indirect key establishment when ordinary nodes are used as 

intermediaries. It could be tolerated due to the fact that key can be distributed securely even 

when a large number of nodes compromised. The indirect key establishment is not frequent 

as compare to direct keying. Moreover, KDKF scheme does not efficiently provide 

connectivity i.e. chance of key establishment between any two nodes in the network. It 

needs a lot of storage to ensure network wide connectivity. Both the issue are resolved and 

discussed in next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

MATRIX BASED KEY ESTABLISHMENT SCHEME 

 

 

This chapter provides a detailed discussion on key distribution for intra and inter cluster 

scenarios. The main objective is that a secret key should not be transmitted on the network. 

Proposed MKES scheme is discussed in detail to achieve this milestone. It covers the intra-

actor, inter-actor and inter-actor with gateway node communication scenarios. MKES is 

verified using formal modeling and analysis. It also supports inter SINK and even across 

WSN scenarios for key distribution. Due to the vast connectivity support, the proposed 

scheme provides mobility of nodes in entire network. Similar is the case for bridging 

between WSN and IoT scenarios. Results are generated for evaluating the Resilience, 

storage and communication costs through extensive simulations. It is also evaluated for the 

applicability of MKES scheme for securing android applications. An XOR based key 

freshness scheme is also discussed along with its results and analysis.  

 

4.1. Matrix based Key Establishment Scheme (MKES)  

 

This section provides a detailed discussion on proposed key distribution mechanism for 

intra and inter cluster scenarios. The main objective is that a secret key should not be 

transmitted on the network. Proposed MKES scheme is discussed in detail to achieve this 

milestone. It also supports inter SINK and even across WSN scenarios for key distribution. 

Due to the vast connectivity support, the proposed scheme provides mobility of nodes in 

entire network. For our proposed scheme, sensor network is considered to be deployed in 

a clustered scenario where powerful actors can communicate with low power sensor nodes. 

Actors and sensor nodes are randomly deployed to exchange security credential initially at 
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network setup time. Afterwards, any two nodes can distribute the key using MKES 

procedure where an actor node is considered first priority to act as the intermediate node 

between sender and receiver. In other scenarios, ordinary sensor nodes or mixer of both is 

used as intermediaries between distant sender and receiver. We have considered scenarios 

where an actor is either stationary or mobile to collect desired data from sensor nodes. We 

have assumed that an actor contains the symmetric keys for all the sensor nodes in the 

network, Sink node maintains a list of all actors and sensor nodes and Intrusion detection 

system is available to detect the malicious nodes. 

 

During key establishment, sender and receiver can exchange secret messages in different 

scenarios of communication. In first scenario, two nodes can directly exchange messages 

when both are in direct communication range of each other. In second scenario, Sender 

cannot directly send the message to receiver, therefore, Sender 𝑆𝑖 forwards the message to 

Actor 𝐴𝑥 that can directly transmit the message to receiver 𝑅𝑘 as shown in figure 4.1.  

 

Si Rk

Ax

WSAN

Sensor-Actor LinkSensorActor

 

Figure 4. 1: Intra-Actor Communication Scenario 

 

In third scenario, the receiver 𝑅𝑘 is not in direct communication range of Actor 𝐴𝑥. It needs 

inter-actor communication between Actors 𝐴𝑥 and 𝐴𝑦 to exchange the message as 

illustrated in figure 4.2. Nodes located within the range of an actor are considered as a 
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cluster. A Sender node 𝑆𝑖 within range of an Actor 𝐴𝑥 can establish a key with a receiver 

node Rk in neighboring cluster within range of an Actor 𝐴𝑦. 

 

Si
Rk

Ax

WSAN

Sensor-Actor Link

Sensor Node

Actor Node

Ay

Actor-Actor Link

 

Figure 4. 2: Inter-Actor scenario for exchanging security parameters 

 

In fourth scenario, the Actors 𝐴𝑥 and 𝐴𝑦 are not in direct communication range and needs 

an intermediate node called Gateway Node (Gx) to exchange the message to a distant 

receiver 𝑅𝑘. In this scenario, the inter-actor communication is done by relying on Gx that 

is near to the Actor 𝐴𝑦 at receiving side as illustrated in figure 4.3. It does not uses an actor-

actor link during such type of communication. Node 𝑆𝑖 transmits the encrypted message to 

𝐴𝑥 that decrypts the message and then re-encrypts it with the key 𝐸𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝐺𝑁
 established 

between 𝐴𝑥 and the Gx. Similarly Gx decrypts and re-encrypts the message to forward 

towards actor 𝐴𝑦 that further transmit towards receiver 𝑅𝑘. After exchanging the security 

parameters, both the nodes simultaneously perform XOR to obtain the keys. The cost of 

encryption is reduced by taking XOR of plain text with the secret key pre-established 

between sender and receiver. Its running time is O(n) where n is the length of message 

which is variable as per message type. 
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Figure 4. 3: Inter-Actor key establishment using gateway nodes 

 

It has been assumed that the assumptions discussed in section 3.1 also hold for the MKES 

whereas actor is the powerful node. Moreover, it has been assumed that actors are 

responsible for key distribution among all member nodes. Actors help in intrusion detection 

of malicious node and then inform to BS. Actors can exclude the compromised node from 

communication process and also intimates to member nodes. It resolves above identified 

problem scenarios by providing key distribution mechanism for different deployment 

scenarios including intra-actor, inter–cluster and SINK node’s key establishment.  

 

In proposed scheme, security credential are exchanged using intermediaries to obtain actual 

key at sender and receiver. We have used a matrix based approach for key establishment 

scheme that securely distribute the key without transmitting the actual key on the network. 

Key distribution begins when Rows and Columns are taken from an α × α matrix α is 

selected as per security requirement and much less than cluster size. Before deployment, 

each node is preloaded with randomly selected rows and columns. After deployment, rows 

and column indices and security credentials are exchanged between sender and receiver. 

After receiving the parameters, both nodes decrypt the message, check message freshness 

by comparing timestamps and check message integrity by using hash values. After that, 

common values are located at intersection of row and column indices. Finally the key is 
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obtained simultaneously on both nodes by taking XOR of parameters and the common 

values as illustrated in figure 4.4 where S and R represent sender and receiver. 

  

S R

Decryption

V1i

V2i

V3i

V4i

V1k

V2k

V3k

V4k

Vi1 Vi2 Vi3 Vi4

Preloaded Row i, Col k

Vk1 Vk2 Vk3 Vk4

Share Credentials

Message Freshness

Integrity Check

Intersection Values

Generate Key

Preloaded Row k, Col i

 
 

Figure 4. 4: Matrix based Key Establishment 

 

Following sub-sections explore the key exchange between the communicating parties 

including sender, receiver, actor and intermediaries to ensure the secure transmission. 

Message structure for encryption and decryption procedure is elucidated in stepwise 

manner along with security parameters that are part of message. Role of Message 

Authentication Code (MAC) is also highlighted to ensure integrity for each message during 

key establishment. Moreover, the key establishment scenarios for sensor-sensor and actor-

actor are illustrated briefly to show relevant steps of MKES in those cases. 

4.1.1. Intra-Actor Key Establishment 

 

Following section provides the detailed discussion on secure key distribution protocol for 

intra-actor communication scenario. Key distribution process begins when sender node 𝑆𝑖 
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encrypts the message (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖|| 𝑡𝑠𝑖|| 𝑟𝑛𝑖) using pre- 

established key 𝐸𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝐴𝑥
between sender 𝑆𝑖 and Actor 𝐴𝑥 as illustrated in equation (4.1). In 

the message, 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 is row index, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 is column index, 𝑡𝑠𝑖 is timestamp, 𝑟𝑛𝑖 is the nonce 

from node 𝑆𝑖 and hash of values is also concatenated. 

 

𝐶1 =  𝐸𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝐴𝑥
(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖|| 𝑡𝑠𝑖|| 𝑟𝑛𝑖))            (4.1) 

 

Sender node 𝑆𝑖 sends the message  (𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
, 𝐶1) to the Actor node 𝐴𝑥. The message is 

decrypted by actor 𝐴𝑥 to extract the values as illustrated in equation (4.2). 

 

(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖|| 𝑡𝑠𝑖|| 𝑟𝑛𝑖)) = 𝐷𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝐴𝑥
(𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖

, 𝐶1)    (4.2) 

 

Actor node 𝐴𝑥 checks the message freshness by calculating difference of system’s 

timestamp with 𝑡𝑠𝑖and then comparing with thresh hold value. In case of successful result, 

Actor 𝐴𝑥 checks integrity of message by concatenating and then taking hash of values to 

compare it with hash value in the message. Finally the message is re-encrypted using key 

𝐸𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑅𝑘
 pre-established between actor 𝐴𝑥 and receiver 𝑅𝑘 as shown in equation (4.3). 

 

𝐶2 =  𝐸𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑅𝑘
(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖|| 𝑡𝑠𝑖|| 𝑟𝑛𝑖))            (4.3) 

 

Actor node 𝐴𝑥 sends the message  (𝐼𝐷𝐴𝑥
, 𝐶2) to the receiver 𝑅𝑘. The message is decrypted 

by receiver 𝑅𝑘 to extract the values as illustrated in equation (4.4). 

 

(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖|| 𝑡𝑠𝑖|| 𝑟𝑛𝑖)) = 𝐷𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑅𝑘
(𝐼𝐷𝐴𝑥

, 𝐶2)  (4.4) 

 

Similarly receiver 𝑅𝑘 validates the freshness and integrity of message. In case of success, 

𝑅𝑘 sends a message (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘 , 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑆𝑖 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘|| 𝑡𝑠𝑘|| 𝑟𝑛𝑘) after 

encrypting with key 𝐸𝐾𝑅𝑘−𝐴𝑥
 pre-established between sender 𝑅𝑘 and Actor 𝐴𝑥 as illustrated 

in equation (4.5). In the message, 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 is row index, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘 is column index, 𝑡𝑠𝑘 is 

timestamp, 𝑟𝑛𝑘 is the nonce from node 𝑅𝑘 and hash of these values is also concatenated. 
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𝐶3 =  𝐸𝐾𝑅𝑘−𝐴𝑥
(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘 , 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑆𝑖 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘|| 𝑡𝑠𝑘|| 𝑟𝑛𝑘))         (4.5) 

 

Receiver node 𝑅𝑘 responds to the Actor node 𝐴𝑥 with a message (𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘
, 𝐶3) for forwarding 

to node 𝑆𝑖. The message is further decrypted by the actor node 𝐴𝑥 to extract the values as 

illustrated in equation (4.6). 

 

     (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘 , 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑆𝑖 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘|| 𝑡𝑠𝑘|| 𝑟𝑛𝑘)) = 𝐷𝐾𝑅𝑘−𝐴𝑥
(𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘

, 𝐶3)    (4.6) 

 

Actor node 𝐴𝑥 checks freshness and integrity of the message. In case of success a message 

is sent towards  𝑆𝑖 after encrypting it using key 𝐸𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑆𝑖
 pre-established between actor 𝐴𝑥 

and  𝑆𝑖 as shown in equation (4.7). 

 

𝐶4 =  𝐸𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑆𝑖
(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘 , 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑆𝑖 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘|| 𝑡𝑠𝑘|| 𝑟𝑛𝑘))            (4.7) 

 

Actor node 𝐴𝑥 sends the message  (𝐼𝐷𝐴𝑥
, 𝐶4) to the sender 𝑆𝑖. The message is decrypted 

by 𝑆𝑖 to extract the values as illustrated in equation (4.8). 

 

       (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘 , 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑆𝑖 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘|| 𝑡𝑠𝑘|| 𝑟𝑛𝑘)) = 𝐷𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑆𝑖
(𝐼𝐷𝐴𝑥

, 𝐶4)    (4.8) 

 

Symmetric key can be obtained after exchanging row and column indices along with 

timestamp and nonce values. The sender  𝑆𝑖 and receiver  𝑅𝑘 simultaneously obtain keys 

by perform XOR of two nonce values (𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑘) with time stamps (ts𝑖 , ts𝑘) and the 

common value 𝑉𝑅𝐶 as illustrated in (4.9).  

 

𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
 =  𝑟𝑛𝑖  ⊕  ts𝑖  ⊕  V𝑅𝐶  ⊕  ts𝑘  ⊕  𝑟𝑛𝑘      (4.9) 

 

In this equation (4.9), ⊕ represents XOR and 𝑉𝑅𝐶  is the set of values at the intersection 

of rows and columns of two nodes e.g. row 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖, column  𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘 and row 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘, column 

 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 as  illustrated in  (4.10).  
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𝑉𝑅𝐶 = 𝑉𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘  ⊕ 𝑉𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖      (4.10) 

 

For example, Node  𝑆𝑖 contains 5th Row and 3rd Column and Node  𝑅𝑘 contains 4th Row 

and 1st Column then 𝑉𝑅𝐶 = 𝑉𝑅𝑜𝑤5 𝐶𝑜𝑙1  ⊕ 𝑉𝑅𝑜𝑤4 𝐶𝑜𝑙3. Both the nodes contain the row and 

column indices of each other therefore V𝑅𝐶 could be calculated using equation (4.10) on 

both nodes by identifying the values at intersection. Same values are selected at both sender 

 𝑆𝑖 and receiver 𝑅𝑘 as illustrated in figure 4.5. Moreover, same key value is obtained at 

both nodes using equation (4.9) and also illustrated in figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4. 5: VRC Calculation at Sender Si and Receiver Rk 

 

In this scenario, a same column can be pre-loaded in multiple nodes for example two other 

nodes  𝑆𝑖′ and  𝑅𝑘′ have been preloaded with Col3, Row2 and Col3, Row1 respectively. The 

value 𝑉𝑅𝐶′ between  𝑆𝑖′ and 𝑅𝑘′, according to equation 4.10 is 𝑉𝑅𝐶′ =  𝑉𝑅𝑜𝑤2 𝐶𝑜𝑙3  ⊕

 𝑉𝑅𝑜𝑤1 𝐶𝑜𝑙3. However, node  𝑆𝑖 can also calculate 𝑉𝑅𝐶′ but actual key is not obtained because 

same timestamp and nonce values are not available on node 𝑆𝑖. These parameters are shared 

in an encrypted form between the intermediate nodes using pre-established keys. 

Moreover, a session key 𝑆𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
 is obtained by taking XOR of existing pairwise key 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘

 

with Code𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑅𝐸𝑇 that is received from  𝑆𝑖 as illustrated in equation (4.11). In this way, 

same session key can be generated at both ends for each communication. 

  

𝑆𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
= 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘

⊕  Code𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑅𝐸𝑇      (4.11) 
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In case of sensor-sensor key distribution scenario, there is no end to end key and messages 

are not encrypted as illustrated in equation (4.12). 

 

𝑆𝑖 → 𝑅𝑘: {𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖|| 𝑡𝑠𝑖|| 𝑟𝑛𝑖)} 

𝑅𝑘 → 𝑆𝑖: { 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘, 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑆𝑖 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘|| 𝑡𝑠𝑘|| 𝑟𝑛𝑘) }  

𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
 =  𝑟𝑛𝑖  ⊕  ts𝑖  ⊕  V𝑅𝐶  ⊕  ts𝑘  ⊕  𝑟𝑛𝑘     (4.12) 

 

In case of actor-actor scenario, actors are preloaded with 3 row and column pairs. During 

key establishment between 𝐴𝑥 and 𝐴𝑦, one row and one column indices are randomly 

selected to exchange between them. After that, key is calculated using the equation (4.13). 

 

𝐴𝑥 → 𝐴𝑦: {𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑥, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑥, 𝑡𝑠𝑥 , 𝑟𝑛𝑥, 𝐴𝑦, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑥||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑥|| 𝑡𝑠𝑥|| 𝑟𝑛𝑥)} 

𝐴𝑦 → 𝐴𝑥: { 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑦, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑦, 𝑡𝑠𝑦, 𝑟𝑛𝑦, 𝐴𝑥, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑦||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑦|| 𝑡𝑠𝑦|| 𝑟𝑛𝑦) }  

𝐾A𝑥−𝐴𝑦
 =  𝑟𝑛𝑥  ⊕  ts𝑥  ⊕  V𝑅𝐶  ⊕  𝑟𝑛𝑦  ⊕  ts𝑦                    (4.13) 

 

4.1.2. Inter Cluster Key Establishment using Gateway Node 

 

A Sender node Si establishes a key with a receiver node Rk in neighboring cluster. Node Si 

transmits the message to GHi to forward to Gx that further forwards to neighboring GHj to 

transmit towards receiver Rk. An inter cluster key is established by selecting the one node 

from each cluster and then exchanging the ID, nonce, timestamp and the row and column 

indices as illustrated in equation 4.14. 

 

𝑆𝑖 → 𝐺𝐻𝑖: 𝐸𝐾𝑆−𝐺𝐻𝑖
(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠, 𝑡𝑠𝑠, 𝑟𝑛𝑠, 𝑅𝑘 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠|| 𝑡𝑠𝑠|| 𝑟𝑛𝑠)) 

𝐺𝐻𝑖 →  𝐺𝑥: 𝐸𝐾𝐺𝐻𝑖−𝐺𝑥
(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠, 𝑡𝑠𝑠, 𝑟𝑛𝑠, 𝑅𝑘, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠|| 𝑡𝑠𝑠|| 𝑟𝑛𝑠)) 

𝐺𝑥 → 𝐺𝐻𝑗: 𝐸𝐾𝐺𝑥−𝐺𝐻𝑗
(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠, 𝑡𝑠𝑠, 𝑟𝑛𝑠, 𝑅𝑘, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠|| 𝑡𝑠𝑠|| 𝑟𝑛𝑠)) 

𝐺𝐻𝑗 → 𝑅𝑘: 𝐸𝐾𝐺𝐻𝑗 −𝑅𝑘
(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠, 𝑡𝑠𝑠, 𝑟𝑛𝑠, 𝑅𝑘 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠|| 𝑡𝑠𝑠|| 𝑟𝑛𝑠)) (4.14) 

 

After that both the nodes simultaneously calculate the key. This scenario can be further 

visualized in figure 4.6 where a sender is transmitting the message towards a receiver node 

using cluster heads and a gateway node as intermediaries. 
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Figure 4. 6: Inter cluster key establishment using boundary nodes 

 

It is also recommended that GHj should send the reply message using another gateway 

node to further increase the security strength. Communication overhead of the network is 

further reduced by including GH in routing path. Cluster heads are preloaded with 3 row 

and column pairs. During key establishment between GHi and GHj, one row and one 

column indices are selected for exchange. After that, key is obtained using equation 4.15. 

 

𝐾GH𝑖−𝐺𝐻𝑗
 =  𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻𝑖

 ⊕  ts𝐺𝐻𝑖
 ⊕  V𝑅𝐶  ⊕  𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻𝑗

 ⊕  ts𝐺𝐻𝑗
     (4.15) 

 

4.1.3. SINK Node’s Key Establishment 
 

The sink node establishes the key by randomly selecting one row and one column index 

out of preloaded rows and columns. After that it sends the nonce, timestamp including the 

row and column indices towards the GH. Similarly, GH also transmits the new nonce, time 

stamp including the randomly selected indices of one row and column. GH transmits the 

message to sink via GH to GH level communication as illustrated in equation 4.16.  

 

𝑆𝑖 → 𝐺𝐻𝑖: 𝐸𝐾𝑆−𝐺𝐻𝑖
(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠, 𝑡𝑠𝑠, 𝑟𝑛𝑠, 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾,𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠|| 𝑡𝑠𝑠|| 𝑟𝑛𝑠)) 

𝐺𝐻𝑖 → 𝐺𝐻𝑗: 𝐸𝐾𝐺𝐻𝑖−𝐺𝑁
(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠, 𝑡𝑠𝑠, 𝑟𝑛𝑠, 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾,𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠|| 𝑡𝑠𝑠|| 𝑟𝑛𝑠)) 

𝐺𝐻𝑗 → 𝐺𝐻𝑘: 𝐸𝐾𝐺𝑁−𝐺𝐻𝑗
(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠, 𝑡𝑠𝑠, 𝑟𝑛𝑠, 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾,𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠|| 𝑡𝑠𝑠|| 𝑟𝑛𝑠)) 

𝐺𝐻𝑘 →  𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾: 𝐸𝐾𝐺𝐻𝑗 −𝑅𝑘
(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠, 𝑡𝑠𝑠, 𝑟𝑛𝑠, 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾,𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠|| 𝑡𝑠𝑠|| 𝑟𝑛𝑠))  

  (4.16) 
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GH can also transmit directly to sink node if it is located in transmission range. Similarly, 

if a sensor node (SN) is in direct communication range with sink then the message 

exchange between SN and SINK are shown in equation 4.17. 

  

𝑆𝑁 →  𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾: {𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠, 𝑡𝑠𝑠, 𝑟𝑛𝑠, 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾,𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠|| 𝑡𝑠𝑠|| 𝑟𝑛𝑠} 

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾 →  𝑆𝑁: { 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑛, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑛, 𝑡𝑠𝑛, 𝑟𝑛𝑛, 𝑆𝑁,𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑛||𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑛|| 𝑡𝑠𝑛|| 𝑟𝑛𝑛) }  

𝐾SN−SINK  =  𝑟𝑛𝑠  ⊕  ts𝑠  ⊕  V𝑅𝐶  ⊕  𝑟𝑛𝑛  ⊕  ts𝑛            (4.17) 

 

In this scenario, the communication is not stopped even if the Actor is compromised or 

damaged. Only the routing paths that are using the Actor as intermediary node are affected 

and an alternate nodes can be selected for that path by establishing on demand symmetric 

keys. It also reduces the memory overhead as compare to the existing cluster based schemes 

because each node does not require γ-1 nodes at the beginning. The number of keys stored 

in the memory grows according to the on demand contact with other nodes of the cluster. 

This contact can be done only to route the query to neighboring nodes and then route the 

required data towards the sink node.  

 

If a node is compromised and its rows and columns are exposed to the attacker then it is 

not able to get the established key because the key is calculated by using one value from 

matrix and taking its XOR with the two nonce values with timestamp which are not stored 

in the permanent memory. It means nothing is revealed by retrieving the rows and columns. 

It also does not affect the keys in other nodes. It achieves much better resilience against 

node and traffic capturing attacks. In this scheme, the key exposure problem at intermediate 

node is also resolved again by this approach using a better mechanism in terms of resource 

consumption. It also ensures that any two distant nodes can establish keys securely and 

hence achieves much better connectivity. Moreover, the receiver node transmits message 

using different gateway or actor nodes as compare to sender. It confuses traffic analysis 

attacker and strengthens proposed scheme.  

 

If symmetric key is compromised from a node then intruder cannot recover any past keys 

established earlier or current keys between other nodes. Intruder can get the rows and 
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columns loaded in the node but it does not effects the other key because nonce and 

timestamp values are different for each key calculation. Hence the existing and future keys 

cannot be compromised by node capture attacks. 

  

4.2. MKES Formal Specification 

To verify the secure key distribution using MKES, we have used Rubin Logic (Rubin & 

Honeyman, 1994) and performed stepwise formal modeling of the scheme. It verifies the 

proposed protocol for the standardized requirements of cryptographic functions including 

encryption, decryption, authentication, integrity protection and freshness of message. 

Rubin Logic is equally applicable to verify the send, receive and update operations 

performed during message exchange between distant nodes. This modeling technique 

includes the formalization steps that are similar to the flow of programming functions in 

real implementation of the scheme. A global set is maintained that contains information 

about entities, their roles and global variables of protocol. The information saved in global 

set can be subdivided into observer, rule, secret and principal sets. The schemes that 

provide detailed stepwise discussion on formalization (Derhab, Bouras, Senouci, & 

M.Imran, 2014), (Imran & Zafar, 2012) and (Ata S. I., 2015) of WSAN security protocols 

are based on case studies. 

 

Each entity maintains a local set that is subdivided into possession set POSS(), belief set 

BEL(), seen set and behavior List BL() where detailed discussion is provided in (Rubin & 

Honeyman, 1994), (Kumar, Choudhury, Sain, Lee, & Lee, 2011). Local set for MKES 

scenario is illustrated in table 4.1 that includes the procedural steps performed at sender, 

receiver and the actor individually. In this scenario, POSS(Si) and BEL(Si) sets explore the 

storage requirements during and after execution of protocol steps at sender node Si. 

Computational and communication oriented details of the MKES are enumerated in BL(Si). 

All these steps are performed individually for each entity including Si, Ax and Rk. It also 

highlights the parameters and operations that are performed during protocol 

implementation of the scheme using C language for adding it in ns-2 protocols. 
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Table 4. 1: Local Set for MKES 

1. Sender (Si) 

POSS(Si)  = { IDSi, KSi - Ax, 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖} 

BEL(Si)  = { #(IDSi), #(KSi–Ax) , #(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖), #( 

𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖)} 

BL(Si) =  

𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ ( ℎ(. ); 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖, 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖) → 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 ( 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘, 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
) → 𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

 

𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
} 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝐴𝑥

) → C1 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝐴𝑥, 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡{𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
, C1}) → M1 

𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ( 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖) 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝐴𝑥, {𝐼𝐷𝐴𝑥
, C4}) 

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡({𝐼𝐷𝐴𝑥
, C4}) 

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝐶4} 𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑆𝑖
)  →  𝑃𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶

 

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡(𝑃𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶
) → (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘, 𝑆𝑖 , 𝐻𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶

) 

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ((𝑡𝑠𝑆𝑖
− 𝑡𝑠𝑘) ≥  ∆𝑡)  →  𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑡 

𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘)) → 𝐻+ 

𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 (𝐻𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶
, 𝐻+) → 𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑡 

𝑋𝑂𝑅(𝑉𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘
 , 𝑉𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖

) → 𝑉𝑅𝐶 

𝑋𝑂𝑅( 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑉𝑅𝐶 , 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘) → 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
 

 

𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ ( ℎ(. ); 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠) → 𝐻𝑆𝑖
 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡( 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠, 𝐻𝑆𝑖
 ) → 𝑃𝑆𝑖

 

𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({ 𝑃𝑆𝑖
 } 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘

) → C6 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑅𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡{𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
, C6}) → M6 

𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ( 𝑀𝐼𝐷) 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑅𝑘, {𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘
, C5}) 

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡({𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘
, C5}) 

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝐶5} 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
)  →  𝑃𝑅𝑘

 

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡(𝑃𝑅𝑘
) → (𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠, 𝐻𝑅𝑘

) 

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ((𝑡𝑠𝑆𝑖
− 𝑡𝑠𝑘) ≥  ∆𝑡)  →  𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑡 

𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘(𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 (𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠)), 𝐻𝑅𝑘
) 

2. Receiver (Rk) 

POSS(Rk) ={ IDRk, KAx–Si, 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑘} 

BEL(Rk) ={#(IDRk),#(KAx–Si), #(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑘), #( 

𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑘)} 

BL(Rk) =  

𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ ( ℎ(. ); 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘) → 𝐻𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶
 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘, 𝑆𝑖 , 𝐻𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶
) → 𝑃𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶

 

𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝑃𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶
} 𝐾𝑅𝑘−𝐴𝑥

) → C2 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝐴𝑥, 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡{𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘
, C2}) → M2 

𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ( 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘) 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝐴𝑥, {𝐼𝐷𝐴𝑥
, C3}) 

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡({𝐼𝐷𝐴𝑥
, C3}) 

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝐶3} 𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑅𝑘
)  →  𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

 

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡(𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
) → (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘, 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

) 

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ((𝑡𝑠𝑅𝑘
− 𝑡𝑠𝑖) ≥  ∆𝑡)  →  𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑡 

𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖, 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖)) → 𝐻^ 

𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 (𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
, 𝐻^) 

𝑋𝑂𝑅(𝑉𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘
 , 𝑉𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖

) → 𝑉𝑅𝐶 

𝑋𝑂𝑅( 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑉𝑅𝐶 , 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘) → 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
 

 

𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ ( ℎ(. ); 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠) → 𝐻𝑅𝑘
 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡( 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 ) → 𝑃𝑅𝑘
 

𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({ 𝑃𝑅𝑘
 } 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘

) → C5 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑆𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡{𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘
, C5}) → M5 

𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ( 𝑀𝐼𝐷) 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑆𝑖 , {𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
, C6}) 

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡({𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
, C6}) 

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝐶6} 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
)  →  𝑃𝑆𝑖

 

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡(𝑃𝑆𝑖
) → (𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠, 𝐻𝑆𝑖

) 

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ((𝑡𝑠𝑅𝑘
− 𝑡𝑠𝑖) ≥  ∆𝑡)  →  𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑡 

𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 (𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 (𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠)), 𝐻𝑆𝑖
) 
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𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 (𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠) → 𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒( 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
) 

 

𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 (𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠) → 𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒( 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
) 

 

2. Actor (Ax) 

 

POSS(Ax)  = { IDAx, KAx - Si, KAx–Rk } 

BEL(Ax) = {#(IDAx), #(KAx–Si), #(KAx–Rk)} 

BL(Ax) =  

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑆𝑖 , {𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
, C1}) 

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡({𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
, C1}) 

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝐶1} 𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑆𝑖
)  →  𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

  

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡(𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
) → (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘, 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

) 

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ((𝑡𝑠𝐴𝑥
− 𝑡𝑠𝑖) ≥  ∆𝑡)  →  𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑡 

𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖, 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖)) → 𝐻∗ 

𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 (𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
, 𝐻∗) → 𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑡 

𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
} 𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑅𝑘

) → C3 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑅𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡{𝐼𝐷𝐴𝑥
, C3}) → M3 

𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ( 𝑀𝐼𝐷) 
 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑅𝑘, {𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘
, C2}) 

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡({𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘
, C2}) 

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝐶2} 𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑅𝑘
)  →  𝑃𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶

  

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡(𝑃𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶
) → (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘, 𝑆𝑖 , 𝐻𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶

) 

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ((𝑡𝑠𝐴𝑥
− 𝑡𝑠𝑘) ≥  ∆𝑡)  →  𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑡 

𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘)) → 𝐻~ 

𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 (𝐻𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶
, 𝐻~) → 𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑡 

𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝑃𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶
} 𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑆𝑖

) → C4 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑆𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡{𝐼𝐷𝐴𝑥
, C4}) → M4 

𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ( 𝑀𝐼𝐷) 

 

 

4.2.1. MKES Analysis and Verification 

   In this section, MKES is analyzed for intra-actor key distribution scenario where 

both the distant sensor nodes are in communication range of one Actor. In this scenario, 

initially the sender Si transmits message M1 to actor node Ax. After the send operation, the 

system calls the update procedure to refresh the 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 values in the observer list as shown 

below.  

 

(i) 𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ ( ℎ(. );𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖, 𝑟𝑛𝑖, 𝑡𝑠𝑖) → 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
 

(ii) 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 ( 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖, 𝑟𝑛𝑖, 𝑡𝑠𝑖, 𝑅𝑘,𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
) → 𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

 

(iii)𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
} 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝐴𝑥

) → C1 

(iv) 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝐴𝑥, 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡{𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
, C1}) → M1 

(v) 𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ( 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖) 
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All the calculated and received parameters including message M1, cipher text C1, 

hash 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
, Concatenated string 𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

, nonce and timestamp values 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖, Row and 

Column indices 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 are saved in possession set at 𝑆𝑖 as illustrated below. Belief set 

also appends the message M1 in the list. 

 

POSS(Si)  = { IDSi, KSi - Ax, 𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
 , 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖, 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

, C1, M1, 𝑅𝑘 } 

BEL(Si)  = { #( IDSi), #(KSi – Ax), #(M1)} 

 

Similarly Rk also transmits the message containing row and column indices along with 

timestamp and nonce values.  

 

(i) 𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ ( ℎ(. );𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘) → 𝐻𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶
 

(ii) 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘, 𝑆𝑖,𝐻𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶
) → 𝑃𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶

 

(iii)𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝑃𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶
} 𝐾𝑅𝑘−𝐴𝑥

) → C2 

(iv) 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝐴𝑥, 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡{𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘
, C2}) → M2 

(v) 𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ( 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘) 

  

Similarly the related parameters are saved in possession set at receiver node 𝑅𝑘 as 

illustrated below.  

 

POSS(Si)  = { IDSi, KSi - Ax, 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘,𝐻𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶
, 𝑃𝑅𝑘𝑅𝐶

, C2, M2, 𝑆𝑖 } 

BEL(Si)  = { #( IDSi), #(KSi – Ax), #(M2)} 

 

After the exchange of messages between sender and receiver, each sensor node splits the 

message to extract the cipher text. After that, it is decrypted using the shared key between 

actor and the sensor node 𝑆𝑖 to retrieve concatenated string 𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
 that is further split to 

extract 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘, 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
 values. For freshness evaluation of the message, 

initially timestamp 𝑡𝑠𝐴𝑥
 is calculated at actor 𝐴𝑥 and then received time stamp value 𝑡𝑠𝑖 is 
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subtracted from it. A message can be aborted when timestamp difference is larger than the 

threshold time ∆t. Otherwise, calculate the MAC of 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 and compare with 

hash 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
 to ensure integrity protection. Actor node proceeds with next steps by checking 

that both the hash values are equal otherwise message is discarded. Similar steps are 

followed by 𝐴𝑥 to receive message M2 from node 𝑅𝑘 with different parameters. 

 

POSS(Ax)  = { IDAx, KAx - Si, KAx–Rk } 

BEL(Ax) = {#(IDAx), #(KAx–Si), #(KAx–Rk)} 

BL(Ax) =  

(i) 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑆𝑖 , {𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
, C1}) 

(ii) 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡({𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
, C1}) 

(iii)𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝐶1} 𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑆𝑖
)  →  𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

  

(iv) 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡(𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
) → (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘,𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

) 

(v) 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ((𝑡𝑠𝐴𝑥
− 𝑡𝑠𝑖) ≥  ∆𝑡)  →  𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑡 

(vi) 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖)) → 𝐻∗ 

(vii) 𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 (𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
,𝐻∗) → 𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑡 

 

Actor node Ax further prepares message by encrypting received concatenated string 𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
 

using pre-established key  𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑅𝑘
 between 𝐴𝑥 and receiver node. The encrypted message 

is transmitted towards 𝑅𝑘 and then temporary values (𝑃
𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

, 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘, 𝐶3, 𝑀3, 𝐻
∗) used 

during calculations are removed from memory using Forget procedure. 

 

(viii) 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
} 𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑅𝑘

) → 𝐶3 

(ix) 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑅𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡{𝐼𝐷𝐴𝑥
, 𝐶3}) → 𝑀3 

(x) 𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ( 𝑀𝐼𝐷) 

(xi) 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
, 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘, 𝐶3, 𝑀3, 𝐻

∗) 

 

Actor node 𝐴𝑥 maintains a list of variables and parameters in Possession set to perform 

calculations during key establishment.  
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POSS(Ax)  = { IDAx, KAx - Si ,KAx - Rk, 𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
 , Rk , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , C3, M3, H* } 

BEL(Ax)  = { #( IDAx), #(KAx – Si), #(KAx – Rk)} 

 

Actor node 𝐴𝑥 perform the same operation for message received from 𝑅𝑘 to forward 

towards sensor node 𝑆𝑖 with different parameters. The receiver 𝑅𝑘 receives the message 

from 𝐴𝑥 and then splits the message to get C3 which is decrypted to extract the concatenated 

string. It is tokenized to get security parameters including 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘 , 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
. 

Freshness of message is checked by comparing the hash values for integrity protection. 

  

(i) 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝐴𝑥, {𝐼𝐷𝐴𝑥
, C3}) 

(ii) 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡({𝐼𝐷𝐴𝑥
, C3}) 

(iii)𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝐶3} 𝐾𝐴𝑥−𝑅𝑘
)  →  𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

 

(iv) 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡(𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
) → (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑅𝑘, 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

) 

(v) 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ((𝑡𝑠𝑅𝑘
− 𝑡𝑠𝑖) ≥  ∆𝑡)  →  𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑡 

𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖)) → 𝐻^ 

(vi) 𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 (𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
, 𝐻^) 

 

Finally the symmetric key is obtained by taking XOR of time stamps and nonce values 

exchanged between sender and receiver. It also includes the value 𝑉𝑅𝐶 which is obtained 

by taking XOR of common value at the intersection of rows and columns of sender and 

receiver as shown below. After that a key success message is exchanged between sender 

and receiver to confirm the secret key establishment as per following steps. At the end, 

Message ID is updated in the belief set and forget operation is executed to remove the out 

of scope values from the memory of 𝑅𝑘.  

 

(vii) 𝑋𝑂𝑅(𝑉𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘  , 𝑉𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖) → 𝑉𝑅𝐶  

(viii) 𝑋𝑂𝑅( 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑡𝑠𝑖 , 𝑉𝑅𝐶 , 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘) → 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
 

(ix) 𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ ( ℎ(. ); 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠) → 𝐻𝑅𝑘
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(x) 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡( 𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 ) → 𝑃𝑅𝑘
 

(xi) 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({ 𝑃𝑅𝑘
 } 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘

) → 𝐶5 

(xii) 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑆𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡{𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘
, 𝐶5}) → 𝑀5 

(xiii) 𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ( 𝑀𝐼𝐷) 

(xiv) 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘 , 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
, 𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

, 𝑟𝑛𝑘 , 𝑡𝑠𝑘, 𝐶3, 𝑀3, 𝐻
^, 𝑉𝑅𝐶 , 𝐻𝑅𝑘

,  

𝑃𝑅𝑘
, 𝐶5, 𝑀5) 

 

Possession set contains the variables and parameters used during calculations regarding 

key distribution and message extraction as shown below.  

 

 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑆(𝑅𝑘) =  𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘
, 𝐾𝑅𝑘−𝐴𝑥

,𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖, 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘, 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
, 𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

, 𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘, 𝐶3, 𝑀3, 𝐻
^, 𝑉𝑅𝐶, 𝐻𝑅𝑘

, 

 𝑃𝑅𝑘
, 𝐶5, 𝑀5,  𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘

} 

𝐵𝐸𝐿(𝑅𝑘) = #(𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘
), #(𝐾𝑅𝑘−𝐴𝑥

), #( 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
)  

 

After execution of all steps illustrated above, the newly established key  𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘  is stored in 

the belief set. Unnecessary and out of scope values are removed from the possession set 

and hence the memory of sender node 𝑆𝑖 and receiver node 𝑅𝑘. For this purpose, it calls a 

function 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖 , 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑘 , 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑘 , 𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶
,𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑅𝐶

, 𝑟𝑛𝑘 , 𝑡𝑠𝑘 , 𝐶3, 𝑀3, 𝐻
^, 𝑉𝑅𝐶 ,𝐻𝑅𝑘

,𝑃𝑅𝑘
, 𝐶5, 𝑀5) 

after the successful exchange of key success message between sender and receiver. 

 

The sender node 𝑆𝑖 receives the cipher text C5 for the key success message M5 encrypted 

with currently established key 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
. Node 𝑆𝑖 decrypts the cipher text C5 to get 

(𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠) and verify the nonce value 𝑟𝑛𝑖 as shown in the following steps. Node 

𝑆𝑖 calls the forget procedure to clear the out of scope variables from possession set and 

memory as well. 

 

(i) 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑅𝑘, {𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘
, C5}) 

(ii) 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡({𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑘
, C5}) 

(iii)𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡({𝐶5} 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
)  →  𝑃𝑅𝑘
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(iv) 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡(𝑃𝑅𝑘
) → (𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠,𝐻𝑅𝑘

) 

(v) 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ((𝑡𝑠𝑆𝑖
− 𝑡𝑠𝑘) ≥  ∆𝑡)  →  𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑡 

𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘(𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 (𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠)),𝐻𝑅𝑘
) 

(vi) 𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 (𝑟𝑛𝑖, 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠) → 𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒( 𝐾𝑆𝑖−𝑅𝑘
) 

(vii) 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑟𝑛𝑘, 𝑡𝑠𝑘, 𝐶5, 𝑃𝑅𝑘
, 𝐻𝑅𝑘

)  

 

Similarly, the receiver node 𝑅𝑘 also receives the cipher text C6 for the key success message 

M6 and performs all the steps illustrated above. 

 

4.3. Results and Analysis 

 

A cluster based network model is simulated using ns-2 where an actor is the cluster head. 

Running time is calculated using both C++ with ns-2 and C# in visual studio 2013. In 

WSAN, nodes and actors are randomly deployed in a region of 1200 x 1200 meters where 

nodes were static and actors can move within the network field. Queue type is set to 

Queue/DropTail/PriQue. These parameters are set as per specification in table 3.2 of above 

section for the deployment of network. For analysis purpose, Cluster sizes are varied from 

50 to 500 nodes and 2 to 20 actors are deployed with an increase of one actor per 25 nodes. 

Neighbor count is varied from 5 to 25 where number of neighboring associations are 1 to 

5 nodes. Moreover, the impact of compromising 1 to 4 gateway nodes and exposing one 

row and column per node is evaluated as shown in table 4.2. Simulation scenarios are 

implemented to analyze performance in terms of resilience, storage and communication 

costs. It has been compared with baseline approaches for proving effectiveness of proposed 

MKES as compare Blom’s scheme (Blom, 1985), SMK scheme (Abhishek Parakh, 2011), 

QKM scheme (Wuu, Hung, & Chang, 2012) and MBS (Sukumar, 2013). 

 

Table 4. 2: Simulation Parameters for MKES 

Parameter Variations and Values 

Cluster Size 50-500 nodes 

Network Size 1000 – 10000 
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Neighbor Count 5 – 25 

Associations Count 1 – 5  

Intermediaries Count 3,4,5 

Captured Gateway 1 – 4 

Row Column 

Compromised 
1 + 1 

 

MKES scheme is evaluated to measure the resilience, storage and communication overhead 

during key establishment for intra and inter cluster scenarios during the symmetric pairwise 

key establishment scenarios. Different scenarios are explored to highlight the dominance 

of our proposed work.  

4.3.1. Storage Overhead 

 

Each sensor node is preloaded with matrix elements including row, column or both. These 

elements are preloaded for future calculation for key establishment after deployment. In 

the following section, we have analyzed the storage required for preloading these matrix 

elements only. Figure 4.7 elucidates the storage per node in Bytes for different cluster sizes 

and fix network size of 1000 nodes.  

 

 

Figure 4. 7: Storage Per Node in Matrix based Schemes 
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Different relevant existing schemes need to store key materials like Blom’s scheme 

requires 2(𝜆 + 1) values of one row and column. If each value in matrix is S bytes which 

is considered 8 bytes in this scenario then 2(𝜆 + 1) × 𝑆 bytes whereas MBS requires 

(𝜆 + 1) × 𝑆 bytes that is reduced because one column is calculated from identity matrix.  

 

Figure 4.8 elucidates the storage per whole network in existing and proposed schemes for 

different network sizes with same cluster size equal to 100 nodes. Individual node requires 

needs to store  (𝜆 + 1) × 𝑆 bytes for preloaded key material in MBS and network wide 

storage cost is (𝜆 + 1) × 𝑆 × 𝑁 bytes where N represents network size. Similarly the network 

wide cost of QKM scheme is (𝛾 − 1) × 𝑆 × 𝑁 bytes, SMK scheme reserves 2(𝜆 + 1) ×

𝑆 × 𝑁 bytes and proposed MKES scheme requires 2 × √𝛾 × 𝑆 × 𝑁 bytes where 𝛾 is 

cluster size. Results prove that proposed MKES scheme is much more scalable and can be 

applied to large networks. 

 

 

Figure 4. 8: Network wide Storage in Matrix based Schemes 

 

Storage at gateway node, two rows and columns are loaded in existing schemes whereas 

MKES needs to load only one pair. MKES requires to load row and column pair from same 

matrix in all clusters because key is not fully dependent on matrix values and cannot be 

calculated mathematically even intruder obtains all rows and columns. These stored matrix 
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elements are also refreshed after regular interval to keep the network more resilient against 

node capturing attacks. 

4.3.2. Communication Overhead 
 

Source and destination nodes exchange messages during key establishment within the 

cluster. Figure 4.9 illustrates the number of bytes transmitted during message exchange for 

key establishment between neighboring nodes. Cluster size is equal to 100 nodes and 𝜆 =

50 and number of neighbors are varied from 5 to 25. In QKM scheme, two nodes transmit 

two messages of size S for exchanging their IDs and two more messages of size T for 

exchanging random values that costs ((2 × 𝑆) + (2 × 𝑇)) bits. SMK scheme requires to 

transmit one column of matrix Y from each node that costs total  (2 × 𝐶𝑜𝑙_𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 𝐸𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) 

bits where 𝐸𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 is size of each element in column. MBS requires to transmit one row and 

indices from each node that exchanges total (2 × 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) + 4 bits where 𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 

represents size of row elements. Blom’s scheme requires to transmit one row and one 

column that transmits (2 × (𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 + 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) × 𝐸𝑀𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) bits where 𝐸𝑀𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 represents 

size of matrix elements which is considered 8 bit per value.  

 

 

Figure 4. 9: Communication cost for Intra cluster Keying 

 

Our proposed MKES scheme requires (2 × 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) bits where 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 is the sum of 16 bit node 

ID, 16 bits nonce value, 16 bit timestamp, 16 bit row index and 16 bit column index. 
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Communication cost increases rapidly in SMK, MBS and Blom’s scheme with the increase 

in cluster size and hence the number of neighboring nodes. QKM is suitable in terms of 

communication cost but it is not scalable due to storage overhead. Results ensure the 

applicability of proposed scheme for large cluster sizes and hence larger networks as 

compare to preliminary schemes. 

 

During inter cluster path key establishment, messages are exchanged between sender Si 

and receiver 𝑅𝑘 across the cluster and Actors 𝐴𝑥, 𝐴𝑦  are also involved in this process along 

with gateway node Gx located between two Actors. In this scenario, we have ignored the 

messages transmission cost between powerful actors and considered the ordinary member 

nodes that transmit only 4 messages during Si to 𝐴𝑥, Gx to 𝐴𝑦, Si back to  𝐴𝑦 and from 

Node Gx back to 𝐴𝑥  transmission. 

 

 

Figure 4. 10: Communication Cost for Inter Cluster Keying 

 

Figure 4.10 elucidates the message transmission cost for managing t associations across 

the cluster where t represents the number of path keys established with neighboring cluster. 

QKM scheme  requires ((4 × 𝑆) + (4 × 𝑇)) bits, SMK scheme requires (4 × 𝐶𝑜𝑙_𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 ×

𝐸𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) bits, MBS requires ((4 × 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) + 4) bits and proposed MKES 

requires (4 × 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) bits for message exchange. 
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Figure 4.11 elucidates the cost for establishing the path key using intermediaries in the 

following communication scenarios including the intra-actor, inter-actor and inter-actor 

with gateway node. Communication cost 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 is calculated using equation (4.18) 

where message size 𝑀𝑠𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 is calculated in such a way that Blom’s scheme requires 

((𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 + 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) × 𝐸𝑀𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) bits, QKM scheme requires (𝑆 + 𝑇) bits, SMK scheme  

requires (𝐶𝑜𝑙_𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 𝐸𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) bits, MBS requires ((𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 𝐸𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) + 4) bits and 

proposed MKES requires 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 bits.  

 

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ∗ 𝑀𝑠𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∗ 𝑀𝑠𝑔𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒     (4.18) 

 

 

Figure 4. 11: Communication Cost for Path Key Distribution 

 

The number of intermediate nodes 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 during path key are 3, 4 and 5 for intra-

actor, inter-actor and inter-actor with gateway node based communication scenarios. Each 

intermediate node sends total 2 messages that is represented as 𝑀𝑠𝑔𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒. 

 

4.3.3. Resilience 

 

During inter cluster communication (ICC) two ordinary nodes from different regions 

communicate using two actors and gateway nodes. Probability 𝑃𝑟𝐺𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑦_𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 to calculate 

the existence of an uncompromised gateway node in the path can be calculated using 
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equation 4.19 where γ is the cluster size and ψ is number of nodes captured by an attacker 

in the network. 

 

𝑃𝑟𝐺𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑦_𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 = (𝛾− 3
ψ

) (𝛾− 2
ψ

)⁄     (4.19) 

 

Total uncompromised nodes 𝛾 − 2 represents that 2 ordinary nodes are excluded from 

compromised nodes in network whereas 𝛾 − 3 represents the further exclusion of one 

gateway node. The probability 𝑃𝑟𝐺_𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑 that a selected gateway node is captured 

at either sender or receiver side can be calculated using equation 4.20. 
 

   𝑃𝑟𝐺_𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑 =  1 − 𝑃𝑟𝐺𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑦_𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 = 
ψ

𝛾−2
  (4.20) 

       

 

Figure 4. 12: Probability of Compromised Gateway Node 

 

Figure 4.12 elucidates the probability of compromising a gateway node during inter-cluster 

key establishment scenario for different cluster sizes. It considers scenario for calculating 

the probability 𝑃𝑟𝐺𝐶=1
, 𝑃𝑟𝐺𝐶=2

upto 4 nodes compromised where cluster sizes varies from 

100 nodes to 450 nodes. By compromising 3 nodes in a cluster size of 250 nodes, there is 

1 percent chance that gateway node is compromised. 

 

If an ordinary node is compromised then a single row and column pair is revealed to 

adversary. But attacker can extract two or more pairs by compromising a gateway node 
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that also receives row column pairs from neighboring clusters. Probability that a particular 

row and column are compromised can be calculated using equation 4.21 where ω rows and 

columns compromised respectively out of matrix M. 

  

    𝑃𝑟𝑅𝐶_𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑 = 1 − (𝑀− 1
ω−1

) (𝑀
ω
)⁄ =  

ω

𝑀
   (4.21) 

 

A column and row pair is loaded in a node therefore compromising an ordinary node 

reveals one row and column pair in Blom’s scheme, QKM scheme, MBS and MKES. In 

case of SMK scheme, one row and two columns are revealed. Figure 4.13 illustrates the 

exposure of number of matrix values when a node is compromised by an attacker.    

 

 

Figure 4. 13: Matrix Values Revealed on Node Compromise 

 

Network size is equal to 1000 nodes whereas cluster sizes varies from 100 to 500 and 𝜆 =

60. Results prove the strong resilience of MKES as compare to existing schemes. It is much 

secure than these results because in existing schemes exposure of rows and columns result 

in key exposure as keys are calculated by multiplying row and column values. In our 

MKES, exposure of row and column does not expose the key because values at particular 

index of row and column are taken as one part of the key. Row and column values are also 

refreshed after regular intervals to further protect against node capture attacks. 
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4.4. MKES based Security in Mobile Applications  

 

Proposed scheme is equally applicable in mobile applications for providing security in 

mobile ad-hoc networks. Client and Server applications are developed to operate in a peer 

to peer and cluster based scenario as illustrated in figure 4.14 These application are 

developed for the proof of the concept and verification of protocol steps in a practical 

scenario. Client and Server nodes are preloaded with one row and column form α × α 

matrix. Member nodes and server mobile exchange Row and column indices along with 

timestamp and nonce values. Keys are established by taking XOR of these security 

credentials according to MKES specifications. Established keys and related details are 

saved in an xml file in flash memory of android mobile. 

 

Member NodeMember Node

Head Node

DKEP SMS DKEP SMS

 

Figure 4.14: Client Server Communication using MKES 

 

It was tested by establishing keys with four mobiles and then sending encrypted SMS. 

Application at receiver side reads cipher message and decrypts it using pre-established key. 

It was also tested for chatting application between two android mobiles. Both client and 

server application are successfully performing the intended functionalities. MKES is 

equally applicable in securing MANET based application scenarios. 

 

 Key Generation Phase

If two nodes does not contain a pre-established key then following steps are followed to 

establish a secret key between two mobiles. Established keys are saved in an XML and can 

be retrieved for encrypting or decrypting the SMS for secure communication between 

mobile nodes. Specifications of MKES are adopted to establish keys. 
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Sender Side 

 

1. Getting Mobile Number from User. 

2. Checking the Mobile Number from XML File. 

2.1 If Mobile number already in File 

          “Continue Messaging”. 

2.2 else 

           Call MKES_KeyInit and MKES_KeyGen 

functions. 

2.3 end if 

 

3 Procedure MKES_KeyInit(){ 

4 Randomly Generate Rows and Column 

Indices. 

5 Concatenate Magic Word (MW), indices, 

time stamp and nonce. 

6 Send SMS. 

7 Saving values in XML File. 

8 } 

 

9 Procedure MKES_KeyGen(){ 

10 Obtain Magic Word (MW), indices, time 

stamp and nonce from receiver 

11 Take XOR of these values using MKES to 

obtain Key 

12 Save Key in XML file. 

13 } 

Receiver Side 

 

1. Receive SMS. 

2. If first 12 bits equals Magic Word then 

3. Split the concatenated string 

4. Save received values in XML File  

5. Call MKES_KeyInit function. 

6. Call MKES_KeyGen function. 

7. else 

8. Discard Message 

9. end if 

4.4.2. Secure Messaging between Cell Phones 

A mobile user can communicate securely with those mobile phones that are registered 

earlier through key generation phase. To validate the steps of MKES, user can select the 

secure option to transmit the message in a cipher text form. SMS is sent towards receiver 

by concatenating with a magic word where receiver first checks the magic word to avoid 

unnecessary decryption efforts. Plain text message is displayed to user after successful 

decryption using pre-established key saved in XML file. 

  

Sender Side 

1. Getting Mobile Number and Message of Receiver. 

2. If Mobile number not exist in XML file. 

2.1. Start Key Initialization and Generation Process 

3. else 
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3.1. Encrypt message using pre-established key. 

3.2. Converting them in to byte Array. 

4. Concatenate the Magic Word “***MKES***” with cipher text. 

5. Send SMS 

Receiver Side 

1. Receive SMS and split the concatenated message. 

2. If first 10 characters of Message equals “***MKES***”. 

2.1. Decrypt the message 

2.2. Displaying Original Message. 

3. else 

3.1. Displaying Original Message in list. 

Summary 

 

This chapter includes the discussions on key establishment for intra-actor, inter-actor and 

inter actor with gateway node based communication scenarios. It supports a matrix key 

distribution mechanism where actual key is never transmitted and only a few security 

credentials are transmitted. It requires very less storage and communication costs to 

achieve resilience against node capture attacks. MKES scheme is discussed in detail to 

elaborate communication scenarios and then the protocol steps for intra-actor based key 

distribution scenario. In this scheme, indices for row and column are exchanged between 

the sender and receiver nodes and values at intersection of row and column index are used 

to calculate the key on both nodes. It is also verified using a formal modeling and analysis 

is performed as per formal specification. It can establish keys with neighboring nodes, 

Actors, SINK and even across different WSN and WSAN. Simulation is performed using 

NS 2.35 to generate results for evaluating the Resilience, storage and communication costs 

through extensive simulations. A cluster based scenario of key distribution is also 

implemented using Android mobiles to prove the applicability of MKES in other networks. 

MKES works well for reducing communication cost and increases the chances of key 

establishment with any of the node in the network with very less storage overhead. It 

explores inter network key distribution scenarios in a secure manner but it does not covers 

the secure data collection in vast networks. Data collection is the key requirement for 

majority of sensor network based applications that are elaborated in next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CRITICAL DATA RECLAMATION MANAGEMENT 

 

 
Data extraction is an essential part of a number of application for wireless sensor networks. 

This chapter provides a detailed discussion about data extraction from a distant cluster 

whose head node is destroyed by some attacker. Proposed Critical Data Reclamation 

(CDR) scheme can extract the data securely by using MKES specifications for key 

establishment. Moreover, chapter discusses a secure Dynamically New GH Inclusion 

(DNGI) protocol for adding new GH in the network. It recommends a hybrid architecture 

where an ordinary member can communicate with GH and can also communicate with 

gateway nodes in case when GH is destroyed. Sensor can establish key with SINK node 

and transmit encrypted data to sink node via neighboring cluster heads. It further describes 

the protocol steps performed at SINK node to split and retrieve the aggregated data in a 

collective manner. Moreover, a protocol scenario is also explored to securely add a new 

GH in the network. 

 

5.1. Critical Data Reclamation (CDR) Protocol 

 

Data retrieval is the main objective in most of the WSN applications where a query is 

transmitted in the network and receiving the response in a collective manner from the 

desired nodes. The data is finally received by a distant sink node e.g. in a forest fire 

detection application the sink node can query the network for the near threshold value of 

temperature. Cluster Head (GH) is responsible for providing extensive calculations for 

crypto graphical calculations, query processing and response formation. It is assumed that 

GH is compromise resistant but it could be a single point failure if someone physically 

destroys the GH or some technical fault occurs then the entire cluster data becomes useless. 

A hybrid functionality of a sensor node is proposed to extract data from orphan clusters 
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where GH is destroyed. Sensor should be able to work under control of GH where inter-

sensor communication is also done via the GH as central point. In hybrid functionality, the 

sensor should also be able to communicate with ordinary nodes and especially gateway 

nodes to establish new keys and securely transmit precious data to neighboring GH via 

gateway nodes in a timely manner until a new GH is not added in that cluster. SINK sends 

an encrypted query message to all the cluster heads that forward the query to member nodes 

as shown in figure 5.1. 

 

1

3

4
2

5

Sink

Q
ue

ry
Group Head

Gateway Node

Member Node

 

Figure 5. 1: Query Transmission to Clusters 

 

After receiving the message, the member nodes decrypt the message to get the query and 

then send a single or an aggregated and compressed response of values to respective GH if 

it fulfills the query condition. GH receives the values from cluster members and then 

transmits the aggregated values either directly to SINK or via GH-GH level path towards 

sink. Gateway nodes are located at common boundary region that enable the 

communication between two cluster heads if both are not in direct transmission range of 

each other. In case when a GH is physically destroyed by an attacker or failed due to some 

mechanical fault then all communication is accessible via neighboring cluster heads and 

gateway nodes at common boundary. For example, if the GH4 in figure 5.2 is destroyed 

then ordinary nodes transmit the data to gateway nodes to pass it to neighboring cluster 
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heads 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7. Nodes at the center of the cluster use the intermediate nodes to 

transfer the data to gateway nodes. It is similar to distributing the central administrative 

level government to district level representatives to retrieve and manage information 

locally. Meanwhile a new cluster head can also be added using proposed protocol in section 

5.2 as per notification from neighboring GHs. The proposed scheme is evaluated to 

measure the communication cost and energy utilized at ordinary and head nodes for secure 

aggregated data transmission. 

  

4

Destroyed GH Gateway Node Member Node

Cluster 3

3

Cluster 3

5

Cluster 1

1
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2

Cluster 6

6
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7

 

Figure 5. 2: Querying and Aggregated Response Management 

 

Data extraction process begins when SINK transmits the encrypted query message towards 

GH that further forwards it to member sensor nodes. Initially the SINK broadcasts the 

query request message (𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑅𝐸𝑄, 𝑡𝑠𝑆, 𝑟𝑛𝑆 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝐼𝐷𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾|| 𝑡𝑠𝑆|| 𝑟𝑛𝑆)) to all the cluster 

heads GHi…Q in the network. In the message 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑅𝐸𝑄 is the identity of a query request 

which is enumerated value from available set of requests. Similarly, 𝑡𝑠𝑆 and 𝑟𝑛𝑆 are 

timestamp and nonce values generated at SINK. MAC is hash of parameters to verify 

message integrity. 
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𝐶1 = 𝐸𝐾𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾−𝐺𝐻𝑖
(𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑅𝐸𝑄, 𝑡𝑠𝑆, 𝑟𝑛𝑆, 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝐼𝐷𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾|| 𝑡𝑠𝑆|| 𝑟𝑛𝑆))    (5.1) 

 

SINK sends the message (𝐼𝐷𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾 , 𝐶1) to all cluster heads in the network where 𝐼𝐷𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾 is a 

16 bit identity number for SINK and C1 is encrypted text of the query request message as 

illustrated in equation 5.1. After receiving the message, all cluster heads decrypts it using 

appropriate pre-established key 𝐾𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾−𝐺𝐻𝑖  
established between 𝐺𝐻𝑖 and sink node as 

illustrated in equation 5.2. 

 

(𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑅𝐸𝑄, 𝑡𝑠𝑆, 𝑟𝑛𝑆, 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝐼𝐷𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾|| 𝑡𝑠𝑆|| 𝑟𝑛𝑆))  = 𝐷𝐾𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾−𝐺𝐻𝑖
(𝐼𝐷𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾 , 𝐶1) (5.2) 

 

Each cluster head verifies the freshness and integrity of received message and then 

forwards it towards all member sensor nodes. After receiving the message, sensor nodes 

decrypt the message and perform appropriate action as per enumerated request ID. If the 

node fulfills the condition then, it transmits the required data to its cluster head using 

pseudoCode 5.1. 

 

PseudoCode 5.1: Data Transfer – At Node 

Procedure Send_ MSG(𝑀𝑖){ 

1. 𝐶𝑖 = 𝐸K𝑆𝑖−𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾
(𝑀𝑖) 

2. 𝐶𝑚𝑖
= (𝑆𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟(𝐶𝑖|| 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑖||𝑡𝑖)) 

3. Send (𝐶𝑚𝑖
 ,GH) 

4. if MSG_Failed then 

5.    if Send (Hello, GH) then 

6.      Send (𝐶𝑚𝑖
 ,GH) 

7.    else  

8.      Set GH to NULL 

9.    end if 

10.end if 

 

In this pseudo code, Ci is the cipher text obtained by encrypting the message using shared 

symmetric key between sender Si and SINK. MAC is calculated for cipher text 𝐶𝑖 and 

timestamp 𝑡𝑖 calculated at 𝑆𝑖 and then (𝐶𝑖|| 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑖||𝑡𝑖)) is compressed using pseudoCode 5.2. A 

concatenated message 𝐶𝑚𝑖
 constructed by  𝑆𝑖 is transmitted towards GH as illustrated in step 2 and 

3. In a scenario where GH is destroyed before receiving response from member nodes, the 

message sending by sensor node fails and node retries by sending Hello message otherwise 

the status of assigned GH is set to NULL as illustrated in step 4 to 8. The assigned value 
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of GH is reset when either existing GH retransmits a message to  𝑆𝑖 or a new GH is added 

in the network and broadcast Join message to ordinary sensor nodes in transmission range 

of each other. 

 

During data compression mechanism in pseduoCode 5.2 which is similar to binary coded 

decimal (BCD) representation. In this pseudoCode, a single value of sensor reading is taken 

from a set of values measured and stored in different time intervals as per assigned 

schedule. Short numeric values reserve 16 bit each in the memory that can be compressed 

to reduce the size during transmission to save energy per bit. In most of the scenarios, 

sensor readings are in numerical values and less than 3 digits or can be scaled to represent 

in smaller values for temperature, pressure, humidity etc. For example, a 16 bit integer 

temperature value 46 is converted into two characters of 8 bit each containing 4 and 6 

separately as illustrated in steps 6 and 8. After that, lower 4 bits 1000 for 4 and 0110 for 6 

are taken and then concatenated to save in a single 8 bit character variable as illustrated in 

steps 7, 9 to 11. In case of values larger than 2 digits, a delimiter is at start and end to 

differentiate between values as illustrated in steps 13 to 19. 

 

PseudoCode 5.2: Data Compression  - At Node 

1. Int ARR_VALUES 

2. Char ARR_CHAR, ARR_MSG 

3. Repeat for 1 to ARR_VALUES_COUNT 

4.    Covert ARR_VALUES[i] to ARR_CHAR 

5.    If ARR_CHAR_COUNT Less than 3 

6.        Convert ARR_CHAR[0] to binary 

7.        Take first 4 bits and append in BITSET 

8.        Convert ARR_CHAR[1] to binary 

9.        Take first 4 bits and append in BITSET 

10.        Save BITSET in a single CHAR_VAL 

11.        Save CHAR_VAL in ARR_MSG 

12.    Else 

13.        Append a Delimiter to BITSET 

14.        Repeat For 0 to ARR_CHAR_COUNT  

15.             Convert ARR_CHAR[i] to binary 

16.             Take first 4 bits and append in BITSET 

17.         Append a Delimiter to BITSET 

18.        Save BITSET in a possible CHAR_VALs 

19.        Save CHAR_VALs in ARR_MSG 

20.   End If 
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In case the cluster head is destroyed then sensor node should not waste energy to send a 

flood of messages towards all neighboring sensors for finding path towards SINK for data 

transmission. Instead the SINK identifies the failure of scheduled response from GH and 

then sends a message (𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐺𝑁, 𝑡𝑠𝑆, 𝑟𝑛𝑆 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝐼𝐷𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾|| 𝑡𝑠𝑆|| 𝑟𝑛𝑆)) to all cluster heads 

for intimating the gateway nodes. For example in figure 5.2, if Cluster head 4 is destroyed 

then SINK sends the message to all neighboring GH to transmit message for data collection 

to ordinary gateway nodes located at common boundary with GH 3.  

 

𝐶2 = 𝐸𝐾𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾−𝐺𝐻𝑖
(𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐺𝑁, 𝑡𝑠𝑆, 𝑟𝑛𝑆, 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝐼𝐷𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾|| 𝑡𝑠𝑆|| 𝑟𝑛𝑆))               (5.3) 

 

SINK sends the message (𝐼𝐷𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾 , 𝐶2) to cluster heads that are neighbors of destroyed GH 

in the network as illustrated in equation 5.3. After receiving the message, each GH decrypts 

it using pre-established keys as illustrated in equation 5.4 and then verifies the freshness 

and integrity of message. 

 

        (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐺𝑁, 𝑡𝑠𝑆, 𝑟𝑛𝑆, 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝐼𝐷𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾|| 𝑡𝑠𝑆|| 𝑟𝑛𝑆))  = 𝐷𝐾𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾−𝐺𝐻𝑖
(𝐼𝐷𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾 , 𝐶1)   (5.4) 

 

GH encrypts the message (𝐹𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎, 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻 , 𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝐼𝐷𝐺𝐻|| 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻|| 𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻)) using pre-

established key 𝐾𝐺𝐻−𝐷𝑥
 between GH and a specific gateway node 𝐷𝑥. In the message,  

𝐹𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 is the command ID for executing the appropriate functionality as illustrated in 

equation 5.5. 

 

𝐶3 = 𝐸𝐾𝐺𝐻−𝐷𝑥
(𝐹𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎, 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻 , 𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝐼𝐷𝐺𝐻|| 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻|| 𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻))             (5.5) 

 

GH sends the message (𝐼𝐷𝐺𝐻, 𝐶3) to gateway nodes where 𝐶3 is the cipher text of message. 

Similarly, GH sends the messages to all intermediate gateway nodes by encrypting with 

appropriate pairwise keys. Gateway nodes decrypt the message as shown in equation 5.6 

and then verify the timestamp and hash values. 

 

        (𝐹𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎, 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻 , 𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻, 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝐼𝐷𝐺𝐻|| 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻|| 𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻))  = 𝐸𝐾𝐺𝐻−𝐷𝑥
(𝐼𝐷𝐺𝐻 , 𝐶3)     (5.6) 
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Gateway node ensures that if these hash and timestamp values are correct then transmits 

the message towards all neighboring sensor nodes in their limited communication range as 

shown in equation 5.7. In the message, 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑅𝐸𝑄 represents the request id to get data from 

sensor nodes, 𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑥
and 𝑟𝑛𝐷𝑥

 are timestamp and nonce values generated at gateway node 𝐷𝑥. 

Row and column indices are represented by 𝑅𝐷𝑥
 and 𝐶𝐷𝑥

 respectively. Moreover, MAC is 

taken for these parameters to ensure message integrity.  

 

       𝑀1 = (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑅𝐸𝑄, 𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑥
, 𝑟𝑛𝐷𝑥

, 𝑅𝐷𝑥
, 𝐶𝐷𝑥

, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑥
|| 𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑥

|| 𝑟𝑛𝐷𝑥
||𝑅𝐷𝑥

|| 𝐶𝐷𝑥
)       (5.7) 

 

After receiving the message, sensor nodes decrypt the message and perform appropriate 

action as per enumerated 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑅𝐸𝑄 ID. Sensor node only accepts 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑅𝐸𝑄 from only 

one agent node and discards the other similar requests from neighboring agent nodes to 

guard against redundant data transmission. Similar messages with different values are 

exchanged among all sensor nodes and agents. Sensor node transmits the message as given 

in equation 5.8 to agent node. 

 

           𝑀2 = (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑅𝐸𝑃, 𝑡𝑠𝑆𝑖
, 𝑟𝑛𝑆𝑖

, 𝑅𝑆𝑖
, 𝐶𝑆𝑖

, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
|| 𝑡𝑠𝑆𝑖

|| 𝑟𝑛𝑆𝑖
||𝑅𝑆𝑖

|| 𝐶𝑆𝑖
)              (5.8) 

 

Sensor nodes uses these timestamp and nonce values and takes the XOR of values received 

earlier in M1 to obtain symmetric key using equation 5.9 as per MKES specifications. In 

this equation V𝑅𝐶 is the value at intersection of rows and column indices exchanged. 

Similarly, gateway node receives message and calculates the key in a similar fashion. 

 

                               𝑆𝑖 , 𝐷𝑥: 𝐾𝐷𝑥−𝑆𝑖
= 𝑟𝑛𝑆𝑖

⊕ 𝑡𝑠𝑆𝑖
⊕ V𝑅𝐶 ⊕ 𝑟𝑛𝐷𝑥

⊕ 𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑥
      (5.9) 

 

Sensor node prepares a message ( 𝑡𝑠𝑆𝑖
, 𝑟𝑛𝑆𝑖

, 𝐶𝑚𝑖
, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖

|| 𝑡𝑠𝑆𝑖
|| 𝑟𝑛𝑆𝑖

||𝐶𝑚𝑖
)) that contains 

time stamp 𝑡𝑠𝑆𝑖
 and nonce  𝑟𝑛𝑆𝑖

 generated at 𝑆𝑖 and encrypts it using newly established 

pairwise symmetric key 𝐾𝐷𝑥−𝑆𝑖
 as illustrated in equation 5.10. Compressed message from 

𝑆𝑖 is represented as 𝐶𝑚𝑖
 that contains sensed data as per specifications in pseudoCode 5.1. 

 

𝐶4 = 𝐸𝐾𝐷𝑥−𝑆𝑖
( 𝑡𝑠𝑆𝑖

, 𝑟𝑛𝑆𝑖
, 𝐶𝑚𝑖

, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
|| 𝑡𝑠𝑆𝑖

|| 𝑟𝑛𝑆𝑖
||𝐶𝑚𝑖

))             (5.10) 
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Sensor node transmits the message (𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
, 𝐶4) to gateway node where 𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖

 is the identity of 

sensor node 𝑆𝑖 and 𝐶4 is the cipher text for message containing sensed data as response to 

query. Gateway nodes receive the response in compressed form from member sensor nodes 

as discussed above in pseudoCode 5.1 and 5.2. Gateway node decrypts the message as 

illustrated in equation 5.11 and also checks the freshness and message integrity. 

 

( 𝑡𝑠𝑆𝑖
, 𝑟𝑛𝑆𝑖

, 𝐶𝑚𝑖
, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖

|| 𝑡𝑠𝑆𝑖
|| 𝑟𝑛𝑆𝑖

||𝐶𝑚𝑖
)) = 𝐷𝐾𝐷𝑥−𝑆𝑖

(𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑖
, 𝐶4)             (5.11) 

 

Gateway node receives compressed data Cmi from sensor nodes and then concatenates it 

in Aggregated Compressed message (𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐷𝑥
) at 𝐷𝑥  as illustrated in step 3 of pseudoCode 

5.3. It maintains a value q that how many sensors replied the query as illustrated in step 4 

of pseudoCode 5.3. 

 

PseudoCode 5.3: Data Receiving – At Dx 

Initially 𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐷𝑥
 = null, q=0; 

Procedure Receive_MSG(𝐶𝑚𝑖
){ 

1. Receive 𝐶𝑚𝑖
  from Si 

2. if 𝑡𝑖
′ − 𝑡𝑖  < ∆t  then 

3.          𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐷𝑥
 = 𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐷𝑥

||𝐶𝑚𝑖  

4.          q = q+1 

5. else 

6.          Discard Message 

7. } 

 

Gateway node aggregates the compressed messages from sensor nodes and then prepares 

a message ( 𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑥
, 𝑟𝑛𝐷𝑥

, 𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐷𝑥
, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑥

|| 𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑥
|| 𝑟𝑛𝐷𝑥

||𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐷𝑥
)) containing timestamp 𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑥

, 

nonce 𝑟𝑛𝐷𝑥
, aggregated compressed messages concatenated at 𝐷𝑥 represented as 𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐷𝑥

 and 

MAC of values. Gateway node also concatenates its own sensed data in the aggregated 

message 𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐷𝑥
. The message is encrypted using pre-established pairwise symmetric key 

𝐾𝐷𝑥−𝐺𝐻 between gateway and neighboring GH. 

 

𝐶5 = 𝐸𝐾𝐷𝑥−𝐺𝐻
( 𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑥

, 𝑟𝑛𝐷𝑥
,𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐷𝑥

, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑥
|| 𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑥

|| 𝑟𝑛𝐷𝑥
||𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐷𝑥

))             (5.12) 
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Gateway node transmits message (𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑥
, 𝐶5) to GH where 𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑥

 is the identity of gateway 

node 𝐷𝑥 and 𝐶5 is the cipher text for message as given in equation 5.12. GH receives the 

message and decrypts it given in equation 5.13 by using the pre-established key 𝐾𝐷𝑥−𝐺𝐻 

between GH and the gateway node. 

 

       ( 𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑥
, 𝑟𝑛𝐷𝑥

,𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐷𝑥
, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑥

|| 𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑥
|| 𝑟𝑛𝐷𝑥

||𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐷𝑥
)) = 𝐸𝐾𝐷𝑥−𝐺𝐻

(𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑥
, 𝐶5)     (5.13) 

 

GH also receive the message from other neighboring GH and then concatenates the all 

aggregated compressed data messages either received from other GH or gateway. GH 

prepares 𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐺𝐻
 by concatenating the received messages during a fix time interval and then 

generates timestamp 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻 and nonce  𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻. Finally MAC of these parameters is calculated 

and included in message as illustrated in equation 5.14. 

  

𝐶6 = 𝐸𝐾𝐺𝐻−𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾
( 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻 , 𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻 ,𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐺𝐻

, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐼𝐷𝐺𝐻|| 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻|| 𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻||𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐺𝐻
))       (5.14) 

 

GH transmits message (𝐼𝐷𝐺𝐻 , 𝐶6) to SINK by including ID of GH represented as 𝐼𝐷𝐺𝐻 and 

the cipher text of message 𝐶6. SINK receives the message and then decrypts it using pre-

established symmetric key 𝐾𝐺𝐻−𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾 between GH and SINK as illustrated in equation 5.15. 

SINK extracts the timestamp 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻, nonce 𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻 and the aggregated compressed 

message 𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐺𝐻
. 

 

( 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻 , 𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻 ,𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐺𝐻
, 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐼𝐷𝐺𝐻|| 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻|| 𝑟𝑛𝐺𝐻||𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐺𝐻

))  = 𝐷𝐾𝐺𝐻−𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾
(𝐼𝐷𝐺𝐻 , 𝐶6)    (5.15) 

 

SINK verifies the integrity and freshness of message received from neighboring GH. If the 

time stamp value is expired from threshold value or the MAC of received parameters are 

not matched then message is discarded as illustrated in steps 2,3,17 and 18 in pseudoCode 

5.4. After that, SINK splits the aggregated compressed message 𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐺𝐻
 using Delimiter1 

and saves the number of message sets in a collection titled ARR_𝐴𝐶𝑀 as shown in step 4. 

The size of this collection varies according to the number of cluster heads and gateway 

nodes involved in the path.  
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PseudoCode 5.4: Data Receiving – At SINK 

1.Decrypt the message using Key 𝐷𝐾𝐺𝐻−𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾
 

2.if 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻
′ − 𝑡𝑠𝐺𝐻 < ∆𝑇 

3.   if(MAC’ equals MAC)  

4.   ARR_𝐴𝐶𝑀 = Split_MSG (𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐺𝐻
, Delimiter1) 

5.  Repeat For n=0 to ARR_𝐴𝐶𝑀_COUNT  

6.     ARR_𝐶𝑚𝑖
 = Split_MSG (ARR_𝐴𝐶𝑀[𝑛], Delimiter2) 

7.    Repeat For j=0 to ARR_𝐶𝑚𝑖
_COUNT  

8.       Extract 𝑆𝑖, 𝑡𝑖 from ARR_𝐶𝑚𝑖
[𝑗] 

9.           if 𝑡𝑖
′ − 𝑡𝑖 < ∆𝑇 

    10.              then Extract (𝐶𝑖|| 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑖||𝑡𝑖)) using Decompress 

    11.              Get 𝐶𝑖 , 𝑀𝐴𝐶 by Split_MSG using Delimiter3 

    12.              if (𝑀𝐴𝐶′ equals 𝑀𝐴𝐶) 

    13.                 then 𝑀𝑖 = 𝐷K𝑆𝑖−𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾
(𝐶𝑖)     

    14.                  Save Message and Send Success Message to GH 

    15.               else Discard Message : Integrity Violation from Si 

    16.              end if 

    17.           else Discard Message : Freshness problem from Si 

    18.           end if 

    19.       end For   

    20.     end For 

    21.    else Discard Message : Integrity Violation from GH 

    22.    end if   

    23. else Discard Message : Freshness problem from GH  

    24. end if 

 

GH near the SINK also concatenates the messages from intermediate cluster heads that 

received data 𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐷𝑥
 from gateway nodes as well that is illustrated in equation 5.12 and 

5.14. After extraction, ARR_𝐴𝐶𝑀 contains the data from all the cluster heads and gateway 

nodes in a particular path. Similarly, SINK receives the message 𝐴𝐶𝑀𝐺𝐻
 from other GH in 

its one-hop direct neighborhood and extracts all the messages from the network and 

receives all data from the member nodes in the destroyed head region. After that, SINK 

traverses the collection ARR_𝐴𝐶𝑀 from index n = 0 to ARR_𝐴𝐶𝑀_COUNT to split the 

message ARR_𝐴𝐶𝑀[𝑛] at index n using Delimiter2. It saves the messages in a collection 

titled ARR_𝐶𝑚𝑖
 that carries compressed messages from a particular GH as illustrated in 

steps 5 and 6 of pseudoCode 5.4. The size of ARR_𝐶𝑚𝑖
 is dependent on the number of 

sensors responded to either a cluster head or gateway node from destroyed cluster head 

region. Finally, the plain message is extracted using steps 7 to 19 were first of all, the SINK 
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traverses the ARR_𝐶𝑚𝑖
 from index j = 0 to ARR_𝐶𝑚𝑖

_COUNT to extract timestamp and 

sensor IDs from ARR_𝐶𝑚𝑖
[𝑗] at index j. 

 

SINK checks the freshness of message and then extracts (𝐶𝑖|| 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑖||𝑡𝑖)) by performing 

decompression that is reverse process of pseudoCode5.2. After that SINK extracts the 𝐶𝑖 

and 𝑀𝐴𝐶 by splitting using Delimiter3. It calculates the 𝑀𝐴𝐶(𝐶𝑖||𝑡𝑖) and then verifies the 

message integrity and then decrypts the cipher text 𝐶𝑖 using key 𝐷K𝑆𝑖−𝑆𝐼𝑁𝐾
 pre-established 

between sensor. SINK gets plain message 𝑀𝑖 and saves the message in repository for 

analysis and also transmits the message to GH for successful retrieval of message. In case 

of failure for freshness or message integrity, the message can be discarded at any level as 

illustrated in steps 15 to 24. 

 

In case when multiple GH are destroyed at the same time then the proposed solution can 

also handle the situation in a similar manner. If two or more consecutive GH in neighboring 

area are destroyed like cluster head 3 and 4 are destroyed then the gateway nodes located 

at common boundary of GH 3 and 4 are not useable whereas other cluster heads and 

gateway nodes can serve the purpose. It needs a little bit more inter node communication 

cost only between the common region of GH 3 and 4. In this way, a secure data collection 

and aggregated result propagation becomes feasible in an efficient way when a single or 

multiple GH are destroyed or failed due to some technical fault. In addition to this, it also 

achieves the hop-hop security of data and then efficiently transmitting towards the sink 

node via GH to GH level communication which is much secure, dependable and efficient 

in this scenario. 

 

5.2. Dynamically New GH Inclusion (DNGI) Protocol 

 

During the destroyed GH scenario, CDR serves to extracts the critical data in a timely 

manner and later on a new cluster head can be added in the network. MKES scheme is 

effectively suitable in this scenario as illustrated in this section. It allows the new GH to 

establish keys with neighboring cluster heads using the matrix preloaded in it by 
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Administrator. Anew GH can be added to join in case of GH destroyed, a new Cluster 

startup and strengthening existing GH with a new GH to manage large sized cluster. 

Initially the new cluster head GHn broadcasts the message ( IDGHn || GHn_JoinREQ || tsGHn 

|| HSINK (AUTH_CODE || tsSINK) ) to all the cluster heads in signal range. In the message 

IDGHn is a 16 bit identity number head node, GHn_JoinREQ is join request by new GH, 

tsGHn is timestamp generated by GHn and HSINK (AUTH_CODE || tsSINK) is hash of 

authentication code AUTH_CODE with time stamp tsSINK of sink node. Hash of these 

values was calculated at sink node and then preloaded in GHn before deployment. 

 

Considering that there are three neighbors GHi, GHj and GHk that received this message 

from GHn. Each GHi .. k sends the message to sink node for acquiring appropriate HSINK  

value for authenticating GHn to join the network. Suppose GHi sends the message (EKGHi 

– SINK (IDGHn || HashREQ || tsGHn) ) encrypted using pre-established secret key between 

GHi and sink node as shown in equation 5.16. In the message, IDGHn is identity value for 

new GH, HashREQ is a request ID that is recognizable at sink node to call appropriate 

function for returning hash value and tsGHn is the timestamp received by GHi from GHn. 

 

C1 = EKGHi – SINK (IDGHn || HashREQ || tsGHn)     (5.16) 

 

GHi sends the message ( IDGHi , C1 ) to sink node where IDGHi represents identity of 

sender cluster head and C1 is encrypted text of the hash request message. After receiving 

the message, sink node decrypts it using pre-established key KGHi – SINK established 

between GHi and sink node as illustrated in equation 5.17. 

 

(IDGHn || HashREQ || tsGHn) = DKGHi – SINK (IDGHi , C1)   (5.17) 

 

SINK node extracts the values and calculates the timestamp difference with tsGHn If the 

value is less than the threshold value then for request freshness for joining the network then 

sink node proceeds with next steps otherwise the message is discarded with intimation to 

GHi as illustrated in step 4 of pseudocode 5.5 shown below. 
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Pseudocode 5.5: Hash Request Processing 

procedure ReceiveHashREQ(C1){ 

1. Get ID of Sender GH 

2. Decrypt C1 using key KGHi – SINK 

3. Tokenize the concatenated message 

4.    if ts’ – tsGHn < ∆t then 

       4.1   Get HSINK (AUTH_CODE || tsSINK) 

       4.2   Send HSINK to GHi 

       4.3   Add IDGHn in GH_List 

      4.4 else 

       4.4   Discard Message 

       4.5   Send “GH_JOIN_FAILED” to GHi 

    end if 

} 

 

SINK node sends the reply message (ts || HashREP || HSINK (AUTH_CODE || tsSINK)) to GHi 

by encrypting using pre-established key between GHi and sink as illustrated in equation 

5.18. In the message, tss is new timestamp generated by sink for ensuring message 

freshness, HashREP is the reply from SINK for the hash request that represent a command 

value, HSINK is requested hash value. 

 

C2 = EKGHi – SINK (tss || HashREP || HSINK (AUTH_CODE || tsSINK))   (5.18) 

 

SINK node sends the message ( IDSINK , C2 ) to GHi where IDSINK represents identity of 

sink node and C2 is encrypted text of the hash reply message. After receiving, GHi decrypts 

message using pre-established symmetric key KGHi – SINK established between GHi and sink 

node as illustrated in equation 5.19.  

 

 ( tss || HashREP || HSINK ) = DKGHi – SINK (IDGHi , C2)     (5.19) 

 

GHi also compares the hash value from sink with the hash value from GHn. If values are 

equal then GHi sends message (KeyEstabREQ || RGHi || CGHi || tsGHi || rnGHi) to GHn as a key 

establishment request. If hash values are not equal then message request is discarded. In 

this message, RGHi and CGHi are row and column indices randomly selected at GHi. Time 
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stamp ts and random nonce value rnGHi is also transmitted. In response, GHn sends message 

(KeyEstabREQ || RGHn || CGHn || tsGHn || rnGHn) to GHi. 

 

Now GHn and GHi can calculate the shared key by using equation 5.20 and 5.21 

respectively. Both key values are same and a symmetric key is established without passing 

the actual key in the network. Nonce and timestamps exchanged by both GH are used along 

with row and column indices to calculate the key. Moreover, Hash of code from sink is 

also used HSINK (AUTH_CODE || tsSINK) to further increase security strength.  

  

GHn : KGHn – GHi = rnGHn ⊕ tsGHn ⊕ VRC ⊕ HSINK ⊕ tsGHi ⊕ rnGHi        (5.20) 

GHi : KGHi – GHn = rnGHi ⊕ tsGHi ⊕ VRC ⊕ HSINK ⊕ tsGHn ⊕ rnGHn         (5.21) 

 

In these equations, VRC is calculated by taking XOR of intersection values for row and 

column indices using equation 5.22 where 𝑉𝑅𝐺𝐻𝑖 𝐶𝐺𝐻𝑛
represents intersection value of row 

index from GHi and column index from GHn. 

 

𝑉𝑅𝐶 = 𝑉𝑅𝐺𝐻𝑖 𝐶𝐺𝐻𝑛
 𝑉𝑅𝐺𝐻𝑛 𝐶𝐺𝐻𝑖

      (5.22) 

 

After the key calculation, GHn sends (IDGHn || rnGHi || KeyEstabREP) as a key establishment 

reply message to GHi by encrypting with newly established key KGHn – GHi as illustrated 

in equation 5.23. In the message, IDGHn represents the ID of sender, rnGHi is the random 

nonce value received from GHi during KeyEstabREQ message. KeyEstabREP represents 

the enumerated value for key establishment reply message that is used at receiver side to 

identify the message ID and perform appropriate functionality.   

 

 C3 = EKGHn – GHi (IDGHn || rnGHi || KeyEstabREP)         (5.23) 

 

GHn sends the message ( IDGHn , C3 ) to GHi where IDGHn is identity of GHn to verify the 

identity and C3 is encrypted text of the key establishment reply message as elucidated in 
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equation 5.24. After receiving the message, GHi decrypts the received message as 

illustrated in equation 5.18 using newly established key KGHi – GHn.  

 

       (IDGHn || rnGHi || KeyEstabREP) = DKGHi – GHn (IDGHn , C3)    (5.24) 

 

GHi splits the concatenated string to obtain security parameters and then the value of nonce 

is compared at GHi to validate the message authenticity. If nonce values are equal then 

GHn is added to GH_Set that contains list of neighboring cluster heads. After that GHi 

sends a KeyEstabSUCCESS message to GHn. After that GHi sends a success message 

(IDGHi || rn || IDGHn || GH_JOIN_SUCCESS) to SINK that adds the GHn in its GH_Set and 

also mark it as a neighbor of GHi. If nonce values does not match then GHn is added to 

Discarded_GH_Set and future request from GHn can be directly discarded. 

 

Dynamically adding a new GH in the network is not feasible in most of the existing matrix 

based schemes where increase in number of nodes requires larger matrices. It increases 

storage, computation and communication overheads. Proposed scheme dominates to 

provide such feature without the compulsion of increasing base matrix size. GH can also 

send an alert message for Key Freshness after a specific time period if prescribed by the 

intrusion detection system to improve the security strengths. 

 

5.3. Results and Analysis 
 

A cluster head based network model is simulated using ns-2 and running time is calculated 

using C with ns-2. Tcl files are used for deployment and messaging as per simulation 

scenarios and perl scripts are used for extracting results from trace files. Network is 

deployed in a region of 1200 x 1200 meters. We have deployed different 3 to 10 clusters 

including 5 to 30 nodes per cluster with one head node having more transmission and 

computation capabilities. Transmission range of ordinary nodes is set to 40 meters. Queue 

type is set to Queue/DropTail/PriQue with a size of 50 packets. Parameter for the MKES 

scenario are reused in case of CDR for security implications and deployment scenarios are 

varied for data aggregation in intra-cluster and inter-cluster scenario. 
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5.3.1. Communication Cost 

 

An aggregated message that is transmitted via GH-to-GH level communication requires 

less number of messages because of large transmission range of GH. In case of CDR, the 

member of nodes transmit the requested data to gateway nodes that further forwards the 

aggregated message to neighboring GH. In this case, intra-cluster communication cost 

between ordinary nodes increases to ensure the possibility of acquiring data before expiry. 

SINK node transmits query request message to all cluster heads that further transmit the 

message to all member nodes. A single message contains a message id that is identified by 

the receiver to perform appropriate action using conditional operators. During simulation, 

a threshold value of temperature along with message ID is transmitted towards member 

nodes. Total number of bytes transmitted during query message exchange 𝑀𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦_𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 can 

be calculated using equation 5.14 where 𝛾 represents cluster size and 𝑀𝑠𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 represents the 

size of query message transmitted by sink node. 

 

   𝑀𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦_𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 =  𝛾 × 𝑀𝑠𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒     (5.14) 

 

The communication cost is measured for message sizes 50, 60 and 70 Bytes. The 

simulation process has been modified for different cluster sizes from 5 to 50 nodes per 

cluster as illustrated in figure 5.3.  

 

 

Figure 5. 3: Query Request Transmission Cost 
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After receiving the message, the member nodes evaluate the query and respond to 

respective cluster head by performing compression of data as described in section 5.3.4. If 

the member node does not contain data for the query then it does not respond. During 

simulation, it has been observed that 60% of the nodes sent a response message because 

temperature values were pre-loaded at initialization time and randomly changed after a 

specific time interval. It was also simulated to show an alarming situation of fire hazard.    

Total number of bytes transmitted during query response 𝑀𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦_𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 can be calculated 

using equation 5.15 where 𝛾 represents Cluster size, 𝑁𝑅𝑝𝑒𝑟 is percentage of nodes that sent 

response to query request, 𝑀𝑠𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 is the size of query message transmitted by sink node 

and 𝑄𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 represents the number of queries transmitted per hour. 

 

  𝑀𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦_𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 =  𝛾 × 𝑁𝑅𝑝𝑒𝑟 × 𝑀𝑠𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒  × 𝑄𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞     (5.15) 

 

The simulated scenario has been tested for different cluster sizes ranging from 5 to 50 

nodes and query frequency of 2 to 4 queries per hour. The size of response message can 

vary according to amount of concatenated result values. But due to compression the size is 

reduced to 50%, therefore, in our simulation scenario the average message size is measured 

to be 96 bytes. Figure 5.4 elucidates the impact of increase in query frequency per hour 

and displays the number of total bytes transmitted during one hour with multiple queries.   

 

 

Figure 5. 4: Impact of Query Frequency on Communication Cost 
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The member nodes in a cluster respond to query message if and only if the required 

condition is true that is pre-coded in node using c language. During simulation, different 

number of nodes have responded as per criteria. The results are arranged in a 

chorographical order to show the impact on communication cost as per the increasing 

percentages for number of nodes generating the response message.  

 

 

Figure 5. 5: Impact of Responding Nodes over Communication 

 

Total bytes transmitted during one hour are calculated using equation 5.15 where cluster 

size is kept constant that is equal to 40 nodes per cluster. Figure 5.5 elucidates the scenario 

where 30% to 100% nodes of a cluster are sending the response message and total bytes 

transmitted during one hour are comparatively visualized. In this scenario, the query 

frequency is set from 2 to 5 queries per hour.     

 

In hierarchical data aggregation schemes including HCDA (Suat & X, 2011), RCDA 

(Gunasekaran & Sivakumar, 2012) and DAMA (Othman, Trad, & Youssef, 2013), the 

bytes exchanged to transmit the aggregated message to sink are reduced because a powerful 

head node is involved. In case of CDR protocol, gateway nodes are involved and more 

number of messages are exchanged between ordinary nodes and more computation and 

communication energy is used. But the solution makes it possible to extract the data 

otherwise it was lost due to inaccessibility. 
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Figure 5. 6: Communication Cost in case of Destroyed GH 

 

Gateway nodes receive data from member ordinary nodes and forward the aggregated 

message to neighboring GH. Simulation results show that almost 60% nodes are located at 

common boundary of all neighboring clusters as illustrated in network model in section 

5.5.1 whereas 40% nodes are in the central/inner region and multi-hop communication is 

required to transmit the message to gateway node. Total number of bytes transmitted by a 

gateway node 𝑀𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦_𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝐷𝐺𝐻 during query response in case of destroyed cluster head 

can be calculated using equation (5.18). In this equation, 𝐻𝐶 , represents hop count, 

(𝑀𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦_𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒)𝐼𝑅  represents the bytes transmitted by nodes in the inner region that is 

calculated using equation (5.15) above with 𝑁𝑅𝑝𝑒𝑟 = (𝛾 × 0.4) × 0.6 = 𝛾 × 0.24  which 

equals 60% of nodes in inner region. Moreover, the bytes transmitted by nodes in boundary 

region (𝑀𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦_𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒)𝐵𝑅 where 𝑁𝑅𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝐵𝑅 = 
(𝛾 ×0.06)

𝜎
  which is 60% of surrounding nodes. It 

is also multiplied by 𝜎 to calculate the bytes transmitted by boundary nodes towards 

neighboring clusters as illustrated in equation (5.17).  

 

(𝑀𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦_𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒)𝐵𝑅 = (𝛾 × 𝑁𝑅𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝐵𝑅 × 𝑀𝑠𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒  × 𝑄𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞)  × 𝜎  (5.17) 

𝑀𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦_𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝐷𝐺𝐻 = (𝑀𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦_𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒)𝐵𝑅 + ((𝑀𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦_𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒)𝐼𝑅 × 𝐻𝐶 )(5.18) 

 

In this scenario, the communication cost is increased due to these inner nodes performing 

multi-hop communication as compare to existing HCDA (Suat & X, 2011), RCDA 
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(Gunasekaran & Sivakumar, 2012) and DAMA (Othman, Trad, & Youssef, 2013) schemes 

a shown in figure 5.6. This difference of communication cost reduces if multi-hop 

communication is also considered in existing schemes because there exist some member 

nodes that are multi hop away from GH. It was also compared for deployment scenarios in 

a hexadecimal with six neighboring clusters and rectangular with 8 neighboring cluster but 

the communication cost remains the same. 

 

During simulation, total 46 messages are sent whereas 2 messages are dropped due to 

distant node, so 44 messages are received successfully. Communication cost Cc can be 

calculated using equation 5.19 where Es is transmission energy for one message which is 

equal to 0.1819 Jules, Er is energy for receiving one message which is 0.049 Jules, N is 

total number of messages and M is total number of reply messages. 

  

                         𝐶𝑐  =  (𝐸𝑠 ×  N )  +  ( M × 𝐸𝑟)   (5.19) 

 

By putting values Cc= (0.1819*46) + (44*0.049) = 10.5234 Jules. When 3 messages are 

dropped out of 66 message then Cc= 15.0924 Jules. Transmission ratio can be calculated 

as Tr=r/s =44/46=0.956 where r is number of packet received, and s is number of total 

packet sent. Some message dropped when GH try to send direct message to SINK due to 

large transmission ranges. Afterwards, GH sends concatenated data packets to SINK via 

neighboring cluster heads as intermediaries. 

 

5.3.2. Energy Consumption  

 

During network deployment and initialization phase of simulation, all the cluster heads 

carry the same energy level 10000 joules. When the query is received at cluster head from 

sink node then aggregated data transmission is performed to send back the query response. 

During this process, the energy values are taken from trace file and plotted in figure 5.7. 

The residual energy values at the cluster heads are 9999.9969835, 9999.996940 and 

9999.996940 joules respectively after transmission of concatenated message. Less amount 

of energy consumed at 0.6 sec when GH_1 is idle to receive request from neighboring GHs 

and maximum energy consumed at 0.9 seconds when all aggregated data is transmitted by 
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GH_1. Other GH are busy in query transmission and receiving response form their cluster 

members. GH_2 and GH_3 are in the path towards sink and receive data from GH_1. 

 

 

Figure 5. 7: Energy Consumption at GH during Query Processing 

 

Member sensors nodes are assigned an initial energy of 1000.0 joules at the time of 

deployment and node initialization phase. During the aggregated result formation and data 

compression, the energy values are taken for 6 member nodes of a cluster. These values 

are taken form the trace file generated after simulation using ns-2. Figure 5.8 elucidates the 

amount of energy consumed at these 6 nodes after utilizing energy for computation and 

communication activities per second.  

 

 

Figure 5. 8: Energy at Sensor during Aggregation and Compression 
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Results show that each sensor utilizes same energy about 0.003J when there is no 

significant activity whereas at 0.1 and 0.5 seconds all nodes consumed much larger amount 

of energies when the aggregation, compression is performed. At 0.8, aggregated message 

is transmitted towards head nodes, therefore, energy consumption increases in that second. 

Afterwards energy level drop down in last seconds as compare to peak busy seconds. 

 

Summary 
 

This chapter elaborates the CDR scheme for data extraction from a distant cluster whose 

head node is destroyed by an attacker or due to some mechanical fault. It uses the MKES 

specifications for secure key distribution. Secure aggregated response to a query is 

transmitted to sink node using data compression and transmission protocols at sensors and 

GH respectively. A hybrid approach is followed to handle the scenarios when cluster head 

is destroyed and intermediate nodes establish keys with sink node to transmit encrypted 

response of query. Moreover, a new protocol is proposed to add a new GH in network. 

Protocols are simulated using NS-2.35 to validate proposed work and measure performance 

in terms of communication and energy consumption.   
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CHAPTER 6 
 

 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

 

This chapter includes the discussion about the achievements of proposed schemes 

including KDKF, MKES and CDR. It also discusses the improvement in terms of 

percentages as compared to the existing schemes in the related area of research. Finally, 

this chapter highlights the research limitations and highlights the open research problems 

as the future work. 

 

4.2. Conclusion  
 

Secure key distribution is the essential requirement of industrial, medical and military 

applications of WSN for providing secure messaging between sensor nodes. During key 

distribution between two nodes across the clusters, an intermediate gateway nodes that 

have establish keys in both clusters can play a vital role for message exchange. A 

compromised gateway node can extract the key before the link establishment because 

sender and receiver have no prior end to end key to encrypt messages. Proposed KDKF 

scheme achieves secure distribution through key fragmentation at sender side and 

assimilation at receiver side using light weight XOR operations using KFA. It has been 

verified using Rubin Logic based formal modeling and analysis. Scheme is validated using 

simulations in NS-2. According to results, 75% of communication is compromised in 

existing schemes whereas proposed KDKF has the probability of exposing only 15% of 

communication even when 80% of nodes are compromised. The proposed scheme 

transmits extra 28 bytes during complete key distribution process but use of powerful head 

nodes reduce this overhead for those messages transmitted through GH. 

 

MKES provides key establishment that reduces communication overhead as compare to 

KDKF and achieves resilience against node compromising attacks because key is never 
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transmitted across the nodes. In this scheme, indices for row and column are exchanged 

between the sender and receiver nodes and values at intersection of row and column index 

is used to calculate the key on both nodes. It can establish keys with neighboring nodes, 

cluster heads, SINK and even across different WSN and WSAN. Results show that storage 

cost per node is reduced to 279 Bytes as compared to 1200 Bytes, 2416 Bytes and 7200 

Bytes in counterparts for a cluster size of 300 nodes. Communication cost is reduced to 

only 0.2 KB as compare to 8 KB and 16 KB in competing schemes. It also achieves a much 

better resilience against node capture attack and only 30 independent values of a matrix are 

revealed in MKES as compare to 201, 402 and 900 dependent values directly used to 

calculate key in existing schemes.   

 

CDR scheme is proposed for data aggregation in isolated clusters where cluster head is 

destroyed. MKES allows the ordinary gateway node to establish key with SINK and 

transmit encrypted data to sink node via neighboring GHs. It also supports to add new GH 

in the cluster in a secure manner. Proposed schemes is simulated and evaluated for Density 

of cluster, Resilience, Storage and Communication overheads. Results prove that CDR 

protocol is much more resilient against compromising attack and achieves wide range of 

secure key establishment as compare to contemporary schemes. 

 

4.3. Future Work 
 

(1) MKES and KDKF schemes will be tested for random deployments of gateway nodes in a 

confined cluster boundary. It will be analyzed for the effects of gateway nodes count on 

inter cluster communication. Moreover, the impact of compromising a single gateway node 

and fraction of communication compromised can also be measured.   

 

(2) Analyzing the KDKF and MKES for detecting the error or alteration ratios for message 

transmission through compromised and normal intermediate nodes.  We shall also apply 

the error correction techniques to recover the lost bits. It will be further evaluated to 

measure the impact of error on key establishment failure. 
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(3) Evaluate the mobility of gateway nodes in different mobility models and deployment 

mechanisms. It will be further evaluated to measure the effects of gateway node mobility 

on inter cluster key establishment in KDKF-H and MKES. 

 

(4) During key establishment between distant nodes, a distance based analysis will be 

performed to find number of hopes in a path between sender and receiver. It will 

be based on transmission radius of ordinary and head nodes. 

 

(5) MKES will be analyzed for cross WSN key establishment with expected little 

storage cost when matrix size and values are kept same across the network. 

 

(6) MKES will be analyzed to setup key between mobile nodes. It will expectedly 

eliminate the need of sensor nodes location identification for achieving better 

connectivity in extensive mobility scenarios. 
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